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The Cenco 
Hyperrnc 

high speed 
high rncuutn 

pump 

71 

MIN iOnAiN 5 

fo LOWER PRESSURE 
¡IL Yadio Pubes 

The exhaust curve of the Cenco Hypervac pump - a 
straight line. almost parallel along the time axis l'n ni 
atmospheric pressure into the tenths micron pre -sure 
reg. . In terns of pressure, a straight vertical path 
to Iowtr pressures than before. ht terms of time - - - -a 
complete exhaust job from roughing to finishing in a 
few seconds. 

Onk by exhausting extremely large volumes can the 
t' factor be actuall} measured in iii iuutes to supply 
the curve at the lift- -where the finishing end of the 
Hypervac straight line exhaust curve cleans up a 
twenty -two liter volume. 

Applied to common tube and line volumes, the Cenco 
Hypervac I p offers instant recovery on high speed 
machines and a cleaner exhaustion in every tube 
produced. 

Address inquiries to the Central Scientific Company. 
460 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Ot _Ala, C 01gjP4N 
HN H IG H VACUUM 

Super 
tH 

NEW YORK - BOSTON - CNICAG O-TORONTO-LOSANGELBs 
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LECTRICAL PARTS 

and 

acatwrew » 
FORMICA for electrical uses is made in every 

variety required for insulating purposes in devices 
of all kinds. 

Manufacturers who do their own fabricating may get 
the characteristics they require in Formica sheet. 

Those who buy fabricated parts may have them in 
quantity accurately shaped very promptly, for Formica 
has one of the largest installations of fabricating 
machinery in the industry. 

For seventeen years leading American technical 
organizations have depended on Formica as a source 
of supply for these materials. 

Send your blue prints for quotations. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 

4638 Spring Grove Avenue 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
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I3 Million Radio Sets 
In Use in United States 

pDl(ì 
receiving sets in use in the 

United States on July 1 have been 
estimated by the Department of 
Commerce at 13,478,600. 

New York, with 1,752.000, had the largest 
number. California was second with 
I . t 7 0,000 sets, or more than the total of 
-,'oral States which exceed her in popula- 
tion. Other State totals were: Illinois, 
1,060,000; Pennsylvania. 077,000; Ohio, 845,- 
1100: Massachusetts, 656,000; Michigan, 627; 
000, and New Jersey, 453,000. 

In 1929 the number of receivers sold 
totaled about four and one -half million. 
equipped with about thirty -two million tubes. 
In addition, hi 1929, there were about thirty - 
eight million tubes sold separately over the 
counter. 

The distribution of receivers over the en- 
tire country has been ascertained to be: 
New England States, 9.5 per cent; Middle 
Atlantic States, 26.8 per cent; East North 
Central States, 23.64 per cent; West North 
Central States, 11.06 per cent; South At- 
lantic States, 6.15 per cent ; East South 
Central States, 2.47 per cent; West South 
Central States, 4.76 per cent; Mountain 
States, 2.94 per cent, and Pacific States, 
8.06 per cent. 

These percentages were made up from 
sales records made in the two years 1928- 
1929. 

The present wide demand for midget 
sets, and the variation as to locality of 
general employment, may this year cause 
changes in these group percentages. 

+ 
............ .................................................................___ _ ..........., ,,.... ,, . ,. .............. ,,,,,,....... ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,.,..,.,.,, ..................... . 
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Drawingbarewire through 
diamond dies to insure uni- 

form diameter. 

Anaconda safeguards qual- 
ity from mine to consumer - 
provides a nation -udde ser- 
vice,prompt, dependable, 

complete. 

ANACONDA 
MAGNET 
WIRE... 
Drawn to exact- 
ing requirements 

TO insure the purity, temper, elongation, conductivity, surface smooth- 
ness, accuracy of gauge and other qualities so necessary for a perfect 
product, Anaconda Magnet Wire is drawn under most careful supervision 
and is subjected to repeated physical and electrical tests ... May we 
discuss your requirements with you? 

ANACONDA WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY 
General Offices: 25 Broadway, New York City 
Chicago Office: 20 North Wacker Drive 

Magnet Wire Mills at 
Muskegon, Mich.; Anderson, Ind.; Sycamore, HL 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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A 

SUCCESSFUL 

CONFERENCE 

November, 1930 

RADIO manufacturers have 
one industry's share of 

economic difficulties, and until 
the bulk of these are ironed 
out, there is sound reason for 
cooperative determination to 
avoid incurring others. 

I f there is doubt in the minds of the industry's 
members that much can be accomplished 
through cooperative deliberation, this may be 
dispelled by recalling the conference of March, 
193o, in New York, participated in by receiver 
manufacturers' representatives and the tube 
manufacturers. That conference dealt fairly 
and openly with the subject of the Pentode tube. 
While nothing was suggested that would interfere 
with laboratory development of this type of tube, 
it was made generally plain that a stampede 
toward the wide use of the tube would add little 
or nothing to the consumer's dollar's worth, but 
would destroy the market for thoroughly service- 
able merchandise already manufactured and 
stocked. 

This conference, called by the R. M. A., served 
a sensible purpose. 

SELECTIVITY N one hand manufactur- 
ers of radio receivers 

like to believe that the sets 
their engineers have designed 
and which their sales people 
are selling are as selective as 
the advertisements claim they 

are. On the other hand it is interesting to note the 
mass protests of set owners when a broadcasting 
company announces that it proposes to install a 

"high power" transmitting station within to miles 
of considerable numbers of listeners' homes. 

The cry goes forth "all other stations will be 
blanketed," one indication of which is that broad- 
cast listeners still demand variety and are willing 
to explore far afield for it. 

In the search for a slogan that might serve as 
a destroyer of sales resistance why not, "The 
non- blanket receiver: any station, any time ?" 

UNIVERSAL 
IN 

informed radio circles 
there is frequent comment 

anent the probable future use 
of the excellent radio tele- 
graph stations erected and 
equipped by the Universal 
\ \Tireless Corporation. Sev- 

eral station units of this system were completed 
by the end of the year 1929. Typical of the 

WIRELESS 

others are the stations at Scobeyville, N. J., and 
Plainfield, Illinois. 

An engineering inspection of these stations 
shows them to be well- designed, and thoroughly 
equipped to handle large volumes of message traf- 
fic in inter -city service. As modern radio plants 
they are far in advance of various of the older 
stations operated by other services -naturally so, 
as several of the stations now handling radio 
message traffic are, in many particulars, obsolete. 

The Universal Company apparently made good 
in its agreement to have these stations ready for 
service in 193o. In future developments and 
disclosures it will be interesting to learn the reas- 
ons for restraining the company from proceeding 
to operate on the short wave channels originally 
allocated to this service. 

THE 

MEASURE 

OF HUMAN 

PROGRESS 

T the Toronto conven- 
tion of the Institute of 

Radio Engineers, Colonel 
Lee, vice- president of the In- 
stitute, in an address stated 
that he believed the time 
would come when history will 

not he written in terms of wars, tariffs and 
treaties, but rather in terms of scientific advance. 

The thought is not new but the fact that it is 
occupying the minds of advanced thinkers in 
Europe at the present time is encouraging. In 
our own country, in the minds of many scientists 
and engineers dates of inventions or discoveries 
have come to have historical significance. 

What well grounded engineer does not carry 
in mind as epochal dates, the following and many 
others: 1820, Oersted and magnetism; 1827, 
Ohm and the first laws of electricity; 1829, Henry 
and the electromagnet; 1831, Faraday and mag- 
neto electricity; 1835, Morse and the telegraph: 
1858, the trans -Atlantic cable; 1876, Bell and 
Gray, the telephone; 1878, the Edison phono 
graph; 1881, the incandescent lamp; 1895, Mar - 
coni's early experiments; 1906, DeForest's 
audion? 

Should the present "how to do it" age of engi- 
neering literature and of engineering instruction 
some day be broadened to include "How it came 
about" there would be industrial and individual 
gains of a desirable order. Intimate knowledge 
of how inventors work, of each forward step 
made by them and of their habits of thought, 
never have failed to inspire respect and admira- 
tion on the part of students. 
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'Every Man 
co n ce rn e d arsi th p ro duc ti o n 

should read it" 
... says sI prominenl 
Any man concerned with the produc- 
tion of a product made wholly or 
partly of metal will find this new 
booklet, "Fastenings -How they are 
made by leaders in the metal working 
industries," most interesting reading. 
The chances are, too, that he will 
obtain from it information of consid- 
erable value to his own work. 
This booklet contains accurate de- 
scriptions of the was in which greater 
fastening economy has been attained 
on the Send Refrigerator, Philco 

'modelled engineer 
Radio, Hotpoint Range, Ford Tri- 
motor Plane, Simmons Metal Furni- 
ture, Zenith -Detroit Carburetor and 
other well known products. All of the 
facts and figures given. were secured 
through fastening studies made by 
independent engineers in the plants 
of fourteen of the most prominent 
concerns in their respective fields. 

"Fastenings" will be sent free of coat 
or obligation to any plant executive. 
It is only necessary to fill in the cou- 
pon and attach it to your letterhead. 

PARKER -KALON r}/ardened Self- tapping Screws 

PARKER- KAI.ON CORPORATION 
Dept. L. 190.198 Yarick St., New York, N. Y. 

Send a free copy of "Fastenings" marked to 
the personal attention of: 

Name and Title 

Company 

Street and (:ity 
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single source 

for wire products 

in any quantity 

ATLANTA 
1526 Healy Building 

BIRMINGHAM 
1306 Wotts Building 

BOSTON 
89 Brood Street 

BUFFALO 
56 Clyde Avenue 

CHARLOTTE 
1503 First Notional Bank Bldg. 

CHICAGO 
20 North Wacker Drive 

DISTRICT 
CINCINNATI 

920 Chamber of Corn. Bldg. 

CLEVELAND 
1814 Terminal Tower 

DALLAS 
1614 Allen Building 

DENVER 
650 Seventeenth Street 

DETROIT 
827 Fisher Building 

OFFICES 
KANSAS CITY 

932 Board of Trade Building 

LOS ANGELES 
939 East Fourth Street 

MINNEAPOLIS 
109 South Seventh Street 

NEW YORK 
420 Lexington Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA 
123 South Broad Street 

PITTSBURGH 
1714 Koppers Building 

ROME, N.Y. 
Mill Street 

SAN FRANCISCO 
465 Tenth Street 

SEATTLE 
570 First Avenue, South 

ST. LOUIS 
1213 Ambassador Building 

WASHINGTON 
704 Wilkins Building 

GENERAL CABLE 

e 
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HE twelve wire and cable mills pooled to form General 
Cable had long been leaders - some famous for highest 
quality magnet wire; others for noteworthy developments 
in the manufacture of complex electrical coils; still others 

for distribution and transmission wires and cables - and so on through 

the gamut of kindred products. With a single trade mark to indicate the 

high standards to which all conform, these twelve plants, in effect, are 

one ... modern, efficient and with obvious capacity to produce a great 
variety of wires, cables and accessories. 

Under the single management of General Cable, productive capacity nat- 

urally thrives on the flexibility which comes from the unification of plants 

and from the unhampered interchange of patents and processes among 

all twelve. The urge to forge ahead is fed on the knowledge that, now, 

through this single organization, all demands of the industry are met. 

As a result of this unifying process other departments, likewise, are welded 

into a simple, efficient organization which offers you a single buying source, 

instead of several. 

Twenty -two District Offices represent General Cable, each manned by com- 

petent engineers and each able to offer you General Cable's full capacity 

in service and products. There are stragetically located warehouses for 

products in common use. 

All this, of course, simplifies your buying. For now, you obtain all your re- 

quirements from one source - General Cable. You get the same products 

you formerly bought from individual plants - PLUS the advantage of wide 

variety, huge productive capacity, and unprejudiced engineering ad- 

vice; PLUS improvements in all products as fast as research facilities 

can develop them; PLUS application to your problems of the collective 

experience of General Cable engineering specialists who await your call. 

:I. I::.r ,:.:= . 
N AM.. . w N 

VYYtJtlk7Ysstte trcaa a w i+1.,I°E ®®ffnf8s}.R7 -- mm© 

BALTIMORE 
Maryland 

BAYONNE 
New Jersey 

BUFFALO 
New York 

BOSTON 
BUFFALO 

CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 

PLANTS 
DETROIT MOBILE 
Michigan Alabama 

EMERYVILLE PAWTUCKET 
California Rhode Island 

FORT WAYNE PENNINGTON 
Indiana New Jersey 

WAREHOUSES 
CLEVELAND DETROIT 

DALLAS LOS ANGELES 

DENVER MOBILE 

PERTH AMBOY 
New Jersey 

ROME 
New York 

ST. LOUIS 
Missouri 

NEW YORK 

PORTLAND 

SAN FRANCISCO 
SEATTLE 

CORPORATION 
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RESEARCH 
challenges 

existing 
coil design 

Franklin's research - the researches of Farraday, Edison, Steinmetz, 
Hertz and many others - gave us, step by step, the great science on 
which all electrical industry is founded. 

Many fundamentals are known and classified. Many great basic re- 
searches are done. Their contributions have been applied. 
Still, electrical research goes on ! General Cable has accepted the 
never -ending challenge for improvement. In its specialized research on 
coils - and in other fields - it has already brought forth much new 
knowledge. 

This new knowledge has had its practical tests. And General Cable is 
ready to apply it to assist you in redesigning the coils you use. 

General Cable's experience and knowledge, its research and engi- 
neering staffs, its wide manufacturing facilities are all at your command. 

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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CF&OWE 
RADIO P R O D U C T S 

A well- varied line of tuning 
devices, dials, and escutch- 
eons has been designed and 
executed by Crowe to meet 

every need of the rcdio set 

manufacturer. 

A competent Engineering and 
Designing Department is con- 
stantly at work developing 
new tuning units and parts 
for the future requirements 
of the Industry. 

Let Crowe co- operate with 
you in planning the tuning 
devices and escutcheons for 
your new models Write 
for detailed information. 

CROWE 
NAME PLATE 8 MANUFACTURING CO. 

1741 Grace Street .. Chicago 

The above drum and escutcheon has been 
designed especially for the exclusive use of 
the Echophone Radio and Manufacturing 
Company. Other designs for general use. 

(Illustration exact size.) 

Abov '. flte escute designed 
and ex. - by Crow ively 
for Silve shall, Inc d. 
lhown exec o- thirdsgct ti.) 
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REDUCE COSTS 
WITH THE NEW 

F&ISFEE L 
MOLYBDENUM WIRE 

DUCTILE "MOLY" ROD 

F I ERE is a better 
Molybdenum! One 

that is really ductile, 
malleable and workable, 

even in large diameter 
rods! Less breakage less 

spoilage and shrinkage, 

simpler cleaning pro- 

cesses. Your rejections 
and your tube costs should go down. 
Refined by Fansteel from basic ma- 

terials, especially for use in tubes, it is 

made remarkably pliable 

for such material, easily 

shaped and fastened, 
easily de- gassed and 

cleaned. You've never 

used Molybdenum like 

this! Offered at no in- 

crease in price. Send for 
samples! Ask also for 

samples and prices of other Fansteel 

Metals and Alloys you may be interested 

in- available in all commercial forms. 

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

TANTALUM TUNGSTEN MOLYBDENUMCAESIUM RUBIDIUM ALLOYS 
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TYUFLL% 
qinOWM/7 

A New 
And Exclusive Feature of 

Jensen Speakers 

Page 11 

The Year's 
Most Important 
Contribution 
To the Radio Industry 

TYM -FLEX is the name of a new dia- 
phragm ... or cone ... destined to be- 
come synonymous with Jensen as a mark 
of distinct superiority on loud speakers. 

Over three years ago, Peter L. Jensen 
foresaw that the next great forward step 
in dynamic speakers would be in the cone 
design and material. 

The new TYM -FLEX Cone is the result 
of three years of intensive research and 
development on the part of Jensen engi- 
neers under his direction. 

This new cone has many mechanical 
and acoustical advantages. It is moulded 
in one piece ... no glued or matched 
joints. It is impervious to water or moist- 
ure. It is unaffected by the widest and 
most rapid changes in humidity. It is free 
from all rattle or mechanical vibration. 

These distinct mechanical advantages 
are greatly overshadowed by this new 
cone's acoustical 
advantages. TYM - 
FLEX Cones, for the e n 

first time permit wide latitude for the in- 
corporation of desired acoustical quali- 
ties in loud speaker diaphragms. Thus, 
in the skilled hands of Jensen engineers, 
TYM -FLEX Cones even improve the per- 
formance of Jensen Speakers ... recog- 
nized standard of the radio industry. With 
the TYM -FLEX diaphragm a new per- 
formance heretofore considered unat- 
tainable is scientifically accomplished. 

The industry's approval is attested by 
the endorsement of radio set manufac- 
turers, more of whom use TYM -FLEX 
equipped Jensen Speakers than any other 
make. 

Naturally TYM -FLEX Cones are an 
exclusive Jensen feature and available 
only in Jensen Electro- Dynamic Speakers. 

Write for the new Jensen booklet, 
"The Story of the TYM -FLEX Cone" 
which tells of the dramatic development 

of this outstanding 
improvement in 
loud speaker design. yen 

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKERS i licensed under Lektopltune Patent, 

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 6601 South Laramie Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

ANOTHER 
NEW 
JENSEN 
SPEAKER 

The trade and retail 
buyers are now demand- 
ing an electro- dynamic 
speaker with Automo- 
bile Radio Receivers. 
To satisfactorily meet 
this demand Jensen of- 
fers the new 

A!/10 
en6en 

l WAXER 

A compact electro- 
dynamic speaker using 
a minimum of current 
from the storage bat- 
tery. Designed to with- 
stand road shock. Built 
into a rigid metal hous- 
ing, with sturdy adjust- 
able brackets for con- 
venient and quick in- 
stallation... List price, 

$16.50. 
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QUALITY AND UNIFORMITY 
A R E WATCHWORDS I N THE PRODUCTION 

OF EVEREADY RAYTHEON TUBES 

TESTS recently run without our knowledge, 
and by a laboratory not connected with our 
organization, give striking evidence of the 
unusually high quality and uniformity of 
Eveready Raytheon Tubes. 

The curve illustrated on this page shows 
results with ten established makes of 227 - 

type tubes, all of which were bought in the 
open market from dealers. 

It is interesting to note that the best tubes 
of makes B, C, and D show a voltage gain 
which compares favorably with that of the 
best Eveready Raytheon Tube. However, the 
poorest tube of each make shows a much 
lower voltage gain than the poorest Ever - 
eady Raytheon Tube. Indicating that Ever - 
eady Raytheons not only have the least spread 
in quality (i.e., the greatest uniformity), but 
that their average quality is highest of all. 

These results point to two notable facts: 
(1) The radio -set owner can be sure of get- 
ting the best possible performance by using 
Eveready Raytheons. (2) There is a sound 
and fundamental reason behind this uniform 
superiority - and it lies in the patented 
Eveready Raytheon 4- Pillar construction. 

Several of the brands included in this test 
benefit by quality -control almost as rigid as 
our own. Beyond any question, these tubes, 
as produced at their respective factories, 
would stack up with Eveready Raytheons. 
Yet, when bought from dealers, these same 
tubes show a marked lack of uniformity. 

EVE ADY 
RAYTHEON 

Trad o -marks 

s WORST BE IN SAM' E LOT !TM 
'11 VERAGE OF ALL TUnES IN SAMPLE mewo 
1 s'I r/.. j.i 111111 ! :iG % % % :% __ ;,.\,. . 111111 0%/m %. iQi% \\ %%\\ % T uAr%.i: 6ft\\ +m!%%'%\\%N 
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Obviously, their elements did not maintain proper align- 

ment, under conditions of rough handling, inevitable in 
transportation. Eveready Raytheon elements can and do - because of the strength and rigidity of the 4- Pillar 
construction. 

Eveready Raytheons come in all types, fit every standard 
A. C. and battery- operated receiver, and are sold by dealers 
everywhere. We are glad to co- operate on any tests you may 
wish to make with these tubes. 

The Eveready Hour, radio's oldest commercial feature, is broad- 
cast every Tuesday evening at nine (New York time) from WEAF 

over a nation -wide N. B. C. network of 27 stations. 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC. 
General Offices: New York, N. Y. 

Branches: Chicago Kansas City New York San Francisco 
Unit o! Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 
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THE STRONGEST ADVERTISEMENT 

EVER WRITTEN FOR 

POLYMET PRODUCTS 
The Testimony of Satisfied Customers 

as Expressed by Their Engineers 

Powel Crosley, Jr. sets for us the task of mak- 
ing Crosley Radio Receivers as nearly perfect 
as radio engineering knows how. Polymet spe- 
cialized Parts go far to help us to accomplish 
this." 

11A11101A 
We use Polymet Products because a special- 
ized part is needed to complete the high quality 
of Fada Sets." 

EDISON 
"Exhaustive tests in Edison Laboratories 

showed Polymet Condensers worthy of incor- 
poration in fine Edison Light -O -Matie Radios." 

JIlVER 
PRádio 

That Polymet Condensers are used in all Silver 
Radio Receivers is the most powerful endorse- 
ment we can give to these finely built products." 

GULBRANSEN 
The really vital things of radio are the hidden 
parts the average listener never thinks of. In 
the Gulbransen he doesn't have to. Thanks to 
Polymet, we can depend on these parts to oper- 
ate without attention or care." 

We use Polymet Products because they are 
definitely superior specialized parts." 

STEWART -WARNER 
"We specify Polymet Parts in Stewart -Warner 

Sets because we know that Quality radios 
can be made only with quality parts!" 

KING 
"We want King Sets to give complete satisfac- 

tion; with Polymet specialized Parts, we know 
that perfect service is assured." 

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
839 -C EAST 134TH STREET . . . NEW YORK CITY 

SERVING OVER 80% OF THE INDUSTRY WITH 
CONDENSERS - RESISTANCES - COILS - TRANSFORMERS 
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AMPLION 
A New Series of 

TRANSVERSE CURRENT MICROPHONES 

56500) 
Less Stan i 

$25oo 
Less Stand 

$2500 

TYPE CM TYPE JM TYPE HM 

In keeping with the Amplion policy of supplying the engineer with every instrument required in any Group 
Address Installation, instruments not only with impedances so carefully matched that wide range frequency 
response is attainable, but with frequency characteristics carefully combined to compliment each other thus per- 
mitting the preservation of those delicate overtones so essential to high quality, we announce herewith a new 
series of microphones priced from $25.00 to $65.00. These microphones are of the Amplion Transverse Current 
Type. They contain no metal diaphragm, no carbon buttons. no metal levers or moving parts. Carbon hiss is 
entirely eliminated and they do not pack. They may be used in the conventional manner with a matching 
transformer and the application of 12 to 32 volts, or with the Amplion Microphone Amplifier. 

MA -601 
MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER 

This Amplifier works from A.C. current 50-60 cycles, 110 volts. It supplies current for the micro- 
phone thus eliminating all batteries, and in addition to affording perfect control of sensitivity, 
voltage values and volume, boosts the microphone modulated voltage to a par with that of pickups 
or radio detectors. 

Write for 20 -page catalogue and price list describing 
microphones, microphone amplifiers, 50 -watt power 
amplifiers, giant dynamic air column units, exponen- 
tial horns, synchronous and non- synchronous turn- 
tables, and complete panel mounted equipment for 
schools, hotels, hospitals, daneehalls, parks, football 
stadiums, baseball fields, polo grounds, skating rinks, 
golf links, steam -ships, clubs, restaurants, airplanes, 
airports, sound trucks, auditoriums, churches, the- 
atres, etc. 

CENTRALIZE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SUCCESS OF YOUR INSTALLA- 
TIONS BY PURCHASING ALL THE PARTS FROM ONE SOURCE. 

Amplion Corporation of America 
New York City 133 -W. 21st St. 

. 
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NOW for the first 
finie -rom pl et e data 
for Servicemen and 
Dealers. The Ne.v 
V O L C M E CON - 
T A O I. GUIDE Is 
now ready for dis- 
tribution. Send 25e 
to Dept. 2122 -B. 

LCSEYE! 
Coz/ro/loes ¡I 
lJ The shaft sinks into the gold up to the feathers. 
Muscle alone will not pull the 80 pound bow to 
the tip of the 28 inch arrow. Muscle alone will 
not give the proper release to send the shaft 
on its way. It's all in CONTROL. 

Just so ample POWER alone will not give 
you smooth radio reception. As you in- 
crease the volume there must be a corres- 
ponding "sputterless, noiseless, smooth" 
increase in power. 

The largest manufacturers of new radio 
receivers specify CENTRALAB controls. 
In millions of homes CENTRALAB 
Volume Controls are offering a super - 
satisfactory service. 

The service man, experimenter, the 
manufacturer ... all specify 
CENTRALAB. 

New T Type Vol Con- 
trols are ready. Write for 
special Bulletin port rat ing 
curves and graphs of per- 
formance of these controls 
in sound projection. 

This shows the exclusive rock- 
ing dise construction of ('en- 
tridab sol mile control. "B" Is 
the resistance. Contact dIsc 
"D" has only a rocking ac- 
tion on the resistance. Pres- 
sure arm "P" together with 
shaft and bushing is fully In- 
nllnted. 

Page I-, 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
Dept. 212B, 28 Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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By AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA 
Midgets 

1 ROM the manufacturer's stand- 
point, the midgets have been a success. Many plants have 
kept going, thanks to the midget sets. There are factories 
on the Coast housing half a dozen midget set manufacturers 
under a single roof ! Everyone, almost, is either turning 
out a midget or contemplating doing so. Fine business. 

But -and here is where some hard thinking comes in- 
how about the dealers? Are they satisfied? What do they 
say about midgets? 

Originally, it was hoped that the midgets would serve as 
the ,long -heralded "second set" in the average home. The 
midgets were to be the extra sales. Actually, midgets have 
become the first set. Many purchasers have bought a 
$60.00 set instead of a $125.00 set. Just to what extent 
this holds true is difficult to ascertain during the subnormal 
general business conditions we have been passing through. 
Certainly in normal times, the average buyer would see the 
considerable difference between the midget and the regular 
console, and would buy accordingly. 

But the dealers, as a whole, feel that they are losing in 
sales totals by the introduction of the midget sets. They 
feel that many buyers would be forced to take the standard 
sets, at twice the price, if the midgets were not there to 
tempt buyers to economize. And it costs about as much 
to sell a midget set at $60.00 as it does a standard console 
at $125.00. The dealers are not satisfied. 

Manufacturing is one thing. But let's make sure that 
our merchandisers are not losing money and becoming 
discouraged. There are many more years ahead of us. If 
we have made a mistake, let's correct it. 

A 

Thousand Hours 
GOODLY portion of the 1930 

radio tube market was to take the form of replacement 
tubes. Our hard -working statisticians estimated some 
85,000,000 tubes would be sold, whereas the total will prob- 
ably be less than 55,000,000. The monkey wrench is the 
thousand hour tube life myth. Whereas the statisticians 
estimate tube life at a thousand hours, so that the average 
radio set owner may change his tubes twice a year or more, 
actually the tubes are used for several thousand hours. 

Actually, tubes may last several thousand hours. Prac- 
tically, they are not efficient beyond a thousand hours. If 
the average set owner could be shown Just how much per- 
formance is sacrificed by operating tubes beyond the 
thousand hour mark, tube replacements would be more 
frequent and widespread. 

Perhaps tube manufacturers should gèt together, either 
in or out of the R.M.A. They should plan on general mer- 
chandising policies. They should have an educational cam- 
paign on tubes and how to use them. They should sell the 
idea of the thousand hour useful life. Perhaps they should 
do a collective educational job via broadcasting. They 
conld show, by simple demonstrations over the air, what 
weak tubes mean to radio performance. After all, their 
problem is one of increasing the total tube market rather 
than scrapping for a share of the present market. 

Electrical 
Transcriptions 

FEW weeks ago, some eighty 
stations were grouped together for the purpose of broadcast- 
ing a leading automobile manufacturer's program. No wires 
were used. No physical network existed in the usual sense 
of the word. Instead, the eighty -odd stations made use of 

electrical transcriptions or recorded sounds of the program. 
The results were virtually perfect. Nothing had been sacri- 
ficed in the recording and reproduction, and, if anything, 
the quality was perhaps better than that of programs 
distributed over long wire lines. 

And so electrical transcriptions, having outgrown the con- 
fines of the purely local presentation, are ready to take 
their place as the basis for additional networks or groups. 
Naturally, this is a matter of some concern to the large 
national network systems, with thousands of miles of con- 
necting lines. If their associated stations are going to 
broadcast electrical transcriptions, cutting out the networks 
for the purpose, the costly lines cannot be maintained as 
at present. Surely the spot news programs and sustaining 
features cannot be maintained on the present scale if the 
associated stations do not take the sponsored programs on 
which the revenue is obtained for the operation of the 
network. 

Hence this personal guess as to the outcome: firstly, 
electrical transcriptions are here for good; secondly, the 
networks may buy the necessary stations as an assured 
oulet for their programs ; thirdly, the networks must and 
will go in for electrical transcriptions in the future, reduc- 
ing their wire line costs, although wire line hookups will 
continue, on a reduced scale, for spot news or spontaneous 
features. 

Radio 
Cops 

N answer has been found to 
the quick getaway of the modern criminal. If he has his 
high -power automobile as a means of escaping from the 
scene of his crime, society has its radio cops as a means of 
raising a widespread hue and cry, whereby to summon and 
direct the pursuers. 

Many police radio stations have been installed during 
the past year. More are being installed. And more are 
contemplated. What with limited transmitting power and 
sufficient separating distances between transmitters, the 
Federal Radio Commission has made the necessary channels 
available for this most important function of radio. 

The police radio transmitter at East Lansing, operated 
by the Michigan State Police, was instrumental in the 
capture of bank robbers and murderers within a few weeks 
of its inauguration. Other police radio installations have 
proved their worth. It becomes patent that every police 
department must and will have a radio alarm system, 
thereby bringing a new branch of radio communication into 
existence. 

Multiplied 
Broadcasting 

SYNCHRONIZED broadcasting is 
at last an accomplished fact. C. W. Horn, heading the engi- 
neering staff of the National Broadcasting Company, has 
announced practical synchronization of two or more broad- 
cast transmitters, so that they may be operated on the 
same frequency or broadcast channel without interference 
from the carrier waves themselves. If the same program 
is broadcast, there can be no interference. If different 
programs are broadcast, it is just a question of sufficient 
distance between transmitters to avoid cross talk. 

An important step, this matter of successful synchroniza- 
tion of broadcast transmitters. We may expect network 
stations to be synchronized, thereby freeing many channels 
now employed for the same program. 

November, 1930 
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Recommend Tubes --not tube troubles! 
YOU can recommend some radio tubes with 

every assurance of complete satisfaction 
to users. Or you can recommend tube 

troubles that reflect on your good judgment and 
name. It is simply your choice between playing 
safe and taking a sheer gamble. 

So why not recommend good tubes -not tube 
troubles? If you are an engineer, you cannot 
afford to jeopardize your circuits and products 
through the use of uncertain tubes. If you are a 
service man, you cannot afford to jeopardize ser- 

.. vice and reputation through the use of uncertain 
tubes. Tube troubles are costly at any price. 

Fortunately, tubes are no longer a gamble. You 
can positively recommend 1930 tubes and not 
tubes produced a year or two ago and therefore 
without the improvements and refinements 
recently scored in the vacuum tube art. 

Play safe! Recommend and use DeForest 
Audions -the oldest tubes on the basis of history 
and prestige, the newest and latest on the basis 
of improvements and refinements. 

DeForest Audions are standard equipment in 
Crosley and Brunswick sets. 

Let us tell you more about 1930 radio tubes and what they mean in 
your work. And if you have any engineering or servicing problems, 
do not hesitate to place them before our Engineering Department 

Remember, there is no substitute for twenty -five years' experience 

D E F O R E S T R A D I O C O M P A N Y 
PASSAIC NEW JERSEY 

Export Department: 304 E. 45th Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A. 

41:11112/ (AU DI ON S) 

RECEIVING 
AND 

TRANSMITTING TUBES 
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Two New Clarostat Tone Controls . . 

PORTABLE MODEL 

This season's sets all boast 
of Tone Control. Owners 
of older sets are anxious to 
bring their receivers up to 
date. And here is some- 
thing to sell them. Already 
proving itself a boom acces- 
sory. 

Handsome black and gold 
case with felt base. Long 
flexible cord with handy 
adapters to fit under tubes. 
No tools or special knowl- 
edge needed to install. 

MOUNTING MODEL 

For the Dealer who 
wants to easily add 
Tone Control to older 
receivers still unsold. 

For the Serviceman 
who wants to make a 

sale out of every call. 
For the set manu- 

facturer this panel 
mounting Tone Control 
all in one bakelite case 

saves time and assembly details. 
Here is the handiest and most simply 

installed panel mounting Tone Control. 

Clarostat Soldering Iron Control 
Soldering Irons burn out and get 

pitted rapidly when operated on full 
line voltages. Good work may be done 
at lower voltages which saves both 
heating elements and copper tips. 
Reduces labor wasted in constant 
filing and re- tinning the tip. Iron may 
be left on all day without needing any 
attention. 

The Clarostat Soldering Iron Con- 
trol gives exact temperature adjust- 
ment by a turn of the knob. Full line 
voltages may be appiled for quick 

CLAROSTAT SOLDERING IRON 

heating or extra heavy work at the 
snap of the switch. 

The pilot light shows when cur- 
rent is on and also by its brilliancy 
indicates the approximate voltage. 
Has outlet for iron plug. Three posi- 
tion switch for "Full On," "Through 
Rheostat" and "Off." 

Mounted in a sturdy metal case with 
proper ventilation and knockouts for 
BX cable. 

Rated for use with one or more 
irons having a total consumption of 
not over 250 watts. 

Write for Descriptive Literature on These and Other 
Clarostat Radio Essentials 

CLAROSTAT MFG.CO. 285287 N. 6TH ST.BkYN. PÌ. 
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Sets built to sell 
-muslsatisfy 

one.Çoi1scIous 
ears... 

Sangamo Transformers 
in the audio end give your 
set a "tone" advantage 
over competition 
Successful custom builders and manufacturers 
know the importance of tone quality. Fully 90% 
of all receiver sales are made or lost on the first 
hearing. Nothing takes the place of accurate re- 
production. Today, the buying public judges by 
tone more than by price! 

The only way to be sure of tone quality is to 
be sure of the transformer you use. 

Obviously, transformer building, an exact 
science in itself, should only be undertaken by 
an organization of specialists. Sangamo is such 
an organization. 

30 years of research experience combined with 
unsurpassed precision manufacturing facilities 
guarantee in Sangamo Transformers the most 
satisfactory amplification over the entire musical 
frequency scale. 

Sangamo "A" Line Transformers give your set 
a "tone" advantage over competition. The cost 
is a little higher, but they cut your selling costs 
by lowering sales resistance. 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS, U. S. A. 

Manufacturers of Precision 

i ) 
Electrical Apparatus for 

30 years. 

(see reverse side) 
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{TONE! 
saee mice 

Carve of Type "A" or 
Sangamo Straight Audio 
Transformer showing uni- 
formity of amplification at 
all audible frequencies. 

True Tone- 
is the real basis 
of comparison for 
a receiving set. 

"X" Line Transformers 
Type AX straight audio amplification. 
List price $6.00 

Type BX Push -pull Input unit. List 
price $6.50 

Type CX -171 Push -pull Output 
Transformer, for 171 or 250 power 
output tubes for cone speaker. List 
price $6.50 

Type DX, same as CX except for 210 
and 112 power tubes. List 
price $6.50 

Type HX Push-pull Output for 171 or 
250 Power Output tubes to match the 
impedance of moving coil of Dynamic 
loud speakers. List price $6.50 

Type GX, same as HX except for 210 
and 112 power tubes. List price.$6.50 

Type E Output Choke to match im- 
pedance of the various type power 
tubes. List price $5.00 

PIN THIS TO YOUR LETTERHEAD AND MAIL 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. 
Springfield, Illinois, U. S. A., Dept. W -942 

(For manufacturers) I am interested in engineer- 
ing data regarding your transformers and con- 
densers. 
(For set builders) Please send circulars describing 
your apparatus and latest audio hook -ups. I en- 
close t0c to cover cost of mailing. 

Name 

Iddress 

"A" Line Transformers 
Similar to X Line but with special 
core metal to give greater ampli/s- 

ration at low frequencies 

Type A straight audio amplification. 
List price $10.00 

Type B Push -pull Input Transformer 
for all tubes. List price $12.00 

Type C -171 Push -pull Output, for 
171 or 250 type power tubes with 
cone speaker $12.00 

Type D -210, same as C except for 210 
and 112 power tubes $12.00 

Type H -171, Push -pull Output for 
171 or 250 power tubes for Dynamic 
Speaker. List price $12.00 

Type G -210, same as type H except 
for 210 and 112 tunes $1 2.00 

Type F Plate Impedance for use as a 
choke to prevent oscillation and for 
impedance coupled amplifiers. List 
price $ 5.00 

Unusual facilities for furnishing 
transformers with or without cases 

ready for mounting and quick as- 

sembly with the receiver. Prices 
on application. 

r 
The Sangamo 

Type "A" 
Condenser 

Every sound characteristic is 
affected by the quality of the 
fixed condensers in a set. 
Sangamo builds accurate mica 
condensers, molded within an 
overall enclosure of genuine 
bakelite with only the terminals 
brought outside. Moisture, heat, 
shocks or jars will not alter 
their characteristics nor affect 
operation after the set leaves 
the factory. 

Sangamo 
"Illini" 

Condensers 

"Illini" Condensers are stand 
and with those manufacturers 
who insist on ratings being 
actually what the specifications 
call for. Manufactured by ex- 
clusively designed equipment, 
held to the tolerances your en- 
gi neeri n g department demands, 
Sangamo Condensers will re- 
duce to a negligible quantity in- 
spection department rejects and 
"reassembly" losses in profit. 

Sangamo 
High Voltage 

Condensers 
Tested at 5000 volts D. C. and 
3500 A. C. and built to Sanga - 
mo standards, known through- 
out the radio world, amateurs, 
commercial men and manufac- 
turers have learned to depend 
on Sangamo High Voltage 
Condensers. Accurately ratec 
and adequately tested - these 
condensers offer the maximum 
protection in high voltage, high 
frequency circuits. 

Prices on request 
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Use Alcoa Aluminum 
Shielding for tubes . . 

coils ..condensers .. 
Successful sets, today, must be 
efficiently shielded. This is 
especially true since the advent 
of the screen grid tube and the 
latest developments in band pass 
circuits. Alcoa Aluminum con- 
struction checks vibratory dis- 
turbance and hence eliminates 
microphonic and other resonance 
effects. It provides an efficient 
shielding material that is also 
reasonable in cost. 

Alcoa Aluminum, due to its 
electrical and physical properties 
and its price, has become stand- 
ard for many parts of the leading 
radios. Used for shielding, this 

ill metal gives better results than 
much higher priced materials. 
It is the only metal that is used, 
commercially, for the electrodes 

N.0 

of electrolytic condensers. It is 
also widely used for foil con- 
densers, variable condenser 
blades, for wire, for chassis, 
for panels and other parts. 

No lacquering or finishing is 
necessary for Alcoa Aluminum. 
As it is extremely light in weight, 
supports can be made light and 
a generous use of Alcoa Alumi- 
num insures that there is less 
likelihood of misalignment of 
parts in shipping. 

Our nearest office will gladly 
supply you with specific data on 
the application of Alcoa Alumi- 
num to your needs. Address 
ALUMINUM COMPANY of 
AMERICA; 2468 Oliver Building, 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA. 

ALCOA ALUMINUM 
T H E M E T A L T H A T I S T U N E D T O RADIO 
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from the ROBBERS OF 
ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY 

COILS and magnet wire may appear perfect to the 
naked eye. But this is an unsafe way to judge 

them. Defects, hidden beneath the thousands of turns 
preceding the outer layers may show up quickly or may 
not come to light for months. 

Robbers of electrical efficiency ! Short circuited turns, 
wrong number of turns, poor enamel, off gauge bare 
wire, high or low resistance - there are many of these 

"sneak thieves" invisible to the naked eye but which 
are likely to appear in any but the most carefully 
engineered products. 

Inca magnet wire and coils are made to stand the supreme 
test, namely, continuous operation in the field. The neces. 

sary burglary insurance giving protection from the 
attacks of these robbers is provided through new and 
modern methods of manufacture/ specially designed 

equipment/ wire of high quality/ skilled operators long 
experienced in wire drawing, enameling and winding, 
and a system of rigid tests for all products. As a result, 
Inca wire, inch by inch, is the best, and Inca coils, turn 
by turn, the most efficient it is possible to manufacture. 

It is always a pleasure for Inca engineers to give you 
the benefit of their knowledge, facilities and experience. 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
Inca Manufacturing Division 

Copper Wire Products -Fort II "rout, India na 

EASTERN OFFICE: Newark, New Jersey Industrial Office Building 
WESTERN PLANT AND OFFICE: 1547 Venice Blvd. Los Angeles, California 
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A Review 
of 

High Frequency 
Attenuation 
Devices 

By RALPH P. GLOVER* 

A Useful Knowledge of Radio Transmission Phenomena, 
of Receiver Performance, and of Amplifier Gain is De- 

pendent Upon the Generation of Small Radio- Frequency 
E.M.F'S. In This Article Mr. Glover Presents Informa- 
tion of Direct Value to Engineers. 

PRACTICALLY all methods of 
obtaining quantitative data on 
radio transmission, the per- 
formance of receiving circuits 

and the gain of radio amplifiers, de- 
pend on the generation of more or less 
minute radio- frequency electromotive 
forces. In perhaps a majority of in- 
stances, it is quite impossible to obtain 
a direct measure of the magnitude of 
the signal voltage. This serious diffi- 
culty is generally avoided by interpos- 
ing an attenuation device between the 
generator and the output terminals of 
the system. The function of the 
attenuator is to diminish or attenuate 
the measurable voltage supplied to 
some lower level required by the test 
conditions. The attenuating properties 
of such devices are governed by the 
dimensions and arrangement of the 

Radio Essineer, The Crowley Radio Cor- 
poration. 

constituent circuit elements. Usually 
the construction is such that the at- 
tenuation may be more or less readily 
calculated from circuit data. 

The first application of the attenu- 
ator to radio measurements probably 
dates back to about 1917. Much ap- 
paratus already developed for tele- 
phone circuit measurements was found 
to be suitable for the relatively low 
frequencies involved in long -wave work. 
However, as interest shifted to the 
higher frequencies, many special types 
of attenuators and other devices for 
producing small signals were de- 
veloped. Today, we find the name 
attenuator loosely applied to a wide 
variety of systems ranging from an 
ordinary potentiometer to a pair of in- 
ductively- coupled circuits. Most of 
these instruments bear little outward 
resemblance to each other but the 
underlying electric circuits are never- 

23 

theless quite similar. On the other 
hand, each device has its own special 
virtues, inherent limitations and field 
of application. It is believed that the 
wide interest in radio measurements 
justifies the following review of the 
fundamental circuits employed in the 
production of small voltages at high 
frequencies. 

Potential Dividers 

The simplest piece of apparatus for 
obtaining known fractions of a given 
voltage is the potential divider or 
potentiometer, as it is commonly 
known. Suppose that, as in Fig. 1, two 
impedances are connected in series and 
provided with input and output ter- 
minals as shown. If the open -circuit 
output voltage is measured between 
terminals 3 and 4, it will be found 
that the ratio of output to input volt- 
ages is the same as the ratio of the 
impedances measured at the output 
and input terminals. The input im- 
pedance is, of course, the vector sum 
of Z, and Z,. Strictly speaking, the 
expression given for the voltage ratio 
is correct only for an infinite load im- 
pedance although good accuracy is 
obtained by keeping the load im- 
pedance at least one hundred times as 
large as Z,. The correction for a par- 
ticular load impedance may be calcu- 
lated quite simply but for the condi- 
tions under which the potential divider 
is usually operated, this will seldom be 
necessary. 

Non-inductive resistances are com- 
monly used for the impedance arms 
since this insures that the voltage 

3 

2 

E, Z, 
E=IZ,= Z,+ Z, 

1 - Z, 
E, Z,+Z, 

4 

POTENTIAL DIVIDER OR -L NETWORK 

Figure 1. 
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ratios will be independent of frequency. 
Very small amounts of reactance will 
usually not disqualify a resistance unit 
for this purpose since the reactance is 
added to the resistance in quadrature 
and contributes relatively little to the 
total impedance of the unit. Usually 
the total impedance (Z, +Z,) is con- 
stant and a number of taps or a slider 
is provided so that a third potential 
terminal is available. 

It is theoretically possible to obtain 
any ratio of output to input from zero 
to unity. However, practical considera- 
tions set a more or less definite limit 
to the amount of voltage stepdown 
which may be obtained with a simple 
potential divider network. Suppose 
that a potential divider must be de- 
signed with a total impedance of 40 
ohms and a voltage ratio of 100 to 1. 
This requires us to construct a 0.4 -ohm 
unit, which is about as small a high - 
frequency resistor as can be made with 
a reasonable degree of accuracy and 
without too great difficulty. It would 
obviously be impractical to attempt a 
much larger voltage ratio with this 
value of impedance. 

Practical Form of Divider 
A very practical form of the resist- 

ance potential divider consists of a 
number of fixed, noninductive resist- 
ance units connected in series with the 
ratio controllable in steps of 1, 2, 5, 
10, 20, 50 and 100 to 1 by means of a 
simple tap -switch arrangement. The 
total impedance, viewed from the 
input terminals may conveniently be 
40 to 100 ohms. Such instruments are 
very commonly employed in single - 
stage r -f. gain- measuring sets. Inap- 
preciable shunting of the output termi- 
nals will occur since the potential 
divider will work into a tube grid 
circuit or a fairly high impedance 
artificial antenna. 

While a single potential divider sec- 
tion, or "L" network as it is sometimes 
called, seems to be limited to voltage 
ratios of the order of 100 to 1, more 
complex networks giving higher attenu- 
ations may be constructed by cascading 
a number of sections. Some discussion 
of the more complex networks will be 
given later. 

Reactance Potential Dividers 
The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is 

by no means limited to the resistance 
potential divider. As illustrated in 
Fig. 2, capacities may be used as the 
dividing elements. The voltage ratio 
is independent of frequency and de- 
pends simply on the values of C, and 
C,. The input and output impedances 
will, however, vary as the capacity 
reactances of C, and C, in series and 

IIIII::II...:IIIII::. .. 
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C, alone, respectively, vary with fre- 
quency. As in the previous case, the 
load impedance must be very high com- 
pared with the reactance of C, at the 
frequencies involved. C. is usually a 
variable condenser so that continuously 
variable voltage ratios may be had. 
Fig. 2 will be found useful for roughly 
determining voltage ratios from ca- 
pacity ratios. 

In this case it is extremely import- 
ant that stray capacitances be taken 
into account in computing the voltage 
ratios. Large errors may be introduced 
if these effects are neglected. The 
series inductance of leads between the 
two condensers should be reduced to 
a minimum for the presence of such 

-t I -E. 
2 

G 

Fig. 2. Capacities as dividing elements. 

inductance will upset the ratios, es- 
pecially if the potential divider is used 
at frequencies much above the broad- 
cast band. 

Voltage Drop Devices 

While not strictly classifiable as at- 
tenuators, voltage drop devices have 
occasionally been used to obtain small 
high -frequency potentials. They make 
use of the principle that the difference 
of potential or voltage drop which 
occurs across an impedance in a circuit 
through which current is flowing, is 
given by the product of the current' 
and the impedance. Thus if both the 
current and the impedance are very 
small, the voltage drop will be ex- 
tremely small. 

Fig. 1 will serve also as an illus- 
tration of such a voltage -drop net- 
work. We are not concerned with the 
value of Z, in this case ; it functions 
merely as a device which controls the 

E=1Z=I1(R)+(2TTFL). 

Fig. 3. N. P. L. 
shielded small 

I I m p e d a n c e 
1 (schematic). 
I 
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flow of current through the element 
Means must be provided for accurately 
measuring the current which flows into 
the circuit. This circuit will be recog- 
nized as that commonly used for 
vacuum -tube voltmeter calibration and 
other similar purposes. As in the 
case of the potential divider, we as- 
sume that the load circuit has prac- 
tically infinite impedance compared to 
that of Z,. 

An interesting device of this type 
has been developed by the National 
Physical Laboratory of England.' The 
instrument is particularly noteworthy 
since it is used for overall measure- 
ments of receiver performance at fre- 
quencies up to 60 megacycles (5 
meters). It consists of a thoroughly 
shielded small impedance in the form 
of a very short length of fine wire of 
high specific resistivity. Under such 
conditions, it is permissible to assume 
that there is no change of resistance 
with frequency and the direct -current 
value may therefore be used. The in- 
ductance is calculated from the dimen- 
sions of the wire between potential 
terminals. This provides sufficient in- 
formation so that the impedance may 
be calculated at any frequency. Fig. 3 
is a schematic arrangement and in- 
dicates the method of calculating the 
voltage drop. The current is meas- 
tired by means of a special thermo- 
couple, placed close to the impedance 
wire and shielded from it. 

The principal limitation of this and 
other similar instruments lies in the 
fact that the lower limit of the out- 
put voltage is determined by the sen- 
sitivity of the current -indicating device. 
The lowest voltage obtainable from the 
British instrument described was 
stated to be 250 microvolts, apparently 
involving the measurement of currents 
down to about 300 microamperes when 
flowing through approximately 0.76 
ohms. 

Hull and Williams' have described 
a method of constructing a small, 
known inductance which may be of 
the order of one one -thousandth micro - 
henry and which is particularly 
adapted for work nt radio frequencies. 

This assumes N,nt ehe eurrenl is uni- 
form throughout the entire length of the 
impedance between potential terminals, a 
condition which is not obtained if there 
is appreciable capacity between the im- 
pedance and the return circuit. 

'Abstract of ".4 Method of Measuring 
the Overall Performance of Radio Reeei- 
ere. " E.r. wireless and W. F.., Feb., 1930: 
p. 7S. 

'Thal and Williams, Phps. Review, Feb 
1925; p. 1A7. 
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The inductor is composed of a brass 
rod placed concentrically within a 
brass tube, a good connection being 
made between the two at one end. The 
open ends of the rod and tube are the 
input terminals of the system. The 
common end of the rod and tube forms 
one output terminal. The other ter- 
minal is obtained by making connec- 
tion to the rod at various points along 
its length by means of short pieces of 
small wire which may project through 
holes in the tube. Fig. 4 shows the 
construction of the inductor and gives 
the expression for the voltage drop be- 
tween potential terminals. 

this form of inductor makes it pos- 
sible to obtain a very much lower im- 
pedance than with a straight wire. 
With proper construction the high -fre- 
quency resistance should be negligible 
in comparison with the computed re- 
actance. Another advantage of the 
instrument is its mechanical strength 
and ruggedness. There is very little ex- 
perimental data available with refer- 
ence to the limitations and errors 
which may be encountered when using 
an inductor of this sort. It would 
seem, however, that capacity between 
rod and tube might be a limiting factor 
at frequencies much above 1500 kilo- 
cycles per second. 

Mutual Inductance 

I R, 

The fact that mutual inductance 
exists between two electromagnetically 
coupled circuits is frequently made use 
of in the design of high -frequency at- 
tenuation devices. Among these might 
be mentioned such special instruments 

R. 3 

2 M 4 
CA) PHYSICAL CIRCUIT 

I R, L,- Ls M R2 3 

2 
(B) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

E= 1WMI=JWME, R+JW L, 

E. JWM 
E, R,+JWL, 

IF « I , THEN 

E, M 

E, L, 

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE 

Figure 5. 

4 

as iron -cored current transformers and 
the mutual inductor attenuator'. 

Let us examine the simple coupled 
circuit of Fig. 5 -a. As shown, two 
inductances L, and L, are placed in 
such relationship that a mutual in- 
ductance M exists between them. The 
inherent resistances of primary and 
secondary are R, and R :, respectively. 
In accordance with the usual concep- 
tion of mutual inductance, we may re- 
place this circuit with the equivalent 
arrangement of Fig. 5 -b in which there 
is no electromagnetic coupling between 
circuit elements. With this done, there 
is a striking similarity between the 
coupled circuits and the networks 
which have previously been discussed. 

Suppose that the output terminals 3 
and 4 (Fig. 5 -b) are either open or 
shunted by a very high impedance. If 
a known current is flowing through 
the primary inductance, the voltage 
across the output terminals will be 
simply the product of the primary 
current and the reactance of the ele- 
ment M. This of course involves a 
knowledge of the frequency. We have 
here an example of the use of mutual 
inductance as a voltage drop device, 
or at least, we are at liberty to inter- 
pret the action of the circuit in this 
manner. 

Obtaining Small Voltages 

The simple coupled circuits illus- 
trated constitute a perfectly feasible 
means of obtaining the required small 
voltages. The mutual inductance must, 
of course, be extremely small in order 
to obtain the desired voltage with a 
readable input current. It is practi- 
cally out of the question to measure 
such small values of mutual inductance 
directly and calculations must gen- 
erally be resorted to. In most cases 
the method leaves much to be desired. 

The equivalent direct -coupled cir- 
cuit also suggests the employment of 
coupled circuits as a potential divider. 
If, as will usually be the case, the 
primary resistance is negligible com- 
pared with its reactance, the ratio of 
output to input voltages will be very 
closely equal to the ratio of mutual 
inductance to primary inductance. The 
relationship is essentially independent 
of frequency. In this case we would 
measure the impressed primary voltage 
rather than the primary current. 

Although varying greatly with the 
design, voltage ratios up to about 100 
to 1 can be rather easily secured in 
this manner. The attenuation may be 
made continuously adjustable by varia- 
tion of the mutual inductance. This 
suggests that an ideal application of 
the mutual inductor as described 
would be in conjunction with single - 
stage gain measurements. Suppose 
that a constant voltage of 1 volt is im- 
pressed on the primary of a mutual 
inductor whose secondary terminals 
feed the grid of an r -f. tube. Let us 
arrange the r -f. stage so that it works 

4 Noteworthy Development in High -Fre- 
quency Measuring Equipment, RADIO EN- 
GINEERING, June 1930 ; D. 92. 
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Figure 6. 

into a detector which is calibrated for 
1 volt applied to its grid. Thus, when- 
ever the output meter indicates 1 volt, 
the stage gain will be given directly by 
the amount of attenuation inserted in 
the circuit. This would make possible 
the construction of an extremely 
simple, direct -reading instrument for 
obtaining the characteristics of r -f. 
transformers. 

High- Frequency Current 
Transformers 

Both air -core and iron -core high -fre- 
quency current transformers are mere- 
ly special cases of the use of mutual in- 
ductance. Circuits and quantitative 
relationships are given in Fig. 0. Their 
application lies chiefly in connection 
with voltage drop devices of low im- 
pedance where small currents, not 
easily measured otherwise, must be 
dealt with. The effect of the trans- 
former is to "step- down" a relatively 
large, easily metered current to one 
which is sufficiently small to give the 
required drop across the terminal 
impedance. 

Almost no experimental data as to 
this particular use of coupled circuits 
in air has been published, although 
it is definitely known that the iron - 
core transformer is superior in many 
respects. 

The iron -core current transformer 
has found favor in England` for a 
variety of high -frequency measure- 
ments. Its properties have also been 
studied by the Bureau of Standards.' 

',Current Transformer Methods of Pro- 
ducing Small Voltages and Current at 
Radio Frequencies for Calibrating Pur- 
poses, Dye, Journal I. E. E., v. 63, p. 579. 

a Simple Theory of the Iron -Cared Cr -- 
rent Transformer, Cir. 74, Bureau of 
Standards, p. 155. 
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WIRING DIAGRAM 
'403 -C STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 

One of the chief advantages of this 
type of current transformer is that 
the current ratio is almost exactly 
equal to the inverse turns ratio. This 
fact has been verified by a number of 
experimenters for transformation 
ratios as high as 100 to 1. The load 
current was sensibly independent of 
the value of load resistance up to 
about 50 ohms in the case of instru- 
ments constructed by the National 
Physical Laboratory. Careful con- 
struction is necessary in order to se- 
cure good results. Thin laminated 
core material should be used. For 
constructional data, the reader should 
consult the references mentioned. 

Combination Arrangements 
A combination of two or more at- 

tenuation devices of different sorts is 
often advantageous. Thus the cur- 
rent transformer might be used suc- 
cessfully with the Hull and Williams 
inductor and simplify the measure- 
ment of small currents or still further 
extend the lower limit of measurable 
output voltage. 

Many other such combinations will 
no doubt occur to the reader, although 
any such arrangements should be 
thoroughly analyzed as to suitability 
and the mutual effects of the units on 
each other. 

Cascaded Attenuation Devices 
Many of the circuits described are 

inherently limited to an attenuation 
of the order of 100 to 1. For many pur- 
poses, such as overall receiver measure- 
ments, this is not sufficient. If known 
voltages of one microvolt or so are 
required and the input voltage can be 
conveniently measured at a level of 

Figure 7. 

0.1 volt, then it is obvious that an 
attenuation of 100,000 to 1 must be 
provided. This is usually accomplished 
by cascading two or more attenuation 
devices. Thus a number of coupled 
circuits may be connected together to 
form a mutual inductor attenuator. 
Several potential dividers or current 
transformers constitute a very prac- 
tical means of obtaining more atten- 
uation than is possible in one unit. 

Special Resistance Networks 

Resistance networks of various sorts 
are by far the most prevalent form of 
attenuator encountered in communica- 
tions work. Numerous special forms 
have been developed which are quite 
satisfactory for use in the radio spec- 
trum at least to 2,000 kilocycles per 
second. In general they possess the 
advantages of rapidity of manipula- 
tion, rather compact assembly, more or 
less direct -reading calibration and at- 
tenuation which is practically inde- 
pendent of the frequency within limits. 
These characteristics are not obtained 
without considerable care in design 
and construction. Space does not per- 
mit an extended discussion of resist- 
ance attennator design but the follow- 
ing principles are generally recog- 
nized: 

1. Low resistance networks are 
usually most suitable. This is due to 
the fact that small noninductive re- 
sistance units are more easily con- 
structed than larger ones and inher- 
ently possess less inter- element ad- 
mittance due to their smaller physical 
dimensions. 

2. Careful shielding and a proper 
disposition of component parts are of 
primary importance. Poor judgment 

in this respect may result in stray 
pickup in associated apparatus and 
mutual effects within the attenuator 
itself which alter the attenuation 
ratios. 

3. The use of the shielding system 
as a common return circuit is espec- 
ially to be avoided. The effectiveness 
of the shielding is reduced and stray 
potentials of uncertain character may 
appear in the output. 

Resistance attenuators are usually 
formed of a number of basic potential 
divider or "L" sections. The shunting 
effect of the successive sections, how- 
ever, modifies the values of the indi- 
vidual resistance units. Fig. 7 is a 
wiring diagram of the General Radio 
403 -C standard signal generator which 
contains an attenuator of the conven- 
tional type. 

Ultra High- Frequency Aftenuators 
It is a lamentable fact that but little 

development work has been done 
toward perfecting attenuators which 
may be relied upon at the ultra high 
frequencies. Ordinary resistance net- 
works are limited in use to those fre- 
quencies at which stray capacitance 
and inherent inductance effects make 
negligible contributions to the im- 
pedances of the network units. Since 
neither of these effects can be entirely 
eliminated, any attenuator of this sort 
has an upper limiting frequency which 
is definitely set by the physical char- 
acteristics of the instrument and the 
amount of permissible error. This up- 
per limit is reached, in most cases, 
just above the broadcast band. The 
National Physical Laboratory's small 

(Concluded on page 36) 
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Control Room and Engi- 
neering Details for Set- 
ting Up and Maintaining 

Satisfactory Broadcast 
Service 

PROGRAM protection may be de- 
fined from the operating view- 
point as those steps which are 
taken to preserve the fidelity 

and continuity of the program. Such 
protection is demanded by the operat- 
ing company because it is essential 
that the best possible service be pro- 
vided to meet the competition existing 
in the broadcast advertising field. To 
satisfy this demand is one of the major 
functions of the operating department 
and many of its activities are directed 
to that end. 

Because of the complexity of pres- 
ent -day broadcast systems and the 
oftentimes considerable physical dis- 
tances separating the component units 
it is doubtful whether the latent pos- 
sibilities of trouble, or the safeguards 
utilized, in such extensive systems are 
recognized. As an aid In visualizing 
the complexity of operation the com- 
ponent units of the National Broad- 
casting Company's system, local to New 
York, are indicated in Fig. 1. When 
it is considered that several programs 
may be in progress simultaneously, 
some in studios and some at outside 
points, and are being supplied to local 
transmitters and networks and that 
the combinations are continually shift- 
ing, the possibilities of trouble and the 
necessity for adequate safeguards are 
readily apparent. 

Broadcasting Use of Wire Lines 

The general problem of protection is 
of considerable magnitude as each type 
of unit has problems peculiar to itself 
and for many phases of operation it 
has been necessary to develop methods 
to cope with the problems which have 
arisen with the increasing expansion 

Deli rered before the Radio Club of 
America. fiept. 10. 1930. 

Assistant Development Engineer, Na- 
tional Broadcasting Company. 

Broadcast 

Program 

Protection 
By W. A. R. BROWN* 

This paper describes 
briefly some of the pre- 
cautions necessary to 
maintain high quality 
and continuity in the 
operation of a modern 
broadcasting system, 
including volume con- 
trol, audio energy limi- 
tations of wire circuits, 
program switching 
and distribution, pro- 
gram monitoring and 
protection of a radio 

transmitter. 

of broadcasting. Broadcast operation 
is, to a certain extent, telephone com- 
munication and the problems encoun- 
tered in this phase of operation do not 
differ fundamentally from those en- 
countered in other communication 
fields. Briefly, these problems as they 
apply to broadcasting are : (1) that 
the circuits transmit the frequencies of 
the audio band with substantially equal 
attenuation; (2) that impedances be 
matched at junctions of individual 
equipment units; (3) that the audio 
levels be confined within prescribed 
limits. These are treated in accord- 
ance with standard engineering prac- 
tice and need no elaboration. 

In actual operation one of the first 

safeguards introduced is volume con- 
trol and upon the proper handling of 
this problem depends to a considerable 
extent the quality of the program. This 
function is exercised by the studio en- 
gineer for studio programs and by the 
field engineer for outside pickups. Such 
control is necessary because the dy- 
namic ranges encountered are greater 
than can be handled by existing equip- 
ment. 

The telephone lines and repeaters 
offer an unsurmountable obstacle, at 
present, to the transmission of the full 
dynamic ranges encountered in broad- 
casting. This equipment, designed be- 
fore broadcasting' was in general use, 
was intended to handle only the dy- 
namic range of the human speaking 
voice, and although improved equip- 
ment is constantly being placed in serv- 
ice broadcasting is limited in its ex- 
pression by the limitations of the 
telephone circuits since such circuits 
must be used on networks. These lim- 
itations expressed in energy levels are 
plus 6 db. for the upper value and 
about minus 25 db. as the lower figure, 
a range of 31 db. There are very defi- 
nite reasons for confining the levels 
between these values. Telephone re- 
peaters will not reproduce faithfully at 
levels greater than plus 6 db. and any 
greater level than this overloads the 
repeater and causes distortion of the 
program. On the other hand, at levels 
below minus 25 db. the inherent line 
noise of a wire circuit (induction, cross 
talk, etc.) becomes apparent. In order 
to allow a factor of safety the upper 
operating limit is placed at plus 2 db. 
leaving a range of 27 db. for normal 
operation. Under these conditions the 
dynamic range of a symphony orches- 
tra, which is about 60 db., must be com- 
pressed into less than half its normal 
value. If this is to be accomplished 
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successfully the average listener must 
not be aware that volume control is 
being exercised. 

Control of Dynamic Range 
Volume control is not merely cutting 

down the peaks and bringing up the 
low passages after these have occurred. 
They must be anticipated. The gain 
must be gradually lowered prior to the 
crescendo and raised previously to the 
pianissimo passages. Otherwise, the 
peaks are distorted and the low pas- 
sages lost in the noise. To compress 
dynamic ranges without the process be- 
ing too evident to the listener is an art. 

Studio Engineer Prepared for 
Changes 

Although an experienced studio en- 
gineer can often instinctively anticipate 
coming changes of volume as the music 
progresses, previous knowledge of the 
selections is a great asset. In order 
that the work of the engineer may be 
conducted as efficiently as possible he 
is present at the rehearsals. These 
may extend over 10-15 hours in prepa- 
ration for one hour on the air and when 
the actual broadcast takes place the 
studio engineer is familiar with all 
features of the program and volume 
control is seldom detected by those 
listening. Each studio booth Is acousti- 
cally treated to provide faithful repro- 
duction and high quality monitoring 
and is equipped with a level indicating 
device for the guidance of the studio 
engineer in controlling volume. 

The duties of the field engineer are 
fundamentally the same as those of the 
studio engineer -volume control, micro- 
phone placement and musical balance 
-but often complicated by additional 
factors such as poor acoustics, limited 
space and crowds. Under the varied 
conditions surrounding outside pickups 
the field engineer must often draw upon 
his fund of experience in coping with 
the varied problems, analyse many fac- 
tors and make decisions quickly. In- 
itiative is essential. 

Because of the varying lengths of the 
wire circuits on these Nemo pickups 
the average levels of the programs en- 
tering the main control room will often 
differ considerably. This would cause 
abrupt changes of level when switch- 
ing and in order to eliminate this and 
to have these program levels conform 
to those of the studio outputs the pro- 
gram is routed through a Nemo moni- 
toring booth. This is essentially a re- 

MAIN STUDIO 
a0tOi.ró 

',eater station and the primary func- 
tion of the studio engineer there is to 
monitor the program and make sure it 
is passing that point and is being fed 
to the control room at the proper level 
for distribution. 

Contact Between Studio and Field 
Engineers 

Prior to the start of the program, he 
checks with the field engineer for the 
purpose of setting levels. The general 
practice is for the field engineer to 
place a sufficiently high level upon the 
line to insure a good signal -to -noise 
ratio at the monitoring booth. The 
studio engineer there regulates the 
level for program distribution to the 
control room. After the program has 
started he checks levels again with the 
field engineer and remains in constant 
telephone communication with him. 
Under certain conditions he may act 
in an advisory capacity to judge bal- 
ance and quality when the field engi- 
neer may be hampered by excessive 
noise. His regulative functions are 
slight as volume controlling Is logically 
clone by the field engineer. 

These Nemo booths have similar 
acoustic treatment and equipment as 
the studio booths. The latter can be 
used for outside programs but, because 
of the demand for studios for re- 
hearsals, seldom are. 

The main control room is the nerve 
center of a broadcasting system and 
upon the efficient performance of the 
duties connected with its operation 
rests in large measure the success of 
network broadcasting. Responsibility 
for the operation of studios and the 
distribution of programs to networks 
and local transmitters is centered here. 
A typical layout, showing program dis- 
tribution and monitoring circuits, is 
given in Fig. 2. 

The distribution phase of operation 
requires a given program to be dis- 
patched to designated points, at the 
proper level, and at a definite time. 
This requires (1) an interlocking sys- 
tem for transferring at will the out- 
puts of various studios to one or more 
distribution channels, and (2) facili- 
ties for checking the program at impor- 
tant points. A dual system is used by 
the National Broadcasting Company 
with master controls and indicating 
lights at the master control desk and 
such duplicate controls and lights in 
each studio as are necessary for opera- 
tion of that particular studio. With 
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Fig. 1. Sche- 
matic diagram 
N B C program 
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this system the switching is normally 
performed in the studios but is under 
the supervision of the control room 
supervisor who can detect and correct 
errors. The Indicating lights on the 
master control desk show each opera- 
tion involved in the switching of each 
studio and the supervisor can tell at a 
glance the status of any particular 
studio. 

Announcer Controls Switching 

The actual switching is performed by 
the announcers in the studios. This is 
because the announcer is the contact 
between the program and the public 
and, as it is desirable that this contact 
be as precise and rapid as possible, the 
best coordination of thought and action 
is obtained by having the announcer do 
his own switching. The switching fa- 
cilities in each of the studios appear 
as rows of push -buttons and lights on 
a small panel. The push -buttons per- 
mit the connecting or disconnecting of 
the output of that studio to, or from, 
any combination of distribution chan- 
nels. The lights indicate which chan- 
nels are being utilized, both by this and 
other studios, and whether the an- 
nouncing or program microphones are 
in operation. As an aid in operation, 
and to supplement the indicating lights, 
headphone monitoring of programs in 
all studios is available to the an- 
nouncer. 

Studio operation is carried out in ac- 
cordance with a carefully prepared 
schedule which is in the possession of 
all personnel. Thus, the announcer in 
any studio has all the essential infor- 
mation regarding the distribution of 
that program and is in a position to set 
up or release the required program 
channels and make local announce- 
ments. As an additional check, certain 
of these lights and buttons appear in 
the monitoring booth on the mixing 
panel of the studio engineer who is in 
a position to view the activities of the 
studio and can release the channels if 
necessary. 

Network Problems 

Network operation has introduced 
many problems. One of these is local 
announcements at the network stations. 
Because program requirements make 
it impossible to designate a definite 
time for these it is necessary that noti- 
fication be transmitted over the pro- 
gram circuits in order to eliminate the 
possibility of human error. This is ac- 
complished very simply by utilizing the 
musical notes of chimes as a cue to in- 
dicate that the next fifteen seconds will 
be available to all stations for their 
locals. The chimes, since they are 
given at the conclusion of most pro- 
grams, are also utilized as switching 
cues by individual stations and sup- 
plementary plementary networks who are joining 
or leaving the chain. These. supple- 
mentary networks are smaller chains 
which tap the basic networks at a dis- 
tance from New York and which may 
take program service from either the 
basic Red or Blue networks. This 
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raises the problem of synchronization 
of two programs with the switching in 
order that these supplementary chains 
shall not be cut over to a network on 
which the program has already started. 
Since the chimes are used as switching 
cues the solution is to transmit them 
simultaneously over both networks. In 
actual practice when one network pro- 
gram has concluded the announcer for 
the other network takes control of both 
for the time necessary to give the 
chimes. This procedure may leave one 
or the other of the two networks with- 
out program for a few seconds at the 
end of a feature but this is preferable 
to losing part of a program. 

Since the control room supervisor is 
responsible for the dispatching of pro- 
grams monitoring facilities must be 
available for checking. These are lo- 
cated at the master control desk and 
consist of volume indicators and a loud- 
speaker, the former showing the out- 
put levels of the studio and line ampli- 
fiers, while the loudspeaker may be con- 
nected to either of these points. Simi- 
lar monitoring of each studio and dis- 
tribution channel is possible. Radio 
monitoring of the two local transmit- 
ters, in this case, WJZ and WEAF. is 
also available and includes in addition 
to the customary radio reception a sig- 
nal light to show whether the carrier 
is on or off and a neon lamp which 
indicates when the carrier is being 
modulated and roughly the degree of 
modulation. With the monitoring and 
switching systems centered at the mas- 
ter control desk, local troubles can be 
quickly located and usually quickly 
remedied for all studio and line ampli- 
fiers, channel terminations, et cetera, 
are located in the control room. The 
input and output connections of most 
of the equipment in each studio appear 
on jacks in the control room and a cir- 
cuit can be quickly patched around any 
faulty unit. Telephone communication 
to each monitoring booth and telegraph 
circuits to all networks and local trans- 
mitters are available at the master con- 
trol desk so that trouble at any point 
of the system is immediately detected 
and appropriate steps are taken to 
remedy it. 

Outside Wire Lines 

Line trouble is, of course, beyond 
the control of the broadcast company. 
The telephone company is responsible 
for the maintenance of program service 
between network stations. In general 
the same methods of insuring program 
continuity are used by the telephone 
company as by the broadcast company. 
With networks covering most of the 
country all extremes of conditions are 
naturally encountered and the causes 
of interruptions are varied; for in- 
stance, a truck loaded with high ex- 
plosives collided with a telephone pole, 
or a tornado tore the roof from a 
farmer's barn and dropped it on the 
line. Although the telephone company 
is responsible for the maintenance and 
condition of the lines, transmission 
characteristics of all long line networks 
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are taken by the broadcast company at 
intervals. 

The short local lines seldom give 
trouble. They are checked daily, how- 
ever, as a matter of precaution, and 
rechecked prior to a broadcast. Fre- 
quency runs are also taken of the lines 
to the local transmitters and in these 
instances include the frequency char- 
acteristics of the entire circuit from 
microphone to antenna. 

Studio Power Supply 

The power supply for the studios is 
normally furnished from a commercial 
source, but storage batteries with a ca- 
pacity sufficient to operate the equip- 
ment for 24 hours are held in reserve. 
Automatic switching facilities also fur- 
nish current for lighting purposes in 
event of failure of the outside source. 
Each studio has its separate power line 
and all current carrying circuits for 
studio or control room equipment are 
fused. 

Protecting the Tubes 

The equipment of a modern high - 
power transmitter represents a very 
considerable investment and safeguards 
must be rigidly applied, especially for 
the water cooled tubes. Standard 
power plant protection is utilized to a 
large extent but is, of course, compli- 
cated by the requirements of the radio 
equipment, so that an elaborate elec- 
trical system of interlocking safeguards 
is necessary. 

Tube protection is essential, both be- 
cause their power limitations must not 
be exceeded and for continuity of op- 
eration, as a tube failure will often pro- 
duce dangerous transient conditions 
among the associated equipment. Such 
protection requires a sustained supply 
of cooling water to the tubes and cer- 
tain operational safeguards; for ex- 
ample, filament power can not be ap- 
plied unless an adequate flow of water 
is assured and plate power can not be 
applied before the application of grid 
bias voltage. In practice this is handled 
by a step -to -step procedure which must 
be followed in placing the plant in op- 
eration and an interlocking relay sys- 
tem which functions in the event of 
failure, or overloading of any unit, re- 
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moving from service any units the con- 
tinued operation of which would en- 
danger equipment. Water supply 
protection is usually- supplied by hydro- 
static pressure devices, which are so 
connected to the interlocking system 
that filament power can not be applied, 
nor left on, when the water pressure is 
below a predetermined value. 

The input temperature of the water 
[oust be sufficiently low so that the 
water will not boll when in contact 
with the tube anode as this would 
greatly reduce the heat dissipation at 
these points and probably result in 
anode punctures. DIstilled water must 
be used at certain geographical loca- 
tions to prevent scale formation on the 
tube anodes which occurs when water 
with a considerable mineral content is 
used for cooling. Thermometers are 
generally used to indicate the input 
and output water temperatures and 
when used on individual tubes will 
often show by a gradual temperature 
rise the presence of slight obstructions 
in the water supply of a particular 
tube. 

Continuity of operation is provided 
by spare tubes which can be rapidly 
placed in service. This replacement 
process Is handled by a push- button ar- 
rangement on the desk of the transmit- 
ter engineer who can remove any tube 
from service, replace it by a spare, and 
resume operation in a few seconds. 
Duplicate units are provided for much 
of the other equipment, ranging from 
crystals to transformers, and rapid re- 
placement facilities are provided. 

Modulation of the carrier is checked 
1)5 an oscillograph and the program is 
monitored both in the control room and 
in the transmitter room, radio monitor- 
ing being used at the latter point. Thus, 
with a monitoring system which checks 
the program from the microphone to 
the air and the equipment safeguards 
utilized, program protection is assured 
against most causes which are likely 
to arise. 

It has been attempted in this paper 
to outline briefly some of the precau- 
tions which must be taken to insure the 
maintenance of a high standard of pro- 
gram quality and continuity of opera- 
tion of a modern broadcasting system. 
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Methods of Exhausting 
Tubes are Here Clearly 

Explained 

THE exhaust of transmitting 
tubes differs radically from the 
process practised in the manu- 
facture of receiving tubes. The 

exhaust of receiving tubes as they are 
produced at present is not complete. 
The glass container and the metal 
parts are not thoroughly freed from 
gas. 

The high -speed production neces- 
sitated by severe price limitations do 
not permit a complete removal of gas 
from glass and metal parts. Both the 
diffusion of gas from the inside of 
the metal or from the lower layers 
on the glass, and the removal of the 
liberated gas from the bulb through 
the narrow exhaust tube cannot be 
speeded up even by the best exhaust 
equipment. 

At a vacuum of two or three microns 
gas movements through orifices are 
sluggish. The time required per unit 
volume of gas increases rapidly with 
progressing rarefaction. 

In receiving tubes the final vacuum 
is obtained by the action of the "get- 
ter" on the gas ionized by the plate 
current during the seasoning process. 
The evacuation need be carried only to 
a point where the quantity of gas 
evolved from the parts is not greater 
than that absorbed by the getter dur- 
ing regular operation. Bulb and 
plates are so dimensioned that neither 
is subjected to considerable heating 
during regular operation. Plate volt- 
ages also are limited. 

Transmitting tubes are not designed 
so generously. Plates are worked at 
red heat visible in daylight. Glass 
bulbs are required to pass as much 
as one watt of heat per square 
centimeter effective surface. 

As plate voltages reach several 
thousand volts for the larger types 
even a small quantity of gas is much 
more disturbing than an equivalent 
quantity would be in receiving tubes. 
To these factors we must add that 
there are momentary heavy overloads 
which are hard to avoid in transmitter 
operation. Due to these circumstances 
the removal of gas from the parts 
must be driven to the farthest possible 
limit without regard to the time neces- 
sary for such operation. 

Making 
Radio 
Transmitting 
Tubes 

By DR. PAUL G. WEILLER 

In this connection it may be of 
interest to touch upon a rather con- 
troversial question. 

Individual Exhaust or Fixed Schedule 

Some manufacturers are in favor 
of exhausting transmitting tubes ac- 
cording to a fixed time schedule. Such 
a method of operation makes it pos- 
sible to operate with low -grade per- 
sonnel which cannot be expected to use 
judgment in carrying out allotted 
tasks. In other quarters exhausters 
of long experience are employed who 
can be trusted to use judgment and 
care. 

If transmitting tube parts could 
he produced with a uniform degree of 
cleanliness the first method would of- 
fer some advantages from the manage- 
ment point of view. It also would per- 
mit savings in labor cost. 

Such uniformity, however, is dif- 
ficult or even impossible to attain at 
the present stage of the art. Therefore 
the time necessary to complete the 
exhaust of any given type of tube may 
vary as much as 300 per cent between 
extremes. It is then obvious that if 
a fixed schedule method be applied 
some tubes will be bombarded much 
longer than necessary, while others 
will be taken off before a satisfactory 
vacuum is obtained. 

While the fixed schedule method 
may appear to be cheaper and easier 
on the face of it it will result in 
higher shrinkage. If rare metals and 
hard glass are used, both of which are 
expensive, low shrinkage is essential 
to profitable operation. In the writ- 
er's opinion the second method should 
be preferred at least until such time 
as the production of transmitting 
tubes has reached a much larger 
volume. 

At present even the largest manu- 
facturers produce only a few dozen 
daily of the small types and only a 
few of the larger types. 

In mass production large expendi- 
ture in research and equipment is 

Great Care is Necessary 
and Expert Knowledge 
Essential in the Manu- 
facture of Radio Trans- 

mitting Tubes 

necessary to obtain the high degree 
of uniformity so essential to produc- 
tion more or less independent of the 
operator's skill. Such expenditure 
would be entirely unwarranted by a 
production schedule of only a small 
number of items daily. 

May I also point out that no satis- 
factory degree of uniformity will be 
obtained so long as mounting is a hand 
operation, dependent for its success 
on the skill and good -will of the 
operator? 

Carbonizing 

Most glass envelope transmitting 
tubes have thoriated filaments as 
emitters. The thoriated filament will 
not yield sufficient emission in its 
original condition. The thoria in the 
filament must be first reduced to 
metallic thorium. This is accomplished 
by lighting during a short time in 
an atmosphere of hydrocarbon gas or 
vapor at low pressure. Acetylene is 
mostly used as the carbonizing agent. 

The operation must be carried out 
on a separate exhaust position as the 
hydrocarbon gas or vapor and the In- 
variaby formed carbon black are apt 
to impair the effectiveness of the 
evacuating system. 

Equipment 

An oil pump of large displacement 
coupled with a mercury vapor pump 
but without liquid air trap is provided 
with a mercury seal, (Fig. 1) be- 
tween the vapor pump and the tube to 
be exhausted. 

A reservoir is connected to the 
exhaust system through two stop- 
cocks separated by a narrow glass 
tube. A third cock permits filling the 
system with the carbonizing medium. 

Two manometers permit observation 
of the pressure in the reservoir and in 
the tube on exhaust, respectively. 

Process 

An acetylene tank is provided with 
a length of vacuum tubing which may 
be closed by a pinch -cock. The latter 
is opened a little and acetylene is 
blown off until all the air back of the 
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pinch -cock is displaced. The pinch- 
cock is then closed. 

The rubber tubing is connected and 
all stop -cocks and the mercury seal 
are open; the pinch -cock is closed. 

When the system is thoroughly 
evacuated, the dosing cock to the 
right is closed and acetylene ad- 
mitted until approximately atmo- 
spheric pressure is built up in the 
acetylene reservoir. The closing cock 
to the left, and the filling cock are 
then turned off. The system is now 
ready for operation. 

The right closing cock is now opened 
and a good vacuum is pumped. The 
right -cock is now closed and the left 
closing cock opened to admit acetylene 
to the space between cocks and then 
closed again. The mercury seal is 
now closed and the acetylene admitted 
to the tube by opening the right hand 
closing cock. The pressure should 
be between one and two millimeters. 

Before admitting acetylene the fila- 
ment is lighted and its resistance 
checked. Normal filament current 
should be obtained with a voltage ap- 
proximately 20 per cent below normal. 
After checking, the filament current 
is turned off. Acetylene is admitted 
with the filament cold. The filament 
is now lighted at a voltage somewhat 
higher than normal during twenty 
seconds and switched off. The fila- 
ment heat has decomposed some of 
the acetylene and deposited a layer 
of carbon on its surface. 

The tube is again evacuated and the 
filament lighted at approximately 
double normal voltage. The current 
will be found to be about 50 per cent 
over normal, but will decrease rapidly. 
When it has become constant the car- 
bonizing process is completed. The 
resistance is again checked. If it is 
low the process is repeated but the 
filament is lighted in the gas at- 
mosphere only during a few seconds. 

If the filament has been overcar- 
bonized there is however no remedy. 
Besides having abnormal filament 
characteristics overcarbonized, fila- 
ments are so brittle that they will not 
stand the shocks of transportation. 
The carbonized tube is cut off and 
transferred to the exhaust position. 

The information given here about 
carbonizing should be considered only 
as general guidance. Exact schedules 
can be worked out only for a given set 
of conditions. Even with great care 
in working out such schedules it is 
difficult to obtain uniform results. 

Tungsten filaments vary consider- 
ably in structure and cross -section. 
Drawing operations leave particles of 
graphite on the surface and form car- 
bide during the resistance check. We 
have therefore no rigidly determinable 
starting point. Only great care and 
experience will yield good results. 

Sealing 
The tube is sealed to the all -glass 

system ; the pumps are started and 
the system tested for leaks by moving 
the electrode of a spark coil along 
the glass. Wherever there is even the 
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tiniest hole the sparks will be 
drawn in. 

If a high -frequency coil is used a 
feathery stream of sparks will strike 
between the electrode and the glass. 
The individual discharge threads will 
spread brush fashion over the glass. 

When a hole is struck a thread of 
light much brighter than the others 
will strike the hole and enter it. If 
the electrode is moved further along 
the glass the brush will move with it 
while the bright thread will keep 
striking the hole until the distance to 
the electrode becomes too great. 

If no leaks are found the system is 
permitted to work during a few 
minutes. The spark coil is then 
touched to the plate lead. 

If the vaccum is insufficiently high 
a glow discharge will be visible in the 
exhaust tube. The discharge will dis- 
appear as the vacuum improves. At 
last, only a tiny bright point is seen 
where the leads enter the vacuum, 
even when there is no visible discharge 
in the exhaust tube. The vacuum 
should not be considered satisfactory 
unless these bright spots disappear 
entirely. If the pumping system is 
functioning satisfactorily and the tube 
does not leak no trace of any glow 
discharge can be seen. 

These precautions will prevent 
spending a lot of time and power on 
tubes with minute leaks not detect- 
able in any other way. 

Baking 
The oven which has been previously 

brought to temperature is lowered over 
the tube. The baking period must be 
extended over a minimum of 30 
minutes at 450 to 475 degrees Centi- 
grade. If either time or temperature 
are skimped exhaust troubles will re- 
sult. If the temperature is pushed to 
500 degrees Centigrade the bulb will 
be sucked in. 

The baking time may to advantage 
be extended to 45 minutes. The oven 
is then raised and the vacuum test is 
repeated as previously described. 

If any trace of a visible discharge is 
detected either in the exhaust tube 
or around the leads something has 

gone wrong. The parts may have 
been unclean. In this case repeated 
baking may correct the trouble. The 
pumping system may not be function- 
ing properly or the tube has become 
leaky during baking. 

At this point it may be proper to 
note that well- designed pumping sys- 
tems very seldom cause any trouble. 
Most exhaust difficulties are due en- 
tirely to causes originating within the 
tube itself. 

Bombarding 
Bombarding may be divided into two 

quite distinct periods. During the first 
period all of the gas absorbed on the 
surface of the metal parts and the 
bulk of that within the metal escapes 
rapidly, giving rise to a glow dis- 
charge whether the heating of the 
plate is accomplished by induction 
treating from the outside or by bom- 
barding by the plate current. 

During the second period, which is 
a longer one, gas escapes at a very 
slow rate; no visible discharge Is 
produced and the progress of the ex- 
haust operation may be observed only 
by watching the meters. 

As tubes are apt to show an erratic 
behavior during this period the proper 
control of this part of the operation, 
and the recognition of the end point 
requires considerable experience and 
skill. During both periods it is easy 
to totally wreck the tubes by improper 
adjustment of currents and voltages. 

First Period 
After one has made sure of the 

proper vacuum the filament leads are 
clipped on and the filament is lighted, 
as a rule, with a voltage 100 per cent 
in excess of its rating. The current 
may be roughly 50 per cent in excess 
of rating. This is necessary to evapo- 
rate any trace of oxide or other mat- 
ter adhering to the filament. Such 
impurities would Impair emission. 

The filament temperature must be 
kept higher than normal during most 
of the exhaust period as the thorium 
emission is destroyed by the gas 
evolved in the tube as fast as it is 
produced. 

During exhaust the tube is operat- 
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ing on tungsten emission which re- 
quires higher filament temperatures. 
After one minute has elapsed sufficient 
plate voltage is applied to give a plate 
current of about 400 ma. A glow dis- 
charge filling the entire tube will im- 
mediately appear. After a few 
minutes the plate will become dull 
red in color. It is necessary to watch 
the operations with great care at this 
point. 

Often a quantity of gas will be 
evolved suddenly, causing the plate 
current to increase rapidly. It is 
necessary then to decrease the voltage 
immediately as otherwise either the 
plate would be overheated causing it 
to melt, or the filament might be 
destroyed. Often the plate current 
must be switched off entirely for a 
minute or two. 

When the pump has caught up with 
the gas freed from the plate the plate 
current is adjusted again to normal. 
If the tube parts are perfectly clean, 
and baking properly carried out, this 
part of the operation can be carried 
out with very little trouble by a 
skilled exhauster. Only general rules 
can be given as tubes sometimes differ 
considerably in their behavior. 

The amount of emission obtained in 
the finished tube, the amount of gas, 
the amount of distortion of the ele- 
ments and other factors affecting the 
quality of the finished tube depend 
very greatly on the care and skill with 
which this part of the exhaust is car- 
ried out. 

The heavy glow discharge produced 
during the first period of exhaust has 
several drawbacks. The thorium in 
the filament is used up by oxidation if 
any oxygen is present in the gas. The 
heavy positive ion bombardment also 
has a detrimental effect on the fila- 
ment. Metal particles are scattered 
over the entire tube by sputtering. The 
glass is blackened by sputtered 

metal and, also, if hydrogen is present 
by reduction of a small amount of 
lead. This blackening besides giving 
the tubes an unsightly appearance 
also increases the absorption of heat 
by the glass which in turn favors 
sucking -in during subsequent periods 
of the exhaust operation. A skilled 
operator will therefore avoid any too 
heavy glow discharge. 

If the filament is plain tungsten the 
operation is easily carried out in the 
manner described. Even heavy dis- 
charges do not greatly impair tungsten 
emission. 

If thoriated filaments are used it is 
better to remove most of the gas by 
heating the plate by induction with a 
bombarder. The filament is not 
lighted during induction treatment. 
When all of the glow discharge has 
disappeared the filament is lighted and 
one proceeds further with bombard- 
ment by plate current. 

From now on the plate voltage is 
kept as high as possible without caus- 
ing the plate current and plate tem- 
perature to rise suddenly. The end 
point of the exhaust operation is not 
easily recognized. With pure tungsten 
filaments the only indication of com- 
pleted exhaust is obtained by close 
observation of the plate current. 

So long as gas in appreciable 
quantities is present the resistance of 
the tube is lowered by it. As the re- 
moval of gas from the parts proceeds 
the pressure in the vessel also be- 
comes lower, the plate current will 
therefore decrease if the voltage is 
kept constant. When nearly all gas 
is removed the plate current will not 
change. 

If, however, the plate is heated at 
any point near to its melting point 
large quantities of gas will escape. It 
is necessary therefore to take plate 
temperature into consideration. Be- 
cause of the varying degree of blacken- 

Fig. 2. Power supply unit for exhausting 50 and 75 watt tubes. b Filament 
transformer -220 v. primary; 25 v. secondary, 150 watts. c High voltage 
transformer -220 v. primary, 6000 v. secondary, 5 KVA. d Rectifier filament 
transformer -220 v. primary, 2.5 v. secondary. 50 watts. e Rheostat -6 
ohms, 9 amperes. f Rheostat -50 ohms, 71/2 amperes. g Toggle switch 
extension handle, h Ammeter 0 -5 a -e. I Voltmeter 0 -.5 a -e. k milliam- 

meter 0.800. 
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ing of the glass it is not easy to cor- 
rectly judge temperatures. An optical 
pyrometer while somewhat more re- 
liable than the eye is subject to the 
sane difficulties. 

The variations in plate dimensions 
unavoidable in production make it 
difficult to set standards for plate 
currents and voltages. It can be 
readily seen that much depends on 
the operator. 

Ionization gauges have been tried 
for judging the end point but with 
little practical results. The same ap- 
plies to measurement of gas current 
in the tube itself. If the tube is 
measured at standard operating volt- 
ages the reading will always be low 
because the pump carries gases off 
faster than they evolve at plate tem- 
perature corresponding to normal op- 
erating conditions. 

At conditions corresponding to high 
plate temperatures measurements of 
gas currents are hardly practical be- 
cause of lack of stability of conditions. 
There is however one method which 
offers some promise of success. The 
plate surface does not vary appreci- 
ably between different tubes of the 
same type. Neither does the ability of 
the plate surface to radiate heat. 
Therefore a definite plate temperature 
will correspond to a definite power 
input regardless of what particular 
current and voltage make up the 
input. 

If we can then observe plate cur- 
rent constancy during a given time at 
a definite power input given by a watt- 
meter we would have a practical 
method of end point determination. 
With thoriated filament the end point 
is more definite. 

We have said that thoriated fila- 
ments are operated during exhaust at 
a temperature at which the thorium 
diffuses to the filament surface as 
fast as it is used up by the gas dis- 
charge. A balance is reached at ap- 
proximately 100 per cent above normal 
voltage. 

Until the exhaust is well along the 
emission current will drop fast when- 
ever the filament temperature is re- 
duced. If the exhaust is completed 
however the emission current will drop 
only by a few milliamperes when the 
filament current is reduced to normal. 

The emission will remain stationary 
under these conditions if the tube is 
in perfect condition. Often however 
it is found impossible to obtain per- 
fect stability in spite of prolonged 
exhaust. Such tubes are to be re- 
garded as subject to check. 

The end point test on thoriated fila- 
ments should never be extended over 
an unnecessarily long period as it 
constitutes a considerable strain on the 
emission resources of the filament 
which are not ample at best with 
thoriated filaments. When the end 
point is reached the tube is sealed off 
carefully. 

A small quantity of gas is some- 
times introduced by prolonged heating 
of the glass when sealing off. This 
operation should therefore be carried 
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out quickly. So far we have said 
nothing about getters. Transmitting 
tubes can and should be exhausted 
without aid of the getter. The latter 
should be flashed either after the end 
point is established or after sealing 
off. 

If thoriated tubes are exhausted 
without the use of induction heating 
It may be useful to place the getter in 
such a position that it will volatilize 
when most of the glow discharge has 
disappeared. This will shorten the 
first period and save the thoriated fila- 
ment from deterioration. Good tung- 
sten filament tubes can be made en- 
tirely without getter. 

Thoriated filament tubes of good 
quality cannot be produced in prac- 
tice without a getter. 

Equipment 

The exhaust equipment for trans- 
mitting tubes is relatively simple. 

Any good oil pump backing a 
mercury vapor pump will do. An all - 
glass system is used. Each tube has 
its own pumping system. 

The ovens are electrically heated. 
The older types have nichrome helix 
or ribbons as heaters. The newer ones 
use globar which is much more sat- 
isfactory as burned out elements can 
be replaced without much delay. 

The power supply includes a fila- 
ment transformer with grounded 

secondary, a suitable rheostat to vary 
the filament voltage between normal 
and double normal, filament voltmeter 
and ammeter. 

The plate voltage Is supplied by a 
full -wave rectifier using two -866 
tubes. The transformer supplying the 
-866 filaments must have a second- 
ary insulated from the primary for 
about 10,000 volts as it must stand 
surges besides the full voltage of the 
plate supply transformer. 

The latter should be chosen of four 
KVA and 4400 volts r.m.s. on each 
side of the middle tap. It is then good 
for tubes up to about 250 watts. 

A rheostat is provided in series 
with the primary sufficient to reduce 
the secondary voltage to 1,000. The 
highest voltage used during exhaust 
of tubes up to 250 watts is about 
4000 measured with a d -c. instrument 
on a full -wave rectifier. 

Provision must be made to be able 
to switch the plate current on and 
off rapidly. A push -button- operated 
relay is most satisfactory. A 30- 
ampere toggle switch with a long ex- 
tention handle which makes operation 
less tiring may be used in installations 
where simplicity and low first cost are 
desired. It must however be of good 
make as it must stand a great num- 
ber of operations in rapid succession. 

As overload protection fuses or over- 

TRANSPORTATION AND EQUIPMENT EXPENSES CUT DOWN 
SERVICEMAN'S INCOME 

By Grover C. Kirchhof* 

EARS ago, when radio was in 
its infancy, the experimentally 
inclined persons were uni- 
versally attracted by the mys- 

teries of "wireless." In the endeavor 
to gain a knowledge of this com- 
paratively new science, it was neces- 
sary to build every new circuit and 
pry into every available commercial 
set. Many an attic, back room, kitchen 
and cellar was transformed into a 
miniature experimental laboratory. 
The embryo radio engineers of those 
days are now the leading figures in the 
industry. It was from the ranks of 
those early home experimenters that 
the first radio service crews were 
drawn. 

Today, when standardized circuits 
and prices of factory built receivers 
make it ridiculous, as well as expen- 
sive, to "roll your own," the attic 
engineer and home laboratory has all 
but passed out of existence. The 
serviceman of the present is either a 
product of a radio school or has 
gained his knowledge, such as it is, 
at the expense of some dealer who con- 
sidered cheap labor of greater import- 
ance than ability. 

Secretary, R.8.M.d. 

Such was the past, but what about 
the future? Is radio attracting the 
most desirable type of man? Our 
answer is NO. We reason that the 
most desirable man is one who is 
anxious to advance In his field. There 
now arises the question: How is it 
possible for a man of good caliber to 
advance himself when there is scarcely 
any spare time to devote to the study 
of technical journals, attend meetings, 
lectures etc.? Men, who work from 
early morning until late at night have 
very little time for self -improvement; 
and, furthermore, are fatigued physi- 
cally and mentally. 

Also the matter of remuneration 
cannot stand fair investigation. The 
average dealer requires his service 
staff to furnish an automobile, a com- 
plete test kit. and a good assortment 
of tools. This investment, on the part 
of the serviceman, is conservatively 
figured at three hundred dollars. 
Operating expenses of the car are six 
cents per mile at the lowest possible 
figure; and the average man is lucky, 
if he covers less than fifty miles a day 
which adds up to three hundred miles 
a week. Speaking in terms of dollars 
and cents, it means eighteen dollars a 
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load relays are suitable. The latter are 
however to be preferred as fuses are 
sometimes too slow to prevent injury 
to the tube on exhaust when sudden 
gas rushes cause instantaneous in- 
creases in plate current. 

A few large tungsten lamps in series - 
parallel with the primary of the 
high -voltage transformer are useful as 
current regulators, during the glow 
discharge period, particularly where 
one operator is handling a number of 
exhaust positions simultaneously. A 
shorting switch should be provided so 
that the lamps can be cut out when not 
wanted. 

Time 

From the aforesaid it appears 
clearly that the first cost of a power 
tube exhaust installation is relatively 
low. Power and labor however are 
items to be considered. The ovens 
take 2-KVA per tube. The power 
drain (luring exhaust varies but it can 
be figured at roughly 2 to 4 KVA per 
position. As to time necessary to 
properly exhaust tubes we may figure 
as follows: Baking 30 to 45 minutes 
for all -glass tubes; glow discharge 
period 15 minutes for all tubes; finish- 
ing period: 30 minutes for 50 watters 
and 2 to 4 hours for 250 watters; one 
good exhauster can handle up to eight 
positions simultaneously. 

week. In return for his labor and 
expenses, the serviceman receives be- 
tween forty and forty -five dollars a 
week, so that the net earnings amount 
to not more than twenty -seven dollars 
a week. 

Intelligence Required 

Viewing the situation broadmindedly, 
how can one expect men who must 
possess more than the average intelli- 
gence, who must give thought to their 
personal appearance, who must be cap- 
able of pleasing the most unreasonable 
customers, who must be salesmen as 
well as good technicians who must 
have a thorough knowledge of a com- 
plicated and intricate piece of electrical 
apparatus, to invest three hundred 
dollars for a position that only pays 
twenty -seven dollars a week? 

Radio business executives will un- 
doubtedly come forward and say that 
irresponsible radio servicemen do not 
merit higher salaries. The writer 
answers that responsible married men 
cannot afford to work for the present 
scale of wages. It happens that irre- 
sponsible youngsters, just out of school 
and anxious to earn a few dollars with 
which to see the latest shows, apply 
for radio service positions and do the 
least possible amount of labor for the 
salary. 
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Practical 

Radio - Frequency 

Choke Coils 
By A. BINNEWEG, JR. 

In This Article Mr. Binneweg Gives the Engineering 
Requirements for Choke -Coil Construction, to Meet 

Various Needs in Vacuum Tube Circuits. 

A 
RADIO- FREQUENCY choke 

coil is ordinarily rated in units 
of inductance by manufactur- 
ers, but the important factor 

is its impedance to r -f. currents. Its 
function is to reduce as far as is prac- 
ticable the r -f. currents through that 
part of a circuit in which it is con- 
nected. 

In an ordinary short -wave regenera- 
tive receiver with fixed tickler coil, a 
choke is found connected so as to al- 
low most of the r -f. currents to pass 
through the regeneration-control con- 
denser. One also finds chokes con- 
nected in series with plate resistors 
in an audio amplifier, across the input 
of a short -wave r -f, amplifier, or be- 
tween 2 r -f. stages, as an impedance 
coupling, or across the crystal in a 
crystal-controlled transmitter. 

Test results on some practical types 
of chokes are given, as well as methods 
of testing which can be employed in 
the laboratory with but little equip- 

Fig. 1. Theoretical choke as at A. 
Practical chokes function as O, 

and C. 

ment. Chokes for receiving and trans- 
mitting are discussed. 

In r -f. amplifiers, the r -f. plate cur- 
rents from the various stages have a 
common path in the plate supply unit. 
If this common path has appreciable 
impedance, undesirable couplings re- 
sult. The proper use of chokes will 
allow each component to pass to fila- 
ment, while only the dc. will flow 
through the supply. As in audio am- 
plifiers, speaker filters are employed 
to separate a-c. and d-e. components, 
so in r -f. amplification, advantages of 
the same sort are realized by using 
r -f. chokes. 

In general, the higher the impedance 
the better the choke, but little is known 
about proper design, as there are many 
variables. A choke tested in the lab- 
oratory may function differently when 
connected in a practical layout. In 
some rases, the tube capacity is 
shunted across the choke. The dis- 
tributed capacity and stray capacities 
introduced by connections themselves, 
are important at the higher fre- 
quencies. Ordinarily, such capacities 
are considered as "lumped" across the 
inductance of the choke winding. This 
does not always give correct results. 
The combination may function as a 
parallel circuit consisting of an in- 
ductance shunted by a lumped capaci- 
tance. One would expect that the 
parallel circuit would become resonant 
at some frequency, exhibiting a high 
impedance, and lower impedance at 
other frequencies. At frequencies 
higher than the natural frequency of 

the choke, the inductive reactance pre- 
dominates, while at lower frequencies, 
the capacitive reactance is greater. At 
resonance, current "circulates" in the 
parallel circuit. 

Requirements for Effective Chokes 

There are some principal require- 
ments of chokes which are important 
for study. In an oscillator, a choke 
should not reduce the strength of 
oscillations. In an r -f. amplifier, a 
shunt -feed choke connection should not 
result in a reduction in output voltage. 
The above statements are more or less 
equivalent; the first applies to a self - 
excited oscillator and the latter 
to a separately -excited arrangement. 
Chokes are also used for filtering; 
little or no r -f. current should be al- 
lowed to pass. The causes of the 
rather complicated electrical phenom- 
ena existing in some chokes is of sec- 
ondary importance. Impedance value, 
r -f. resistance, positive or negative re- 
actance, natural period, etcetera, are 
terms which are useful to the engineer, 
however. 

Especially for short waves, the op- 
timum choke is best determined by 
experiment. The characteristics of 
various types furnish an aid to design. 
Desirable qualities for a choke are 
obviously compactness and effective- 
ness over a wide frequency range, 
especially so for the usual short -wave 
receiver. 

Actual impedance values of chokes 
are usually not as important as the 
variation of impedance with frequency. 
The way in which the wire is wound 
or the manner in which connection 
is made in a given circuit, may have 
considerable effect. A study of various 
constructions on results is important. 

CHOKE 

PLATE 
SUPPEN 

Fig. 2. Shunt -feed Hartley Trans. 
mitter circuit, showing choke coil. 

One can start with a construction 
giving nearly the requirements and 
modify it for particular needs. 

Difficulties with Short-Wave Chokes 

Short -wave chokes must cover a 
relatively enormous frequency range 
with preferably no hollows in the 
choke's impedance. Ordinarily there 
is no difficulty if the range to be cov- 
ered is small, such as the broadcast 
range. The usual choke cannot be ex- 
pected to furnish a very high imped- 
ance over the entire short -wave range 
covered by the usual short -wave re- 
ceiver. A choke designed especially 
for a transmitter, which usually op- 
erates in comparatively narrow bands, 
and at harmonic frequencies of these, 
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OSCILLATOR 

AUXILIARY 
CHOKE 

DC 
METER 

.005 MFD 
FIXED CONE) 

r 

THERMO- 
GALVANOMETER 

Fig. 3. One method of testing 
chokes. 

can be of an exceptionally effective 
design ; the voltages involved, how- 
ever, are comparatively quite high. 

Multiple Resonances 

The inductance and self -capacity of 
a choke "tune" it to a definite fre- 
quency. When at resonance to the 
frequency supplied, the choke presents 
a high impedance with respect to the 
external "lines," which is desirable, 
but, if the effective shunt -capacity is 
relatively large, a large circulating 
current will cause losses. This cur- 
rent may be considered as going in 
one direction through the inductance 
and returning through the capacity of 
the parallel circuit. In a coil having 
distributed capacity the action is more 
complicated, but the result is similar. 
A coil with distributed capacity is 
capable of exhibiting multiple reson- 
ances, having on one side of the reson- 
ant point a capacitive reactance and 
on the other an inductive reactance. 
In many cases, it is not important 
whether the reactance is inductive or 
capacitive, so long as it is of a suf- 
ficiently high value. No general state- 
ments can be made on what is meant 
by "high," since any values will de- 
pend upon the circuit and particular 
factors involved. In some cases it is 
only necessary that the reactance be 
"high" at some definite frequencies 
and, in this case, it does not particu- 
larly matter whether it is high or low 
at frequencies which are not of as 
much interest. 

Results with Single -Layer Solenoidal 
Coils 

A simple, single -layer winding of 
small wire will show a prominent 
resonance at which it absorbs power 
from an oscillator, when inductively 
coupled to it, such that a half -wave 
(like an antenna - voltage loop at 
the end and a voltage node at its 
center) is standing on it. Other reson- 
ances at frequencies approximately 3, 
5, 7, etc. times the natural frequency 
will also show resonance with an 
oscillator although these will be less 
pronounced. These resonances are not 
exact multiples of the fundamental 
frequency, although for ordinary con- 

siderations, sufficiently so. For each 
resonant condition, there is a different 
current distribution in which the cur- 
rents in the various parts of the coil's 
distributed capacity are rearranged, 
changing the effect of the self- capacity 
over that at the fundamental. But a 
coil placed in a circuit arrangement 
is quite different in its results than a 
coil tested in the laboratory, especially 
so at short waves. 

A coil for use as a choke should be 
comparatively longer (theoretically - 
but there are space requirements) for 
high r -f. voltage, otherwise one has 
rather strong electric fields between 
coil ends, regardless of how the wire 
is wound. In short -wave sets working 
at 40 meters and under, in transmit- 
ters employing shunt feed, and in 
screen -grid sets employing shunt plate 
feed, a special design and high im- 
pedance are necessary, but the cure 
for each case is somewhat different. 
Shunt -feed for screen -grid tubes is 
common practice and a choke -coil has 
quite an effect on the gain of the stage 
if improperly designed. It is not pos- 
sible to reduce the size, or space the 
wire too much to reduce capacitive 
effects, since the inductance soon suf- 
fers badly. Some of the usual wind- 
ings are either complicated or are poor 
for use as chokes. 

For example, a certain commercial 
choke is constructed of spirals, one 
wire wide, laid side by side. Such 
construction is hardly practical with 
limited facilities. For short -wave use 
it is possible to construct simple chokes 
having good characteristics. The 
"hollows" can be shifted to less desir- 
able frequencies. 

Some commercial chokes are very 
poor as the hollows appear exactly at 
the wrong frequencies. Experimental 
results on practical chokes which can 
be constructed quite easily are easily 
obtained as described in a later para- 
graph. 

Testing Radio- Frequency Chokes 

Chokes are employed to quite an 
extent in transmitting circuits. Such 
connection illustrates important prin- 
ciples. They are usually connected 
so as to allow the passage of direct 
currents but to offer a high impedance 
(preferably) to the radio -frequency 

generated. For example, in Fig. 2 is 
shown a common connection for a 
choke coil. In general, there are cer- 
tain advantages in using the shunt 
method of connection ; for instance, 
the r -f. and d -c. circuits are inde- 
pendent, the condenser and inductance 
are at low d-e. potential and the d-c. 
supply can be taken from any con- 
venient point such as from a voltage 
divider independently of the r -f. re- 
turn path. Since this method of con- 
nection has its advantages, it is de- 
sirable to design and construct chokes 
of suitable electrical characteristics 
for this purpose. 

An important factor for such a con- 
nection is the amount of leakage 
through the choke at the frequencies at 
which it is required to operate effec- 
tively. In Fig. 3, is shown a connec- 
tion which can be used to determine 
the leakage through the choke coil. 
The choke under test is connected in 
its normal position in the oscillator 
circuit and an auxiliary parallel ar- 
rangement for separating the d-c. and 
r -f. components is employed. An .005- 
mí. condenser blocks the d-c. from the 
r -fs. branch, while the auxiliary choke 
prevents the passage of r -f. through 
the d -c. branch. 

Thus the d-e. registers on the d-c. 
plate milliammeter while the r -f. is 
read on the thermo -galvanometer. The 
condenser reactance is comparatively 
low so that the auxiliary choke need 
only be of indifferent construction, to 
properly shunt the major proportion 
of the r -f. component into its proper 
path. Care should be taken that the 
condenser and its parallel inductance 
(choke) do not resonate at or near 
the frequencies under test, as a com- 
paratively large circulating current 
would result, with possible burn -out 
of the meter, and erroneous experi- 
mental results, for the leakage through 
the choke tested. The ordinary 100 - 
milliampere thermo- galvanometer is 
rather large for measuring the leakage 
through a choke, except in high -power 
oscillators. For low -power oscillators, 
the connection shown dotted in Fig. 3 
can be employed for relative readings, 
which is all that is required. The 
actual value of current passing through 
the choke is usually not of any sig- 
nificance; the results usually desired 
are the leakage currents as a function 

Fig. 4. Shunt -feed Hartley circuit. Series -feed Hartley circuit. 
Comparison of r -f. voltage with and without chokes. 
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of the frequency range over which 
the choke is required to operate. By 
testing various chokes, it is possible 
to select one of good efficiency. A 
fixed crystal- detector and low -range 
milliammeter will zive results for a 
lOw-powcr set. 

"Ideal" and Practical Chokes 

Iu any oscillator arrangement, the 
"ideal" choke would be a winding such 
that when connected in the oscillator 

(for example, as in Fig. 2) the 

strength of the oscillations would not 
suffer. A choke of indifferent construc- 
tion allows a loss of energy from the 
oscillator, which is equivalent to in- 

creasing the resistance in the oscillat- 
ing circuit itself, in its effect. The 
strength of the oscillations is de- 

I.R.E. MEETING AT ROCHESTER 
-1-11E Ruohester fall meeting of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers will 

be held at the Sagamore Hotel, Roch- 
ester, New York, on November 21, 1930. 
The program is as follows: 

Registration 9:00 a. m. 
Morning session 10 a. m. 

"The 227 Equi- Potential Cathode 
Tube," by A. C. Rockwood, HyGrade 
Lamp Works. 

"Notes on Circuit Design," by Fulton 
Cutting, Colonial Radio Corp. 

Luncheon 12:30 p. m. 
Afternoon session 2:00 p. m. 

"Some Considerations in Super- 
heterodyne Design,' by David Grimes, 
Radio Corporation of America. 

"A New Low- Distortion Radio Am- 
plifier Tube, Type 551," by Stuart Bal - 
lantine, Radio Frequency Laboratories. 

"The Thyratron, What It Is, and 
What It Does," by J. C. Warner, Gen- 
eral Electric Company. 

DInner 0:30 p. m. 
Evening Session: 
"Extending the Radio- Frequency 

Spectrum," by A. Hoyt Taylor, Naval 
Research Laboratory. 

Dr. J. H. Dellinger, past president 
of the Institute, has consented to pre- 
side. All the speakers are men of im- 
portance in the industry. Their mes- 
sages will be timely and very valuable. 
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Fig. 5. Typical 
curve show- 
ing variation 
of grid current 
with increasing 

wave length. 
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creased. This effect can be studied by 
means of the two circuits shown in 
Fig. 4. The upper diagram (A) of a 
shunt -feed arrangement requires a 
choke but has certain other advant- 

ages; the lower diagram (B). is a 
series -feed arrangement which re- 
quires no choke coil, but has some 
practical disadvantages as has been 
described . 

By comparing results obtained by 
the use of the these two circuits, the 
effect of various chokes on results 

can be studied by noting the deflection 
of the grid meter. Circuit values and 
voltages should be identical in each 

circuit, or the same circuit can be 

used by changing connections. 
The parts for such an oscillator 

(tuning from about 50 to 200 meters) 
consist of a 1000 -mmf. condenser, a 
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S0 PER CENT OF RADIOS 
ARE OVER 2 YEARS OLD 
MORE than halt of the homes 

in this country that are 
equipped with. radio have sets 

that are more than two years 
old. it is estimated by Dwight F. 
Ketcham, sales promotion man- 
ager of E. T. Cunningham, Ine., 
radio tube company. 

With the many refinements 
which the 1930 receivers have 
incorporated, .dfr. Ketcham be- 
lieves that the proportion of 

homes so equipped ieith old units 
trill be reduced by more than 
fifty per cent before end of the 
present year. 
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BETTER EMISSION EFFICIENCY 
WITH USE OF THORIUM 
The thoriated tungsten filament 

differs from the construction principles 
of other types of radio tube filaments 
in that the active material is not 
coated on the surface during manu- 
facture, the thorium content being dis- 
tributed throughout the body of the 

tungsten wire, it is explained by a 
Cunningham engineer. 

High emission efficiency lias been 
achieved with the thoriated filament, 
through the characteristics of this ma- 
terial, in which a uniform layer of 
atomic thorium is built up on the sur- 
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coil of 10 turns of No. 14 wire on a 
three -inch diameter, a type '01 -A tube, 
a 5000 -ohm gridleak and a 1.5- milliam- 
pere d -c. gridmeter. By noting the grid 
current at various frequencies for the 
series -feed arrangement, and then 
changing connections to shunt -feed 

(with choke) the effect of the various 
chokes on oscillation strength can be 
determined. The data obtained from 
the series -feed connection can be used 
as a standard for comparison. Since 
different circuits will alter the charac- 
teristics of a given choke, it is best 
to design experimentally a choke for 
a given purpose. For testing chokes of 
various kinds and dimensions, the 
above arrangement requiring a min- 
imum of laboratory apparatus, is 

recommended. Due allowance should 
be made for changes later. It will be 
noted that the grid current decreases 

naturally as the ratio of inductance to 

capacity in the oscillating circuit is 
decreased as shown in Fig. 5. This 
reduction will, of course, also appear 
in the shunt -feed arrangement. The 
chokes giving the highest grid cur- 

rents, consistent with a "flat," gradual 
reduction as the wavelength is in- 
creased, are the best. The better 

chokes will approach closely to the 

grid- current curve obtained with the 

series -feed arrangement. 

face of the filament in the final fac- 

tory process. it is stated. 

In operation, this surface layer of 

thorium evaporates very gradually to 

supply the plate current requirements 

but additional thorium is continuously 
supplied at the same rate from the 
interior of the filament. This cycle 
continues very smoothly, maintaining 
a uniformly active surface condition 
throughout the life of the tube, provid- 
ing that the operating voltages applied 
to the tube are maintained at values 

recommended. 

A REVIEW OF HIGH FREQUENCY 
ATTENUATION DEVICES 
(C'onel ulcd frown paye 20) 

impedance has been found useful to 

00 megacycles per second although it 

cannot be considered a very satisfac- 
tory solution due to the high minimum 
voltage limit of 250 microvolts and its 
inconvenience for rapid routine lab- 

oratory work. The mutual inductor 

attenuator (RADIO ENGINEERING. June 
1930) is stated to hold calibration to 
about 0 megacycles per second. In 
view of its simplicity of operation, 
this instrument represents an impor- 
tant step forward in the extension of 
measurements technique to the higher 

frequencies. Short -wave receiver de- 

velopment will undoubtedly be acceler- 
ated when more suitable measuring 
apparatus and methods have been de- 
vised. It is to be hoped that this 
time is not far off. 
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Fig. 2. It costs a good deal more to keep these auto- 
matic screw machines running than the wages of the 

operator. 

Why Cost Finding 
In Radio ? 

TO the average production man, 
cost accounting is a highly in- 
volved process engaged in by 
semi- demented individuals who 

speak a jargon of their own, and who 
from the secret ritual of black art, 
produce each month figures that are 
used as a club on his unsuspecting 
head to convince him that he doesn't 
know anything about running his de- 
partment, anyway. These people speak 
a language of their own which sounds 
like good "plant" English, but which 
doesn't mean anything. The good fore- 
man takes his visit to the carpet 
resignedly and departs with the ac- 

Deprived of Its Mysteri- 
ous Jargon, Cost Finding 
Technique Comes Down 
to a Simple Essential of 

Radio Production. 

By AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA 
Mem. I. R. E., Mem. A. I. E. E. 

companying thought that it is all over 
for another month, and that those 
"blank -blank cost sharps" are only a 
bunch of pen pushers. What do they 
know about production, anyway? 

In the present state of the radio 
business the cost accounting man is 
one who is becoming more and more 
important as competition becomes 
keener. This condition is only normal 
in the life of an industry, and every 
business has followed the same cycle 
with its attendant growing pains and 
upheavals. When an industry first 
comes into being, production lags so 
far behind demand that price is a 
minor consideration. The eager public 
buys and buys factory output at such 
a rate that errors and wasteful 
methods are simply passed on to the 
consumer as an increased cost. How- 
ever, as the production gradually 
catches up with the demand, and as a 
myriad of companies and individuals 
engage in the industry to reap part 
of the profits, competition forces price 
down until finally the industry reaches 

the point at which sales are made 
mostly on a basis of price. The great- 
est component of price, however, is 
cost ; for it is easily apparent that cost 
plus a profit makes price. 

Radio Must Get in Line 

Within the last year every industry 
in the country has become increasingly 
cost conscious ; and radio, still in the 
process of stabilization, will become 
even more so. To the average manu- 
facturing man this emphasis on cost 
necessitates some investigation as to 
its real meaning, and the surprise that 
is in store for many lies in the fact 
that a subject which, on first inspec- 
tion, appears so involved, can really 
be so simple. 

Cost is made up in the main of three 
main divisions. The manufacturer 
buys material; this may be raw ma- 
terial or semi -finished material, such 
as raw lumber stock, or a finished 
condenser. In his factory the manu- 
facturer either changes the form of 
this material or assembles it into his 
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product. This process is the process 
of manufacturing and adds the coat of 
manufacturing to the cost of the ma- 
terial. The product completed, the 
manufacturer must now sell it, which 
adds a third factor to the cost, the 
selling cost. This selling cost is com- 
posed of the cost of the sales organ- 
ization, and advertising. A profit is 
then added to the cost and we have 
the selling price. 

But we find in modern merchandis- 
ing that when the period of keen com- 
petition is reached. as it is reached 
in radio today. the starting point is 
not the cost of the product, but the 
price at which it can be sold. In the 
early days the manufacturer first 
found out what it cost to make his 
product and, adding a profit, fixed his 
selling price. Today he finds out what 
he can get for his product, and the 
decision is whether or not he can make 
it to sell at that price. This con- 
dition makes him examine his costs 
with a very keen eye and gives rise 
to the importance of cost accounting. 

Sales Methods Ahead of 
Manufacturing 

The function of the cost accountant 
is to tell the manufacturer not only 
what his unit of production should 
cost. but also what it does cost and, 
further, where in the manufacturing 
process discrepancies occur. Since 
sales methods have gone ahead a 
great deal faster than manufacturing 
methods in the radio industry, we 
will not touch on selling cost in this 
article. The average up-to -date sales 
manager well understands how his 
selling price is distributed and where 
it is out of line. Up to the present 
time. however, the manufacturer has 
been ,n busy getting out his produc- 
tion that he floes not realize the full 
possibilities that lie in accurate cost 
figures as the means of management. 

How does the cost accountant go 
about his Job? Well he first divides 
the process into its logical accounting 
divisions. These divisions will be 
dictated largely by definite completed 
steps in the process, and in each of 
these departments he will work up the 
cost figures. For instance, the screw 
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Flg. 1. One of eight 
assembly lines in a 
modern radio plant. 
A good cost account- 
ant can tell without 
leaving his desk 
which of the eight is 
Jacking up costs and 
whether the cause is 
too many men, too 
much overtime, or 

too high wages. 

machines will be taken as one depart - 
tnent and cost figured for the screw 
machine department; the lathes may 
be taken as another department. 
Assembly may be divided into its 
natural groups, and so throughout the 
plant the cost accountant will break 
down the unit cost figures into logical 
steps at those points where the process 
changes from the control of one fore- 
man to another. 

Each department receives a certain 
amount of material. This may be in 
the form of a semi -finished product or 
a raw material. The assembly de- 
partment will receive screws from the 
screw machine department, and small 
parts from it and the lathe depart- 
ment. The screw machine department 
will receive its raw stock, however, 
from an outside source. In each of 
these cases the cost man will deter- 
mine just how much material will go 
into the unit of production of the 
department. Thus he will figure how 
much raw stock will go into a thou- 
sand of a particular type of screw. 
This establishes a standard amount of 
material used per unit of production. 
This standard can then be used as a 
basis to determine whether or not any 
department is wasting material. Not 
only by this means does the manage- 
ment find out whether or not the ma- 
terial is costing more than it should, 
but the tabulated cost figures show in 
just which department any excessive 
waste occurs, so that steps can be 
taken to eradicate it. 

The cost of manufacture is a more 
highly involved accounting process. 
Manufacture includes direct labor, in- 
direct labor, power and heat, repairs, 
supplies, etc., and fixed expense which 
means investment in the property, 
bond Interest, etc. Of these, unen- 
lightened management is most apt to 
stress direct labor and neglect the in- 
direct item of expense. The cost ac- 
countant reduces the lump sum of in- 
direct expense to its components in 
the different departments, and so is 
able to show the management just how 
much each department is costing in 
any one of the many items of expense. 
Since production figures are now avail- 
able, the management can determine 

the cost per unit for any item of 
expense. 

Real Costs 
However, when the cost department 

shows actual cost, its work is but half 
done. It must then compare these 
costs with the theoretical cost and 
show where there are wasteful opera- 
tions. Modern piecework leads many 
industrial men to say: "We pay only 
fllr the labor used on a piecework 
b:I ,is : therefore, we don't have to 
worry about our costs in manufactur- 
ing." This attitude very often leads 
to a great discrepancy between gross 
costs and the standard gross cost, for 
while the direct labor is only paid 
for on n production rate, the cost of 
maintenance, power and interest on the 
investment of a screw machine goes on 
whether it is running at maximum 
capacity or not. 

In the present condition of the radio 
industry, therefore, it is advisable, 
first, for the management to get a cost 
accountant who knows his business. 
He will know exactly how to go about 
breaking down the cost into units that 
really tell the story. The manufactur- 
er, however, must sit down and try to 
understand the figures which come 
from the cost department. The real- 
ization that these figures are simply 
a statement of the cost of manufacture 
and material broken down in such a 
way that he can place his finger on 
waste of any kind, will have to over- 
come the mental hazards that have 
been built up around the term "cost 
accounting." His figures will show 
him, first, how much material he 
should have used in each point of the 
operation and compare it with the 
amount of material he did use. They 
will show him the amount of labor he 
has used as compared with what he 
might have used. They will show hint 
the indirect cost per unit compared 
with the standard indirect cost per 
unit. The danger, however, is that 
these figures may be sent to the pro- 
duction man stated in terms which he 
does not immediately understand. If 
the screw machine foreman is told that 
he used $320 worth of raw stock more 
than he should have used, he under- 
stands that perfectly; but when he is 
told that his burden, due to over -con- 
sumption of raw material, is $320, he 
is very apt to come back with a snappy 
expression. When he is told that his 
fixed expense exceeded his standard 
by $200, he is apt to say, at least to 
himself, "Well, let the superintendent 
worry about fixed expense; I can't 
knock fixed expense down." But if he 
is told that his production per machine 
hour has increased the cost of running 
those machines by $200, he is very apt 
to know what the superintendent is 
talking about. 

Every cost man can translate his 
trade jargon to the everyday language 
of a manufacturing plant, but he is 
apt to use accounting terms unless the 
operator insists, with a smile, that 
these terms be translated into "plant 
language." 
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Increasing 

the Number 

of Radio Channels 

By S. R. WINTERS 

WITH the installation of seven 
short -wave transmitters and 
with two similar units in pro- 
cess of manufacture, the 

Signal Corps of the War Department 
is encroaching heavily upon the high - 
frequency spectrum in the operation 
of its nation -wide radio net. This 
move is made to accommodate the in- 
creasing radio traffic of this Govern- 
ment department and also in order that 
the Signal Corps may keep abreast of 
the developments in the latest short- 
wave transmitters and receivers. 

The seven transmitting sets, al- 
though having a normal power rating 
of 1,000 watts, this factor is flexible - 
it being possible to jump from 1,000 to 
10,000 watts. This is accomplished by 
the use of a 10,000 -watt short -wave 
power amplifier, which covers the iden- 
tical wavelength range of the 1,000- 
watt transmitter. This flexible power 
factor Is in the interest of economy - 
that is, when 1,000 watts is sufficient 
to put the traffic through to destina- 
tion, only that amount Is employed; 
otherwise, 10,000 watts of electric 
energy are utilized. 

These short -wave transmitters func- 
tion in four bands of wavelengths, re- 
spectively, as follows: 4.000 to 4.523 
kilocycles, 8,000 to 9,050 kilocycles, 
12,000 to 13,575 kilocycles, and 16,000 
to 18,100 kilocycles. Adherence to 
these assigned frequencies is apparent 
when we are told that the slabs of 
quartz crystals governing these re- 
spective transmitters are precise to 
one one -hundredth of 1 per cent at 
their operating temperature of 50 de- 
grees Centigrade. Moreover, these 
transmitting sets maintain an unvary- 
ing frequency within 0.023 per cent 
under normal operating conditions. 

The vacuum tube oscillator unit is of 
Western Electric Company manufac- 
ture and is known In the Signal Corps 
as type VT -i -B. A thermostat con- 
trols the temperature in the chamber 
occupied by the nine crystals, any one 
of which can be placed in the crystal 
circuit by a master switch. The first 

The United States Signal Corps 
Continues to Make Improvements 
in Government Network. Short - 

Wave Beam System Installed. 

and second intermediate power- ampli- 
fier stages each uses 75 -watt shielded - 
grid tubes, type UX -860, one in the first 
stage and two in the second stage. 
This vacuum tube utilizes 3.25 amperes 
at 10 volts for heating the filament 
elements and a plate power supply at 
1,500 volts. The principal power- ampli- 
fier stage employs two 750 -watt 
shielded -grid tubes, type UV -861. These 
tubes consume 10 amperes at 11 volts 
for heating the filament elements and 
their plate voltage Is 3,000 volts, direct 
current. The filaments are lighted 
from a filament transformer -provided 
with four secondary windings, one for 
each stage. A motor -generator fur- 
nishes current for the plate and grid 
bias. 

Single Antenna System 

The four wavelength bands covered 
by these transmitters may be embraced 
by the use of a single antenna. This 
is accomplished by a flexible feature of 
the antenna. However, the Signal 
Corps admits that the use of twò an- 
tennas -one 50 per cent longer than 
the other -is advantageous, especially 
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Modern equip- 
ment in Sig- nal Corps 
radio center. 
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at certain wavelengths. These send- 
ing sets are intended to operate into 
a 4 -wave antenna, calculated from the 
antenna binding posts on the trans- 
mitters to the free end and as referred 
to the operating harmonic in the 16,000 
to 18,100- kilocycle band. The Signal 
Corps also employs the wave- resonance 
principle, as enunciated by Dr. Louis 
Cohen, in the operation of several 
transmitters from one antenna, using 
different wavelengths and without 
mutual interference. 

New Radio Receiver 

The latest acquisition to the receiv- 
ing equipment of the SIgnal Corps is 
the type known as BC -155. Its com- 
ponents are it stage of tuned radio - 
frequency, a regenerative detector, and 
two stages of audio -frequency ampli- 
fication. A shielded grid, 4- element 
vacuum tube, type UX -222, is employed 
in the radio -frequency amplifier. A 
shielded and balanced input trans- 
former is employed on this tube. This, 
we are told, obviates effect on beat - 
note frequency, tuning of the detector 
or setting of regeneration. attributed 
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A general view of the Radio Section consisting of twelve high -frequency 
positions and two intermediate frequency positions. Radio routing desk at 
the left with automatic message carrier system connected with the main 

message center routing desk. 

to changing of the antenna. For ex- 
ample. a trailing -wire antenna on an 
airplane may thus be used without 
variations in tuning. 

The detector tube is of type UX -240, 
and In operation it behaves in accord - 
unce with the grid -rectification prin- 
ciple. Regeneration is obtained by a 
fixed tickler coil and this is governed 
by a variable by -pass condenser. The 
detector regeneration circuit may be so 
manipulated as to insure smooth start- 
ing and stopping oscillations at all of 
the wavelengths embraced by this re- 
ceiving set. Type UX -201A tubes, so 
common to broadcast listeners, are em- 
ployed in audio- amplifier stages. 

This new receiving set almost runs 
the gamut of the workable bands of 
wavelengths- functioning from 1.200 
to 25.000 kilocycles. A group of plug - 
in inductance coils makes the cover- 
age of this extensive frequency band 
possible. The plug -in coil includes the 
radio- frequency plate coupling coils 
the detector grid tuning coil, and the 
tickler coil. The antenna coupling coil 
remains constant over the entire band 
of wavelengths. The signal energy of 
the two -step audio- frequency amplifier 
can be snatched directly from the plate 
circuit or from an output transformer. 
The latter matches an output im- 

pedance of 3,000 ohms when employed 
with a vacuum tube of 201-A type. 
The output transformer can be inserted 
into the output of the detector, the first 
stage of audio -frequency amplification. 
or the second stage of audio -frequency 
amplification. 

Shields and Filters 

This unusual receiving set is housed 
in a shielded case and the antenna 
coupling tube is further divorced and 
shielded in a separate compartment. 
The battery lead wires are equipped 

with radio -frequency filters, thus ob- 
viating radiation from the batteries. 
For a like reason, condensers are 
placed on the secondary winding of 
the output transformer. Body capacity 
effects are thus eliminated. When this 
novel receiver is rendered extremely 
compact for use on airplanes it has 
earned the nickname of "pancake" re- 
ceiving set -a descriptive term sug- 
gested by this writer and accepted by 
the Signal Corps. 

Short -Wave Beam Radio 

With the completion of a new short- 
wave transmitting station at Fort 
Myer, Virginia, the Signal Corps is in- 
troducing the beam transmission sys- 
tem of radio communication in han- 
dling radio traffic for the 55 Govern- 
ment bureaus now utilizing the facili- 
ties of the war department message 
center. This departure means that 
directional short waves will carry mes- 
sages to the far -flung corners of con - 
tinential United States and our insular 
possessions -the electric energy being 
concentrated in a given direction in- 
stead of being diffused in all 
directions. The directional effect is 
achieved by use of reflectors which 
catch and reflect back the radio waves 
in a manner not dissimilar to the 
mirror of a searchlight in catching 
and reflecting rays of light. 

The new radio installation at Fort 
Myer is comprised of three groups of 
transmitting sets -one 10,000 -watt, two 
1.000 -watt, and three 500 -watt high - 
frequency transmitters. Their fre- 
quency range is extensive -from 4,000 
to 18,000 kilocycles -and the six send- 
ing sets have been so installed as to 
afford maximum flexibility in the selec- 
tion of any one, or any group of fre- 
quencies. Beam transmission -the 
first attempt to handle traffic out of 
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Washington by directional waves -will 
be effected on the 16,000 and 12,000 - 
kilocycle bands. The signals on both 
beams have a spread of approximately 
60 degrees, thus Insuring coverage of 
the entire United States from north to 
south. The directional antenna system 
is not cramped -there being virtually 
unlimited room for expansion around 
the Fort Myer station. 

This transmitting station, literally 
lifted out of a basement and given oc- 
cupancy in a new 40- by 70 -foot build- 
ing, is to operate on a 24 -hour schedule. 
Hourly, day and night, it will be in 
direct radio communication with the 
following points : Seattle, Wash. ; San 
Francisco, Calif. ; Manila, Philippine 
Islands ; Hawaii, Hawaiian Islands; 
Panama, Panama Canal Zone; San 
Antonio, Texas ; Omaha, Nebraska; 
Chicago, Ill. ; Atlanta, Ga. ; Columbus, 
Ohio ; and Boston, Mass. In addition 
to establishing communication with the 
above -mentioned land stations, these 
high -frequency transmitters will have 
contact with United States Army 
transports at sea. The traffic at present 
from Washington alone varies from 
1,200 to 1,500 messages a day ; the 
short -wave transmitters at Fort Myer 
being controlled and keyed remotely 
by enlisted radio operators in the 
message center, located in the muni- 
tions building. 

New Message Center 

If not by design then a happy coin- 
cidence, simultaneous with the comple- 
tion of the new transmitting station at 
Fort Myer, is the occupancy of new and 
larger quarters by the message center 
of the Signal Corps. Captain Frank E. 
Stoner and his staff of 52 assistants are 
now located in a spacious room, 60 by 
100 feet, on the third floor, rear, of the 
munitions buildings. With a single file 
of 14 radio operating desks and with a 
radio routing desk at the left -asso- 
ciated with an automatic message - 
carrier system leading to the main 
message center routing desk -the sys- 
tem in handling a traffic of 1,500 mes- 
sages a day is bereft of any confusion 
and without that bustle that one might 
expect in a radio operating room of 
such wide ramifications. 

This is a globe -girdling communica- 
tion system. While its direct radio 
communication is limited to continen- 
tal United States, its reach is not cir- 
cumscribed by interlInking this radio 
net with the telegraph and cable com- 
panies, domestic and trans -oceanic 
telephones, and international short- 
wave radio circuits, a message origi- 
nating here could as easily find its 
destination in Patagonia as in Boston. 
The radio receiving and routing desk, 
for instance, is at present directing 
into the channels of cable, radio, and 
telegraph approximately 1,500 mes- 

sages each day. 

Extensive Use of Service 

The enlarged and constantly expand - 

(Concluded on page 46) 
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Essential Tests for 
Component Parts of 

Electrical Radio 
Receivers t 

By HERMAN E. KRANZ* 

Power Transformers 

AFTER the power transformer 
has been assembled, it is given 
a very low voltage test, to 
determine whether there are 

any high resistance connections or not. 
This test is made before impregnation. 

After impregnation, the transformer 
is tested with a dummy core to deter- 
mine dielectric strength, and it is then 
placed in a circuit having the same 
load requirements as the standard unit. 
The voltages on the various windings 
are read, and a check for exciting 
current and leakage is made. 

After the colt has been impregnated 
and laminated, it must meet the same 
requirements, with an additional test 
for insulation between layers of the 
secondary winding. This is accom- 
plished by increasing the voltage of the 
primary to twice its normal working 
value, thereby doubling the secondary 
voltage, and causing poorly insulated 
windings to break down. 

The completed transformer must 
meet the following requirements; di- 
electric strength determined, between 
each winding and every other winding, 
and between all windings and the care. 
Other tests such as insulation, resist- 
ance, and leakage, and the voltage out- 
put of different windings, are also 
instituted. 

Choke Coils 

After winding and before impregna- 
tion, the coils are given a test for 
short -circuited turns, to prevent de- 
fective coils from being finished and 
impregnated. 

After impregnation and before lam- 
ination, they are given a continuity 
test. 

After being laminated, the coils shall 
meet the following requirements: di- 
electric strength between winding and 
core is determined, using approximate- 
ly four times the normal working 
voltage. 

An impedance test is then given, and 
the coils are placed in a circuit using 
the same load conditions as it would 

t Presented at June 1930 meeting, Insti- 
tute of Radio Engineers Atlantic City, N. J. 

Vice-President in charge of Engineers, 
Grigsby -Grunow Company, Chicago, Ill. 
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This Paper Deals With Production 

Tests Employed On the Various 

Parts and Also On a Complete 

Radio Receiver 

receive under normal working condi- 
tions. The choke coil is also given 
a hum test to determine any mechan- 
ical or electrical hum. 

After the choke has been completely 
assembled and is in its case, it must 
meet the same requirements, with an 
additional check for dielectric strength 
between the coil and the case. 

Audio -Frequency Transformers 
(Input) 

After the winding of the input trans- 
former has been completed, a test for 
short- circuited turns is given. Also due 
to the fact that an accurate balance 
is to be obtained in the secondary cir- 
cuit, a test is employed whereby one 
short -circuited turn will show up. 

After the coils have been impreg- 
nated and after they are laminated, 
they are given a test for reversed 
leads and core size. 

The coils are now laminated and 
tested for opens and shorts, dielectric 
strength between each winding and all 
other windings, and between all wind- 
ings and the core, using approximately 
four times the normal working voltage. 
Insulation, resistance, exciting current, 
gain and balance of secondary, are also 
tested. 

The transformers must meet the 
same requirements, after being com- 
pletely assembled, and in the case. 

Audio -Frequency Transformers 
(Output) 

The output transformer must meet 
the same requirements as the input 
transformer with the exception of the 
exciting current test. The primary of 
the output transformer is also tested 
for balance in the same manner as the 
secondary of the input transformer. 

Radio -Frequency Transformers 

In the preparation of the radio - 
frequency transformers to be used in 
the radio- frequency unit, the following 
tests are given : each coil (that is pri- 
mary, secondary, and balance) is tested 
for short -circuited turns, before being 
assembled into a completed radio -fre- 

queney transformer. The completed 
radio- frequency transformer is then 
checked for inductance, and the coils 
are placed in groups. Usually eighteen 
groups are used, and five coils taken 
from any one of these groups may be 
used in an r -f. unit. Under no circum- 
stance should coils from more than one 
group be used in one unit. Variance 
in capacity between group No. 1 and 
group No. 18 is about 15 µµf. 

The coils are also given a test for 
d -c. dielectric strength between termi- 
nals of each winding, and every other 
winding. to determine whether any 
acid was used in soldering the leads. 

Gang Condensers 

After the gang condenser has been 
completely assembled, it is given a suit- 
able dielectric strength test between 
rotor and stator throughout the entire 
range of tuning, to be certain that no 
short has been caused, due to burrs or 
flashes. 

After this test has been instituted, 
the gang condenser is then checked 
with a capacity bridge and aligned in 
five positions. Variance of accuracy 
over entire tuning range must not 
exceed 1 µµf. 

Paper Condensers 

Paper -wound condensers used in the 
power supply, and also those used in 
the radio -frequency plate and cathode 
circuits. are given the following tests: 

Paper: Condenser tissue before being 
placed in the lines of production 
is tested for ionization, and for 
the number of conducting particles 
per square foot. 

Foil: The foil employed in these con- 
densers is tested for thickness, 
wrinkles, and flexibility. 

After dehydration and impregnation, 
a sufficient number of condensers out 
of each lot are checked for insulation 
resistance, to determine the efficiency 
of the vacuum drying ovens. The 
completed condenser, impregnated, is 
then tested for dielectric strength, us- 
ing approximately three time, its nor- 
mal working voltage as a flash test. 

(Coneluded on page 46) 
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Education by Radii 
TIIE extent to which 
educational material is 
broadcast is indicated 
by the survey con - 

ducted by the Office of Educa- 
tion, Department of the In- 
terior. 

The Fact -Finding Com- 
mittee found that: 

(a) Seventy-seven (12.3 
per cent) of the 627 licensed 
broadcasting stations are 
owned and operated by edu- 
cational institutions. Fifty - 
one of them report a weekly 
average of S hours of broad- 
casting, 21/2 hours of which is 
called strictly educational. 

(b) Two hundred seventy - 
one commercial stations re- 
port a weekly average of 57 
hours broadcasting, of which 71/2 
hours (13 per cent) are called educa- 
tional. The National Broadcasting 
Company reports that the Damrosch 
Music Appreciation Hour course in 
music, now in its second year, is reach- 
ing 150,000 schools. The Columbia 
Broadcasting System, in cooperation 
with the Grigsby -Grunow Company 
began on February 4, 1930, an educa- 
tional program in history, literature, 
music and art, prepared under a corps 
of experts headed by Dr. William 
Chandler Bagley of Columbia Uni- 
versity. 

(c) Eight State Departments of 
Public Instruction report the use of 
the radio for educational purposes. 
The State of Ohio maintains an or- 
ganized program of school work for 
one hour every school day, supported 
by the State legislature which has 
appropriated $20,000 per year for a 
two -year period. The Superintendent 
of Public Instruction for the State of 
South Dakota reports that the educa- 
tional forces of the State are organ- 
ized and ready to institute a State pro- 
gram in South Dakota. 

(d) Six hundred and thirty -five 
(32.6 per cent) of the 1,946 school 
superintendents who answered in- 
quiries reported radio receiving equip- 
ment installed in 1.606 school build- 
ings. 57 of the 253 Massachusetts 
high schools had receiving sets. North 
Carolina reaches most of its 142 high 
school vocational departments by 
radio; South Dakota reports 22 rural 
schools and Iowa 46 rural schools 
equipped. The city of Nashville re- 
ports all schools equipped with re- 
ceivers, and Cincinnati has a school 
board order requiring all new schools 
to be "completely wired for radio." 
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The very extensive and painstak- 
ing investigation carried out by 
Mr. Armstrong Perry of the Office 
of Education, Department of the 
Interior, Washington, and which 
was submitted to the Advisory 
Committee on Education by Radio, 
has been embodied in a report to 
the Secretary of the Interior. 

The following is from this 
as made up by John Cooper, 
man of the committee. 

report 
chair- 

Nature of Educational Material and 
Some Problems Involved 

The Committee finds that there are 
two distinct fields: First, broadcast- 
ing the materials of formal school 
work ; and second, broadcasting for 
adults. 

Since school materials must be 
broadcast during the hours schools are 
in session, the various time belts con- 
stitute a serious obstacle to successful 
work over a national chain. Probably 
the best units are large school dis- 
tricts, a radio union of school districts 
or State Departments of Education. 
Successful experiments have been re- 
ported from Atlanta, Chicago, Cleve- 
land, Dallas, New York City, Oakland. 
Calif., Richmond, Va., and other 
cities; from Fort Bend County in 
Texas where the County Board of 
Education owns and operates a sta- 
tion xGII\; from a union of three 
counties in Illinois; and from several 
States, the best organized of which is 
Ohio. 

Almost every subject has been 
broadcast, but little has been done in 
grading the work and almost nothing 
in scientific evaluation of the results. 

Among the many problems to be 
solved in this field are: (1) Ascer- 
taining what subjects, if any, may be 
better taught over the radio than in 
formal school procedure. Many be- 
lieve that courses in Government may 
be better taught in this way. (2) 
Discovering which subjects may be 
supplemented by radio. If much of 
the school work in music and in art. 
especially the appreciation aspects of 
these subjects, can be done over the 
radio by experts the work of the class- 
room teacher should become more ef- 
fective. For music, the Standard 

music hour on the Pacific 
Coast and the Damrosch con- 
certs have demonstrated al- 
most unbelievable possibili- 
ties. (3) Learning in what 
subjects radio may be used to 
stimulate interest or motivate 
the work. It is likely that 
high school teaching in for- 
eign language, history, litera- 
ture, and science, can be im- 
proved in this way. (4) Dis- 
covering the requirements in 
voice, composition, etc., for 
good teaching over the radio. 
(5) Finding out by actual ex- 
periment those courses which 
may be broadcast most satis- 
factorily on a local basis, on 
state -wide basis, and on a 
time region basis. (6) De- 

veloping a plan for financing and ad- 
ministering broadcasting if it extends 
beyond the boundaries of a well- estab- 
lished political division. (7) Perfect- 
ing tests to be used in checking the re- 
sults. If the broadcasting is regional 
we must determine who will prepare 
the programs and coordinate the test- 
ing. (8) Developing a plan to keep 
school programs free from propa- 
ganda on one hand and the deadening 
effect of censorship on the other. 

Broadcasting educational material 
intended for adults presents quite dif- 
ferent problems. In this field exper- 
ience in Europe, particularly Great 
Britain, deserves It special study since 
the English issue a magazine outlin- 
ing and illustrating lectures given over 
the radio which is sold on the news- 
stands in increasing numbers. In the 
United States where no monopoly ex- 
ists commercial stations, political par- 
ties, advertisers, organizations of many 
interests, several Federal departments, 
notably Agriculture and Commerce, 
State Departments of Education, col- 
leges and universities, have all tried 
their hand. Subjects broadcast are as 
numerous as human interests are wide. 

Some of the major problems are: 
(1) Those involved also in formal 
school work such as voice, quality and 
tone, composition. style, etc.; (2) As- 
certaining the most favorable hours. 
For many adults evening hours only 
can be used; (3) Determination of 
the proper proportions of materials of 
formational character and materials 
designed to raise standards of taste: 
(4) Obtaining accurately listeners' re- 
action: (5) Determining the effective- 
ness of radio instruction where it is 
formal in character ; (6) Ascertaining 
its value as compared with correspon- 
deuce lessons, extra -mural lectures, 

(Continued on page 44) 
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New Weston 
MODEL 565 

The complete test set 
for radio servicing 

The new Weston Model 565 is the most complete 
instrument designed for radio service work. It 
makes every required test on every modern set, and 
checks every type A.C., D.C., Pentode and Rectifier 
tubes. Besides, it is made in the typical Weston 
fashion with the refinements in design, ruggedness 
in construction, precision in manufacture, and de- 
pendability in performance such as only Weston can 
build with its years of experience as manufacturers 
of the world's highest quality electrical measuring 
instruments. 
In this one instrument, the Weston Model 565, you 
have a complete radio service laboratory -Set 
Tester, Tube Checker, Oscillator, Ohmmeter, A.C. 
Ammeter, D.C. Milliammeter, A.C. and D.C. Volt- 
meter, with more and wider ranges than ever 
before. 
The new Weston Model 565 set and tube service 
unit with its compact construction and complete 
testing facilities is designed to save you time and 
money. It operates similarly to the popular Wes- 
ton Model 547 Set Tester -quickly, conveniently, 
accurately, and with the widely -known Weston 
dependability. 
So valuable is this new Weston Model 565 that 
every radio dealer and service man who builds his 
business prestige on quality service work cannot 
afford to be without it. 

Write today for Illustrated folder 
Which gives complete Information. 

fe toj# 
PIONEERS 
SINCE 1888 

UME INST 
AL_ 
TS 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
612 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
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Maybe 
YOU think 

it's "just a 

detail" 
by George Lewis, Vice -President 
Arcturus Radio Tube Company 

IT'S amazing the way many radio engineers 

regard tubes. They labor for weeks and months 

over design and construction points of a set, 

seeking the best possible performance ... But 

tubes - which ultimately affect the perform- 

ance of any set - are too often selected 

without much thought ... Let's think, for a 

minute, about Arcturus Blue Tubes. They 

act quickly, in 7 seconds. They reproduce 

any program with a vivid, life -like tone. 

They hold the world's record for long 
life. And they are as alike as two peas in 

a pod - absolutely uniform ... This 
kind of tube performance will help 

the performance of your set. And 
every little help helps a lot when 

competition is keen. Check 
Arcturus performance yourself 
and you'll probably specify these 

tubes for factory testing, as well 

as for standard equipment. 

The TUBE with the 
LIFE -LIKE TONE 
Ji ret/nrus Radio Tube Co. 

Newark, New Jersey 
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FALL MEETING OF I.R.E. 

FALL meeting of the In- 
stitute of Radio Engineers 

will be held at Rochester, N. Y., 
kr on Friday, November 21. The = 

meeting will be held at the Saga- 
= more Hotel, beginning 10 a. m. 

There will be presented three 
technical papers on vacuum 
tubes and two papers on radio 
receivers. 

Dr. J. H. Dellinger, past presi- 
dent of the Institute, will 
preside. 
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and other devices used by university 
extension authorities, and as a supple- 
ment to them ; (7) Consideration of 
the advisablity of giving courses for 
college credit in this way. Eight insti- 
tutions are now experimenting in 
courses for credit. 

Reconciling Educators and Com- 
mercial Broadcasters 

In a chapter on educational exten- 
sion in the Survey of Education for the 
biennium ending 1922, attention was 
called to radio particularly as a factor 
in university extension work. "In 
radio," it is written, "education has 
found a new and powerful ally. Sixty 
educational institutions are broadcast- 
ing educational and musical programs, 
47 of them being colleges and universi- 
ties." Thus enthusiastic in the begin- 
ning was the schoolmañ s interest in 
this subject. In 1929 educators through- 
out the country heartily endorsed edu- 
cation by radio. Many stress the fact 
that radio is more a means of intel- 
lectual inspiration than of direct com- 
munication of facts or culture. The 
objectives of a series of educational 
lectures as stated by officials of the 
University of Cincinnati recently, were 
"to impart high lights of information," 
to "stimulate persons to pursue further 
study," and to "widen the interests of 
those who have passed their period of 
formal training." A small minority 
expressed the opinion that education 
over the air had a very limited field 
because the American people are al- 
ways on a quest for "culture" without 
any intention of working for it. 

The Committee finds the commercial 
interests declaring themselves inter- 
ested in educational work, offering 
"time on the air" without charge, and 
cooperating in the fullest measure with 
this survey. 

General lack of cooperation between 
the two groups, however, exists. Doc- 
tor Shipherd summarizes these condi- 
tions as follows : 

"General lack of cooperation be- 
tween the two groups appears; as 
in (a) widespread distrust among 
educators of commercial motives 
and "propaganda "; (b) the belief 
among the educational stations 
that they are given the inferior 
positions on the broadcasting 
spectrum and in the allocation of 
hours; (c) the tendency among 
commercial stations to reduce edu- 
cational programs to shorter and 
poorer periods as their time be- 
comes more salable; (d) the prac- 
tice among the commercial stations 
of offering educational programs 
to cultivate general good will and 
create publicity, rather than to 
build up a sound educational 
method and research with the help 
and guidance of educational ex- 
perts." 

Mr. Armstrong Perry of the Payne 
Fund, who, on behalf of the committee, 
visited broadcasting stations in every 
State in the Union and interviewed the 
persons chiefly concerned, reports that 
radio is attracting a "large and in- 

creasing volume of advertising," and 
that "time that once was given to edu- 
cators without charge was being re- 
stricted or withdrawn in some in- 
stances." In further explanation Mr. 
Perry writes : 

"The only considerable group of 
broadcasting stations devoted primar- 
ily to educational purposes was com- 
posed of those owned and operated by 
colleges and universities, many of 
which were State institutions. As the 
well -organized and powerful commer- 
cial broadcasters struggled to acquire 
radio channels, the educational sta- 
tions were more and more restricted. 
The tendency was to drive them off 
the air in the evening and confine their 
operation to the daylight hours, when 
their effective range was only one - 
tenth of the radius covered at night 
and when listeners were more likely to 
be at work than sitting at their re- 
ceivers. There developed also a tend- 
ency to restrict the amount of power 
used, and to assign to the educational 
stations wavelengths at the ends of 
the tuning scale, where it might be dif- 

ficuit or impossible for listeners to 
tune in their programs." 

The bead of the National Broadcast- 
ing Company, pointed out to the Com- 
mittee two of the principal reasons 
for the apparent tardiness of com- 
mercial broadcasting companies or sta- 
tions in systematic presentation of edu- 
cational material. They are: 

1. The National Broadcasting Com- 
pany has felt that both in the interest 
of education and of industry, it was 
important that educational programs 
should be developed not by broadcast- 
ers, but by representative educators 
themselves in order that any taint of 
commercial propaganda might be 
avoided. Educators so far have failed 
to act in furnishing us with such pro- 
grams in spite of offers to make nation- 
wide facilities available. 

2. Educators have so far failed to 
adapt their material to the technique 
required by the new art. 

In brief it has been found that: 
(a) The largest listening audience 

Is available between seven o'clock and 
ten o'clock in the evening. This aud- 
ience consists of groups who desire: 
(1) educational programs for voca- 
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tional or cultural improvements ; or 
(2) mere entertainment of one kind or 
another. 

(b) The commercial advertiser is 
searching for the largest number of po- 
tential buyers and endeavoring to get 
them in a frame of mind to receive 
a clever sales talk. His interest in 
education apart from this narrow pro- 
paganda interpretation of it is slight. 

(c) The educator is best acquainted 
with methods of teaching adapted to 
young people working under conditions 
which practically compel them to listen. 
He must develop voice qualities, new 
composition styles, and new teaching 
techniques if he is to get and hold any 
who do not feel much the same com- 
pulsion to hear as do those in regular 
classes. 

(d) Radio broadcasting is expensive 
in equipment, in maintenance, in opera- 
tion, and in program making. So far 
the listeners have paid for benefits re- 
ceived only indirectly in the price of 
their receiving equipment or in the 
goods advertised. Assuming that the 
expenses of formal school programs 
will be met as other school expenses 
are met, the financing of programs for 
adults is as yet uncared for in any 
satisfactory manner. 

At the present time the so -called 
commercial broadcaster is in a better 
position as regards the engineering and 
business aspects and in knowledge of 
radio technique, while the school people 
are potentially better equipped in the 
way of program talent for educational 
purposes. 

Some Research Problems 

The subcommittee on research gave 
special attention to (a) collecting 
techniques of investigation now in use 
in attacking problems of education by 
radio; (b) attempting to formulate 
policies for a program of further re- 
search study. 

In the former field those who visited 
stations and educational institutions 
collected such material as could be 
found, which, in toto, the committee 
reports as "meager" and "almost en- 
tirely In the listeners' field?' Broad- 
casters anxious to ascertain the pop- 
ularity of programs have conducted 
house -to -house canvasses, employed 
questionnaires, analyzed newspaper 
clippings, made telephone surveys, 
offered prizes to correspondents for re- 
ports, and have placed personal repre- 
sentatives in some local communities 
to gather data. Of all these methods, 
used in almost feverish haste, none has 
been refined to a degree which merits 
the term scientific. In the second field 
the committee finds the broadcasters 
very anxious to measure the results of 
their work accurately and believes that 
properly staffed research agencies will 
receive hearty cooperation. Such re- 
search agencies are sadly needed. 

Organizing the various problems in 
the order in which they must be solved 
by those contemplating a broadcasting 
program, the committee suggests that 
techniques be developed to enable any 
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ow .... 
A NEW PATENTED 

CCNSIRlJCTION PRINCIPIE 

U.S.PATENT NO. 177E705 

EVERLOCK washers and 
terminals have a new pat- 

ented locking feature 
which is the secret of the 
tenacious grip and the 
positive lock. 

EVERLOCK steel washers 

are coated after fabrication 
to prevent rusting. 

EVERLOCK terminals are 
hot solder coated which 
makes them easy to solder 
and speeds up production. 

Our manufacturing methods 
make it possible to quote prices 
in keeping with present econ- 

omy programs. 

1 We 

manufacture 
EVERLOCK 

washers 

EVERLOCK 
terminals 

Eyelet terminals 

Plain terminals 
single or double 

All are hot solder 
coated after 

fabrication 

Special terminals 
made to order 

Send us your 
specifications 

THOMPSON -BREMER & CO. 
1750 Carroll Avenue .. Chicago 

WAS H ERS 

le/ZIOCh 
T E R M I N A L S 

N./ 

The LAST WORD 
More Safety 

Less Cost 

Page 4.5 

HOLED -TITS RADIO TUBE WRAPPER 

which is revolutionizing tube packing. 

I 1// Wrapper is light and form fitting and de- 
signed especially for each size of tube. Con- 
sequently, it provides suspension and perfect 
protection. 

Suspension packing protects against lateral 
shocks and distortion of elements. 

3 Tube can be tested without removing from 
carton, without tearing or defacing the 
wrapper. 

4 Wrapper is easily and quickly handled, even 
by unskilled packers. 

Wrapper costs less than any other packing. 

2 

Check These Features: 

5 
Holed -Tite Wrap- 
pers are made for 
all types of tubes 
to fit the stand- 
ard bulb sizes. 
Write for samples and 
prices today. P r o t e c t 
your tubes; save money. 

Holed -Tite pad for packing standard cases of 
25.50 -100 radio tubes. Pad comes In 3 sizes. Do 
you want samples? 

HOLED -TITE PACKING CORP. 
220 E. 42nd St., New York City 
Affiliated with International Paper Co. 
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institution: (1) to discover whether or 
not it should attempt broadcasting by 
ascertaining the possible field for its 
activities, by estimating the cost of 
broadcasting as compared with other 
methods of instruction. by study of the 
possibility of reaching the desired 
audience and securing results through 
radio as compaared with other meth- 
ods, and by estimating the effects of 
such a program upon other policies of 
the institution; (2) to develop methods 
of overcoming intertia, mistrust, and 
fear of commercialism, should its in- 
vestigations indicate that it should 
broadcast ; to secure easily official 
recognition if it uses its own station 
or to determine what commercial sta- 
tion is best suited to its needs; (3) to 
handle, after the station facilities are 
arranged, scores of problems connected 
with the program itself. such as kind 
of talent, its availability, and cost; the 
development of proper voice and man- 
ner before the microphone; the main - 
tenace of scholarly accuracy of ma- 
terial in a form which will reach the 
listeners effectively. This is likely to 
involve a whole department for pre- 
paring manuscripts and conducting re- 
hearsals and its set -up must be 
studied; (4) to establish curricula best 
adapted to adults and children. These 
must be studied carefully, the former in 
regard to interests, needs, and previous 
schooling; the latter in regard to sub- 
ject matter, grades, other interests, and 
distractions; (5) to secure accurately 
listeners' reactions and evaluate them. 

The problems concerned with equip- 
ment appear to be going forward 

ESSENTIAL TESTS FOR COMPO- 
NENT PARTS 

(Concluded from page 41) 

This test also includes a leakage test 
using a neon lamp in the circuit to 
indicate same. A test for capacity 
is also given. After the condensers 
are assembled into a complete unit. 
they receive the following tests: di- 
electric strength, leakage, and capac- 
ity. A sufficient number of conden- 
sers are checked daily from the out- 
put of each winder, the defects being 
analyzed and the proper person or 
persons informed so as to avoid its 
nvurrence. 

Wire -Wound Resistors 

Wire -wound resistors are checked 
with a standard ohmmeter. This 
ohmmeter has a resistance in one side 
of the circuit that has been calibrated 
to the exact resistance required. Ohm- 
meters are made to n certain accu- 
racy; therefore, if it was necessary to 
keep the limit to plus 5 per cent, a 5 
per cent ohmmeter should be used, and 
with the unknown in the other side, 

rapidly in the engineering laboratories 
of the manufacturers themselves and 
call for no special attention from the 
Committee. 

Recommendations 
In view of the facts found and nec- 

essarily summarized in brief space the 
Committee recommends: 

1. That there be established in the 
Office of Education, Department of the 
Interior, a section devoted to education 
by radio, and charged with such re- 
sponsibilities as the following: (a) to 
receive from the Advisory Committee 
on Education by Radio its files and col- 
lected documents, to keep this material 
up to date and available for reference 
by the many students of the subject; 
i I)) to organize some of the material 
into bulletins to be issued as demand 
warrants; (c) to outline techniques for 
research and carry on investigations 
into the best methods of broadcasting 
and compare the results of lessons sent 
to schools by radio with the results 
obtained by other means; (d) to keep 
the educational interests of the country 
fully posted on and alive to the im- 
portance of this new instrument as an 
educational tool; (e) to attempt to 
prevent conflicts and duplication of ef- 
fort between various broadcasting in- 
terests; (f) to furnish advice on the 
educational soundness of programs 
suggested and to supply typical pro- 
grams upon the request of any station 
whether educational or commercial. 

2. That the funds necessary for 
financing such a section in the Office 

indication is given whether it is within 
the limit or not. 

Semi -Final Test 

The r -f. unit, which is made up of the 
r-f. and detector sockets, the various 
by -pass condensers together with the 
internal cable, necessary to complete 
the circuits, is tested separately be- 
fore being placed into the chassis. A 

d-c. continuity test is employed and a 
drop is obtained through every circuit. 

When the chassis has been as- 
sembled into a semifinal condition, that 
is, the audio -frequency and radio -fre- 
quency unit together with the power 
unit. a point -to -point a-c. and d -c. con- 
tinuity is given, after which the vari- 
able resistance, namely the volume con- 
trol is given a test to determine the 
amount and rise in resistance. A com- 
plete check of voltages delivered to 
the tube sockets is then given. 

After the chassis is completed and 
has met the above requirements to- 
gether with a complete mechanical in- 
spection, it is aligned at 300 meters. 
The output gain is also measured. 
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of Education be provided In the regular 
budget for the Department of the In- 
terior. 

3. That there be set up in connection 
with this unit an Advisory Committee 
representing educational institutions, 
commercial broadcasters, and the gen- 
eral nubile. This committee should 
consist of 9 to 15 persons whose resi- 
dence is such that they can meet from 
time to time for actual consideration 
of problems arising in the Office of 
Education. This committee may well 
administer any funds remaining to pro- 
mote research into the techniques of 
radio education. 

4. That an effort be made to secure 
from interested persons or foundations 
an amount of money sufficient to bring 
to the microphone. for a period of two 
to three years, a high grade program in 
certain formal school subjects and to 
check carefully the results obtained. 
The Committee believes that as much 
as $200,000 per year for a period of 
three years may be wisely expended in 
this manner, under direction of a non- 
partisan committee of educators and 
laymen. 

5. That the Secretary bring to the 
attention of the Federal Radio Com- 
mission the importance of the educa- 
tional interests in broadcasting. and 
that he keep the President of the 
United States informed of the desir- 
ability of having on this Commission 
spokesmen for programs which will 
tend to improve the general well -being 
of the American people. 

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF 
RADIO CHANNELS 

(Concluded from page 40) 

ing facilities of the message center of 
the War Department are the results of 

the efforts of Major- General George S. 

Gibbs, chief signal officer, and Captain 
Frank E. Stoner, actively in charge. 
With the Federal farm board and the 
census bureau as recent users of this 
radio system, a total of 55 Government 
bureaus now employ this communica- 
tion net -and without apportioned cost 
to the respective branches of the Fed- 
eral Government. Eventually, the Gov- 
ernment's large departments are to be 
associated with message center by tele- 
type circuits -thus elminating mes- 
sengers in delivering me --: _cs to and 
from the message center. 

CANADA HAS OVER 400,000 
LICENSED RADIO SETS 

On March 31, 1930, the Radio Branch 
of the Canadian Department of Marine 
had issued 423,557 radio receiving li- 
censes, an increase of 126,631 over 
March 31, 1929. 
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Ó1 WER TRANSFORMER. 
íßa KEEPING teak // 
IKIIIIGS1fIDf tra&/ILTl 
Products of the Kingston organiza- 
tion have always been distinguished 
ones, and the high -lights of the 
Kingston Power Transformer place 
it entirely in keeping with King- 
ston tradition: 

a foundation of cor- 
rect construction, both mechani- 
cally and electrically 

. . . . unusually effective 
terminal design, and a mount- 
ing that is practical and unique 

no mechanical vibra- 
tion . . . winding baked in 
varnish . . . . usually low 
temperature rise . . . . sizes 
available to meet your in- 
dividual requirements 

Kingston engineers, offering compe- 
tent advisory service, invite corres- 
pondence regarding your problems. 

KINGSTON PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

Kokomo, Indiana, U. S. A. 

Kingston 
Filter 

Condensers 

Kingston 
Filter 

Reactors 

KINGSTON 
Specialists In PowerTransformers, 

filter Condensers , f i Iter Reactors 
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If volume controls 
were as large as 
steam turbines 

HOA carefully each and every detail would be studied 
by the receiver manufacturer and his engineer if 

volume controls were as large as steam turbines! Think 
what careful scrutiny these important factors to receiver 
efficiency then would undergo before they were chosen! 
... But because they are relatively small in size, volume 
controls must necessarily be extraordinarily well made if 
they are to deliver perfect service, just as a fine watch of 
small dimensions must be perfect in every detail in order 

to possess correct timekeeping quali ties. 
Frost -Radio Volume Controls, 

whether of the wire -wound or carbon 
element type, are built with a precision 
and with a correctness of design that 
insures absolute satisfaction in receiver 
service over the entire life of the radio 
set. They are noiseless, unusually 
sturdy, correct as to curve within ex- 
ceedingly close limits, and built from 
"stem to stern" in the country's largest 
manufacturing plant devoted to the 
production of volume controls and 
fixed and variable resistors of highest 
quality. 

An inquiry on your letterhead will 
bring you a copy of our valuable treatise 
on Volume Controls ... Why not write 
for your copy today? 

No. 280-280 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
Main (Ikes and Factory 

ELKHART, INDIANA 

FROST -RADIO 
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The Pros and Cons of Electrolytic 
Condensers* 

Paper Condensers Still Hold Important Place in Radio 

THE electrolytic condenser de- 
pends for its dielectric upon the 
formation on the positive plate 
of the condenser of a micro- 

scopically thin layer of gas oxide or 
hydroxide, or a combination of these 
factors. It may be of the wet type, 
making use of a liquid electrolyte or 
chemical, or it may be of the so- called 
dry type, with the electrolyte in semi- 
liquid or paste form. Because of the 
theoretical high capacity that can be 
obtained at a theoretical low cost, to- 
gether with the self -healing feature, 
the electrolytic condenser upon first 
consideration seems to merit attention. 

As regards capacity, it is interesting 
to note that in theory one can buy a 
15 mf. electrolytic condenser for one - 
half or less the cost of the cheapest 
grade paper condenser of equal ca- 
pacity. This is an important factor 
in radio set production aimed to meet 
low prices. In fact, purchasing agents 
whose job it is to buy the most at the 
lowest price, have been the best friends 
of the electrolytic condenser. Mean- 
while, radio set designers and engi- 
neers have frequently overlooked the 
fact that, due to the relative ineffi- 
ciency of the electrolytic condenser, 
only one -third to one -half as much ca- 
pacity is required in paper condensers 
for the same filtering action. There- 
fore, the first impression of cheap ca- 
pacity is apt to be a false one. It is 
usable capacity, rather than theoretical 
capacity, that is being purchased. 

Engineering Department Du Miter Con- 
denser Corporation. 

With the critical radio listener of 
today, background noises must be kept 
at absolute minimum. In this connec- 
tion many sets employing electrolytic 
condensers are troubled with crack- 
ling noises. Usually, the set owner at- 
tributes such noises to outside causes. 
Actually, however, the noises are 
caused by the breakdown and healing 
activities within the electrolytic con- 
densers. 

Leakage is another factor encoun- 
tered In electrolytic condensers. Al- 
though there is no apparent harm in 
leakage, it nevertheless places an 
extra drain on the rectifier. When 
standing idle for a period of two weeks 
to a month, electrolytic condensers lose 
their capacity entirely, due to the dis- 
integration of the film, and become 
simply resistors. However, if placed 
at work they will re -form and be- 
come capacity units once more. Never- 
theless, from the time the rectifier is 
turned on until the electrolytic con- 
densers re -form, the rectifier is operat- 
ing under a serious overload. The 
short life of rectifiers operating with 
electrolytic condensers is due to the 
drain imposed while the film dielec- 
tric is being re- formed. Some design- 
ers of receiving circuits employing 
electrolytic condensers, insert paper 
condensers in the first filter section, so 
as to reduce the strain on the rectifier. 

The capacity of a chemical con- 
denser of given plate area, depends 
upon the voltage at which it is formed 
and operated. If the condenser is 

formed at a high voltage and operated 
at a lower voltage, the capacity will 
increase, and vice versa. That the ca- 
pacity times voltage is constant for a 
given condenser, is approximately 
true. 

The power factor of a good paper 
condenser is about % or 1 per cent, or 
99% per cent efficient as a capacitor. 
The electrolytic condenser, by way of 
contrast, has a power factor usually 
of 15 to 50 per cent with 40 as the 
average, or an efficiency of about 60 
per cent. This, however, means little 
by way of general efficiency of the set, 
if taken into account in the original 
design, as with paper condensers. 
But when the power factor is variable, 
it cannot be compensated for. Hum 
increases with power factor, due to de- 
creased filter action. 

Further, temperature has a marked 
effect on the performance of the elec- 
trolytic condenser. It affects capacity 
and operating voltage. The effect is 
noted by any marked increase or de- 
crease of temperature. If the set is 
left in an unheated house, and the 
temperature drops below the freezing 
point, the electrolyte or liquid may 
expand or burst the container. To 
safeguard the user, most electrolytic 
condensers now have metal containers 
instead of the glass formerly em- 
ployed, in the case of the liquid type. 

The paper condenser still holds an 
important place in the high -voltage 
field. 

Origin of the Word Electron 
ARECENT publication in a contem- 

porary radio journal gives the date 
1891 as that when the word "electron" 
was coined. The authority quoted is 
G. Johnstone Stoney. 

In view of the fact that the electron 
in modern times is fairly well under- 
stood and that its migrations in evacu- 
ated tubes accounts for many astound- 
ing and useful applications of electric- 
ity to industry, it is of interest to 
attempt to trace the origin of the word. 

Although it was not until 1896 that 
the electron as we know it today was 
identified and determinations made 
relative to its physical characteristics, 
it is history that the ancient Greek 
poets called the sun nXexTop and Homer 
repeatedly so terms it (Illiad. Z/513: 
T./398). "Electron" was used indefi- 

nitely by the Greek classic writers. In 
the minds of the Greeks gold and the 
gold alloys all were children of the 
sun "elector," and, in common with 
these, amber, in Hellenic speech, came 
to be called "electron." 

During the past century and a half 
the unending excursions of investiga- 
tors in the realm of physics brought to 
light all of the now known and under- 
stood properties of electricity and mag- 
netism. In many of the new discoveries 
need arose for the coining of new 
words and terms by means of which 
particular effects or applications might 
be identified. Variations of the word 
electricity were convenient and sug- 
gestive. Such words as electro, electro- 
static, electroscope, electrotonic, elec- 
trolysis, electrolytic, electryze, electrol, 

electrograph, electrose, electrolyte, di- 
electric, etc., were coined from time to 
time to meet the needs of invention. 

It is hardly probable that the word 
electron would escape the notice of 
workers in electricity until so late as 
the year 1891. 

A thorough search of historical elec- 
trical records might disclose that the 
word had been used long after the 
Greeks used it to refer to amber. That 
the term was current and had some 
significance in scientific circles is evi- 
dent from the fact that in the electrical 
journal, The Telegrapher, of December 
26, 1864, the word electron appears on 
page 36, at the bottom of the first 
column. 
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The Purpose of Qy9AIJ 
The purpose of Radio Service Instruments is to 

locate the causes of trouble in radio sets and enable 
the service vlan to effect repairs correctly and 
quickly. 

It is, therefore, highly essen- 
tial that every dealer should 
own a Tube Checker. It places 
him in a position to obtain his 
share of the tube replacement 
business. 

No Service Department can 
properly function without a 
Radio Set Analyzer. The Radio 
Set Analyzer is the accepted 
instrument for localizing 
Iroubles in the various receiv- 
ing set circuits. The DayRad Set 
Analyzer, Type HR, meets these 
needs fully. It is a high grade 
compact and easily operated 
instrument at a price within 
easy reach of every dealer. 

Super Heterodyne Receiving 
Sets are here to stay. The fre- 
quent announcements of new 
models of Super Heterodyne 
types should suggest to you the 
need for aligning the inter- 
mediate radio Frequency 
Stages. 

To meet this need we have 
perfected the Dayjtad, Type 
180, Test Oscillator, equipped 
with an Output Meter for 
visualizing adjustments. This 
type 180 is necessary, not only 
for these alignments, but it is 
also a Broadcast Frequency 
Oscillator -a universal instru- 
ment for aligning, ganging, 
neutralizing and other tuna. 
lot's. 

The accuracy of this instru- 
ment is within 1/2 of 1 per 
cent; it is shielded to prevent 
radiation of signals; it has a 
variable signal out- 
put control. 
Through the ac- 
tion of this Oscil- 
lator you secure 
the greatest sen- 
itivity and selec- 

tivity. The Ser- 
vice department 
of the progressive 
dealer is incom- 
plete until this in- 
-trument is a part 
of the equipment. 

Your service de- 
partment troubles 
a r e individual 
problems. We in- 
vite your inquiries 
regarding the ap- 
plication of any 
or all of the Day 
Rad Service In- 
struments to your Deelerrice 

To $57.50 
special work. 

DAY RAD 
TYPE B TUBE CHECKER 

For portable or counter work. 
Rapid. simple, compact. 

Net Price 
To Dealer $19.60 

DAY RAD 
TYPE HR SET ANALYZER 

For analysis and service work 
on all types of household sets. 
Efficient, easy to operate. 

Net Price To 
Dealers $58.50 

DAYRAD 
TYPE IRO TEST OSCILLATOR 

Designed for speedy and effective work on 
Super Heterodyne sets. Accurate to t/a of 
I per cent. 

Send for new Catalog R. 

THE RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Dep't E 

5th and Norwood Dayton, Ohio 
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S(AL L DG [D` 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

RADIO GRID SCREEN 

L .JS 1s tad E# looks //A 
tv fen MAGNIFIED 

"Sealedged" is rated by many engineers as 
the highest development in nickel wire cloth 
construction. Only nickel of highest purity 
(over 99%) is used. It is the ideal material 
for grid screen use and for application in 
other new tubes. In fact, wherever wire 
screen is used in electron tube practice "Seal - 
edged" should be employed. 

This superior cloth assures uniform tube 
characteristics. It does not unravel ; has 
even edges and a remarkably smooth and 
even finish. No dropping out of wires with 
"Sealedged." Furthermore it costs only 
slightly more than ordinary raw cut 
material. 

Newark Wire Cloth Co. 
358 -372 Verona Ave. 

NEWARK NEW JERSEY 

Please send sample and further particulars concerning 
"SEALEDGED" Grid Screen. 
Please send representative. 

Name 

Firm 

Street 

City State 
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The Life of 
Component Parts 

By AICMIURDO SILL ER 

One Company Conducts Rigid Test to 

Determine Probable Life of the Com- 

ponent Parts of Radio Receivers 

IN designing radio receivers, much 
thought is always given to the 
factor of the life of the com- 
ponent parts used, and much is 

done in the way of preliminary accel- 
erated life tests, but once a design has 
been put into production, it would ap- 
pear that little is done by various 
manufacturers to check the actual 
life of the component parts. Certainly, 
initial accelerated life tests are no 
positive indication of what may be 
definitely expected in actual service, 
yet due to the exceptionally rapid 
engineering progress made in radio en- 
gineering they are about all that can 
be made before a unit Is put into pro- 
duction, other than to listen to the 
salesman's story: If the particular 
part be purchased, or "So- and -so used 
it last year and had no trouble." 

Being very much interested in just 
what the period of service that might 
be anticipated from a radio receiver 
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would be, the writer had one of the 
first production models of a Model 30 
Silver -Marshall radio chassis turned 
out in the summer of 1929 connected 
up and left permanently connected 
since July 8, 1929, in order to deter- 
mine what failures, if any, might de- 
velop. No particular check was made 
on this set during the period of opera- 
tion other than to measure its overall 
performance and to test the tubes 
from time to time, since no failures, 
nor sign of them, developed at any 
time in any part of the set itself. 

After about 8,000 hours of continu- 
ous operation, the set was disconnected 
long enough to be placed in a glass 
display cabinet for exhibition at the 
R.M.A. Trade Show, this cabinet hav- 
ing only passable ventilation, and con- 
sequently subjecting the- set to condi- 
tions of higher heat than had the open 
operation of the chassis during the 
first 8,000 hours. 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

FI) to this writing, the set has some 
11,000 hours' operation to its credit, 
tvith only two failures -that of tubes, 
and upon measurement. shows a de- 
crease in sensitivity of about 15% 
from the original measured va I ue-a 
smaller decrease than might be occa- 
sioned by humidity variations alone. 
not to locution tube deterioration af- 
fecting any receiver. Selectivity and 
fidelity characteristics are substan- 
tially the same as when the set went 
on test, despite the fact that six out 
of the eight tubes have run 11.011(1 
hours. or about eleven times normal 
life expectancy. 

Parts Stand Up Well 

Filter and Iqpass condensers, and 
paper-section lower transformers and 
choke coils, stood up without failure, 
and these, after all, would be about 
the first parts to fail in normal opera- 
tion. An examination of the circuit 
diagram indicates that the filter input 
condenser is of 2.0 mad. capacity, and, 
obviously, is of the dry paper type. 
The type employed was rated at 600 
volts d -c. continuous duty, the recti- 
fier output developing approximately 
320 volts with a -c. peaks, of course, 
being higher. This would indicate that 
standard paper condensers rated at 
600 volts d -c. are adequate filter input 
condensers for normal outputs from 
'80 type rectifiers. Following this con- 
denser is an audio choke having a 
voltage drop across it of about 10 
volts, which is, in turn, followed by 
a 2.0 mfd. 600 -volt condenser, of more 
than ample rating for this position, 
where there is little in the way of 
high a-c. peaks left, and only slightly 
over 300 volts d -c. across it. Follow- 
ing this condenser is the loudspeaker 
field, of 1,900 ohms resistance. having 
a drop across it of 70 volts d-c., which 
is followed by a 2.0 mfd. 400 -volt con- 
denser. An additional choke further 
reduces the d -c. voltage, and is fol- 
lowed by another 400 -volt condenser. 
All 1 /10 mfd. plate circuit bypass con- 
densers are rated at 300 volts; cathode 

(Concluded on page 52) 

Circuit wiring of radio receiver tested. 
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Replacement 
Power Transformers 

T-3381 

T- 
2971 -E 

T -3381 for single "171" 
tube in output stage. 
T- 2971 -F; for "171" push - 
pull tubes in oui pu t-tage 

for "245" push -pull 
tubes in output stage 

Replacement 
Input Transformer 

R-101 

for push -pull tubes in 
output siege 

Replacement 
Audio Transformer 

II- WO 
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THORDARSON 0 
Install tone quality in un- 
satisfactory set s by replacing 
inferior, obsolete, or worn 
out units with THORDAR- 
SON REPLACEMENT 
TRANSFORMERS ... it is 
what the set owner hears... 
the improvements in audio 
amplification ... that 
makes pleased customers. 

THORDARSON Replace- 
men t Transformers are con- 
structed according to the 
true high standards set by 
all THORDARSON appara- 
tus ... and they are almost 
universal in application. 

Asmall stock of THORDAR- 

SON Replacement Trans- 
formers enables you to re- 
condition a wide variety of 
sets, with minimum invest- 
ment in stock. For sale at all 
good Parts Dealers every- 
where. 

SEND TODAY for the new 
catalog of Replacement 
Power and Audio Trans- 
formers. 

THORDARSON 
TRANSFORMER 
SPECIALISTS 
SINCE 1895. . . 

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 
Huron, Kingsbury and Larrabee Streets, Chicago, Ill. 

FELT 

The American Felt Company, 

largest Felt manufacturers in the 

world, would welcome an oppor- 

tunity to cooperate with your 

engineers. Daily, hundreds of 

difficult engineering and manufac- 

turing problems are being solved 

by the intelligent use of Felt. 

We are equipped to supply Felt 

in bulk or cut to the most exacting 

specifications. And once your 

order is placed, your worries cease 

-For your production schedule 

will be faithfully complied with. 

Dont delay- investigate this 

most versatile of all products 

American 
Felt Company 
BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK 

DETROIT CHICAGO 

PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS 

I AMERICAN FELT CO. 
I 315 FOURTH AVE., N. Y. C. 

I We are Interested in the use of felt. 
I Send sample for 

Have your representative call. 

Name 

I Address 

J 
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Paco, .,- 

THE LIFE OF COMPONENT 
PARTS 

(Concluded from page 50) 

and screen bypass condensers at 200 
volts. All resistor ratings are 1.0 watt, 
except R -9 and R -11, which are 2.0 
watt resistors, and R -12 and R -13, 
which form one vitreous enamel unit 
of around 20.0 watt rating. The power 
transformer, when operated in a 

normal room temperature of 25° C. 

would attain a maximum temperature 
of 03° C., as against a maximum al- 
lowable rise of 55° C. to a temperature 
Of 80° C. 

Withstands Rough Usage 

While the receiver was transported 
about somewhat, the actual movement 
involved was not such as to subject 
it to excessive mechanical strains or 
jolts. It is pertinent to remark, how- 
ever, that no trouble was experienced 
with tube socket springs, no doubt due. 
in some measure, to the reinforcement 
of the contact springs with auxiliary 
steel tension springs, which, in any 
event, insured good substantial con- 
tact with the tube pins throughout the 
period of the test. 

It is significant that the two tube 
failures were both -27 type tubes, 
and not -24's, as public and dealer 
fears last season would have pre- 
dicted. The 227 tube in the test set 
was operated at average voltage of 
2.49 heater, 14 volts grid, and 196 
volts plate. The excellent tube life 
observed would indicate what might 
be anticipated under favorable condi- 
tions when tubes are operated con- 
servatively in accordance with makers' 
ratings. Incidentally, Cunningham 
tubes were used in the test set. 

It is often stated that the average 
period of radio set use in the home 
is about three hours per day, and upon 
this basis, the 11,000 hours of the set 
under test would represent something 
over ten years of normal service which, 
it is the writer's belief, is fully as 
much service as the public would an- 
ticipate from the best of radios. At 
six hours per day, the life would be 
five years, though it must not be for- 
gotten that this estimate is upon the 
basis of a chassis in a test that so far 
is not completed. and which gives no 
indication of failing in any part for 
some time to come. To estimate ac- 
curately what the probable life would 
be before the first chassis failure, 
would be difficult, indeed, yet it would 
be reasonably safe to assume that it 
might be double the present test run, 
or 22,000 hours, representing twenty 
years of service at three hours per 
day -probably a longer period than 
that during which the design itself 
would be considered satisfactory, judg- 
ing from the rapidity of past radio 
engineering developments. 
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E. SEES RADIO SOON IN 
BILLION DOLLAR CLASS 

rt 
RADIO having grown to the 

status of an $800,000,000 
business within a period of but 
six or seven years and by cover- 

= ing but forty per cent of Ameri- 
can homes, should easily enter 
the exclusive billion dollar class 
tcithin the next twelve months, 
is the opinion ea-pressed by 
George K. Throckmorton, execu- 
five vice -president and general 
manager of E. T. Cunningham, 
Inc. 

Based upon the foregoing, and 
due to the fact that there still re- 
mains a vast potential market of 
thousands of homes not yet 
equipped with radio, Mr. Throck- 
morton states it is his belief that 
the next five years will witness 
an expansion of the industry 
"that shall pale into insignifi- 
canee the huge growth already 
experienced." 
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NEARLY THIRTY -EIGHT PER CENT 
OF RADIO SALES MADE BY 

EXCLUSIVELY RADIO 
STORES 

The National Retail Credit Survey 
contains a detailed analysis of the 
credit situation in twelve types of re- 
tail stores. 

Stores handling radio exclusively ac- 
counted for over one -third of the 1920 
radio sales, totaling $140,771,378, re- 
ported to the Electrical Equipment Di- 
vision of the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce by 10,533 dealers 
in various lines of business. Music 
stores, however, had higher average 
radio sales per dealer than stores 
selling radio equipment exclusively, 
$38,043, as compared with $25,976. The 
percentage of sales reported by the 
various types of outlets and the aver- 
age sale per dealer for each are shown 
in the following table: 

Per Per cent Radio 
cent of sales 
of total per 

Kind of business replies sales dealer 
Radio exclusively. 19.6 37.9 $25,976 
Music 4.4 12.6 38,043 
Furniture 8.2 11.1 18.090 
Dl iscellaneous or no 

business given. 18.4 9.2 8.897 
Automotive stores. 15.6 7.8 6,283 
Department stores. 1.0 8.0 1,323 
Elec. merchandise 8.2 5.8 9,428 
Hardware 11.9 5.8 6.289 
Elec. contracting 4.8 1.1 5,729 
Gen. merchandise 3.3 0.9 3,545 
Drugs 3.1 0.8 3.441 
Jewelry 1.5 0.7 6,289 

Total 100.0 100.0 $13,385 
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FRANK REICHMANN SAYS 
3 Frank Reichmann of the Ox- 

ford Radio Corporation says: 
B. 
B. "The public is tiring of 'near' 
3 music. There is need for better 

tone quality in broadcasting, 
particularly in the chain hook- 

El- vim." 
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RADIO TUBE PHENOMENA 
BAFFLES SCIENTISTS 

APUZZLING situation now confront- 
ing engineers is the use of colored 

glass bulbs and their reaction on the 
movement of electrons within a radio 
tube. Scientists have delved into this 
peculiar action but have been unable 
to advance a satisfactory solution. 

"Many years of study," says George 
Lewis, vice president of Arcturus Radio 
Tube Company, Newark, N. J., "of the 
comparative behavior of tubes when 
enclosed in blue glass bulbs and white 
glass bulbs, still leaves us without any 
definite answer. Reports received 
from usera show that a tube, when con- 
structed of identical elements, acts 
much more efficiently when sealed in a 
blue glass bulb. And the reason is 
obscure. 

"We do know that colors have cer- 
tain properties in the visible or In- 
visible spectrum. Plant life, photog- 
raphy, and even the harmonies of life 
are affected by colors. 

"But just what causes a greater de- 
gree of efficiency in a radio tube with 
a blue glass bulb is a mystery engi- 
neers have been unable to solve," 
concluded Mr. Lewis. 
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ELECTRICITY ON 627,105 
FARMS, A GAIN OF 68,532 IN 

SIX MONTHS 
TN the first half of this year 
1 68,532 farms in the United 
States were electrified, against 

fai about 48,000 in the first half of 
1929. On June 30, last, the elee- s 
fric power and light industry á 
served 627,105 farms, comparing E 

with 558,573 on Jan. 1, a gain of ç 
more than twelve per cent. 

LI The East and West South Cen- 
E frai States added as a group 

more electrified farms in the first E 

six months of 1930 than in all of 
= last year. Only New England 

and the Mountain States fell be- 
hind the rate of growth that they 

3 
showed in 1929. There are now 

E 

148,234 electrified farms in the 
East North Central States, 136,- s 
691 in the Pacific States and 
106,402 in the Middle Atlantic 

E States. 
a fi 
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BOOK REVIEW 

RADIO OPERATING QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS: --265 PP., CLOTH, 
ILLUSTRATED. BY NILSON AND 

HORNUNG. McGRAW -HILL BOOK 

COMPANY, NEW YORK. 

This is one of the most useful books 

on radio. It is of particular value to 

radio telegraphers operating short 
wave or amateur stations, and to en- 

gineers employed in broadcast stations. 
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RESISTANCE WIRE 

Nickel Chrome 
for Electric 
Heating Devices, 
Electric Fur- 
naces, etc. 

MONEL METAL 
COPPER N!CKEL WIRE 

for Rheostats. etc. 

NEW days -new methods -new requirements! ... 
Yesterday's accomplishments thrown in the dis- 

card! That has been the story of radio's advance- 
ment since its beginning. And to meet this pressure 
our engineers keep constantly on the alert to cope 
with this unusual condition. 

Among other improvements, they have developed wire, strip and filament 
ribbon which provide for the reduction of production shrinkage to a minimum; 
nickel ribbon which is held to .001 tolerance in width and .0001 in thickness; 
wire screen which acts uniformly in any sort of atmospheric condition. You'll 
find Alloy Metal Wire products dependable, meeting each new situation unfail- 
ingly. Correspondence on special production problems is invited. A capable 
engineering staff is always ready for any emergency and will gladly answer 
any technical questions. 

ALLOY METAL WIRE CO., Inc. 
Branch Office 

NEW YORK CITY 
3637 Grand Central 

Terminal Bldg. 

General Office and Works 

MOORE, PA. 

Agents 
SEATTLE. WASH. 

Robinson Sales Co., 
Poison Bldg. 
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CRC SOCKETS 
ARE BU /LT TO STAND 

the 
PREFERRED 

by the Radio Industry 
because: 

They are more Rugged than they 
need be. 

The Tempered Steel Springs 
insure maximum contact tension 

that is permanent. 

Cadmium plated contacts with 
large size terminals permit easy 
soldering -thus speeding up 

production. 

CRC Clips are now available to 
manufacturers who have assem- 

bling facilities. 
Write for samples. 

THINK OF CRC as . . 

Providing the best Sockets now 

available . . . constantly striv- 
ing to improve the design and 

efficiency of Sockets . . . its 

only product. 

Eight CRC Sockets ore incorporated in the 
Life Test Set which hos been in constant op- 
eration for a year and o half in the Silver 
Marshall Laboratories -another proof of the 

lasting quolities of CRC Sockets. 

West Coast Representatives: 
FRANK A. EMMET SALES CO. 

Los Angeles, California 
R. C. JAMES & CO. 
Seattle, Washington 

q 
CENTRAL RADIO CORPORATION 
156 Roosevelt Avenue Beloit, Wisconsin 
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AN OUTSTANDING CATALOG 
Engineers, purchasing agents, and others connected 

with the manufacture of radio tubes have available a 

book which, by virtue of its elaborate completeness 
and richness in data on a wide range of tube parts, 
deserves to be called a handbook rather than a catalog. 

On opening it, we find that it is the catalog of 
Goat Radio Tube Parts, Inc., Bush Terminal, Brook - 
kly, N. Y., and that In every detail it has been de- 
signed to render service to those for whose use it was 
intended. 

It is all In tabular form and in large, clear type, 
beginning with the 120 plates and ending with a vari- 
ety of unnumbered small parts such as pins, cups. 
eyelets, and the like; these followed by specifications 
of various materials entering into tube parts. and be- 
yond that are conversion tables. calendars, and a lib- 
eral supply of memorandum leaves. 

CALDWELL HEADS DUBILIER SALES STAFF 
The appointment of M. Caldwell as general sales 

manager of the Dubiller Condenser Corporation, New 
York City, Is announced by N. S. Tobey, Executive 
vice- president of that organization. Until his recent 
election Mr. Tobey was general sales manager of the 
Dubiller organization. 

Mr. Caldwell brings to the Dubiller Condenser 
Corporation a wide and varied experience in sales 
and merchandising both here and abroad. For years 
he was the sales manager of the Marion Steam 
Shovel Company. For nine years he was the export 
manager of the Certainteed Products Corporation. 
During the World War, he served as Captain of 
Engineers. The radio 'industry at large, quite as 
well as the Dubiller organization, gains by the valu- 
able knowledge and experiences which Mr. Caldwell 
brings to radio merchandising circles. 

A 
WIRE STRIP AND FILAMENT RIBBON 

The non -corrosive nickel and nickel alloy products 
employed by the Alloy Metal Wire Company, Inc., 
Moore, Penna., enables the company to manufacture 
wire strip and filament ribbon which meets all mod- 
ern requirements, and with minimum shrinkage. 

GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION 
General Cable Corporation now operates as one 

organizat ion. All sales, manufacturing and account- 
ing activities in the name of the individual divisions 
are transacted only in the name of General Cable 
Corporation. 

This plan of operation provides marked advantages. 
It simplifies purchasing by providing one contact for 
all sales and sales service. All products of all 
divisions are now readily available through the nearest 
General Cable District Office. It simplifies account- 
ing by providing one contact- -the central account- 
ing onice at Rame. N. Y. Billing will he done 
only in the name of General Cable Corporation, and 
at the point of shipment; thus expediting delivery 
of the invoice. 

All customers' accounts will be combined In a 
General Cable central accounting office at Rome. 
N. Y.. to which all accounts now maintained in 
the name of the divisions will be transferred. 

A 
DR. ING. PAUL SCHWARZKOPF ARRIVES 

Dr. ing. Paul Schwarzkopf, President of American 
Electra Metals Corporation. recently arrived from 
abroad on an extended visit to surrey the tube and 
lamp indust rtes. 

Dr. ing. Schwarzkopf has visited this country before 
and while here will renew his acquaintance among 
Amen inn engineers. 

COMBINATION SET ANALYZER AND TUBE 
CHECKER ANNOUNCED 

E. T. "Ted" Flewelling's latest contribution to 
the radio instrument field is the new Flewelling 
combination analyzer and tube checker, manufactured 
by the Van Ilorne Tube Company, Franklin, Ohio. 

This instrument combines a complete analyzer and 
a -c tube checker in a cingle leather carrying case. 
It will make a complete analysis of all circuit con- 
ditions existing in any radio receiver or electrical 
apparatus within the limits of 800 volts a -c. or d -c., 
and current up to 100 milliamperes. 

It le manufactured for use on 60 cycle 110 -115 
volt a -e. circuits and can also be furnished for use 
on 25 cycle 110 -115 volt and 60 cycle 220 volt 
a -e. circuits. 

A complete tube checker Is included, together with 
a panel chart of tube ratings, as an integral part 
of the instrument. thus permitting a complete 
analysis of any radio receiver and an independent 
check on its tubes. 

Tite instrument is operated by means of push- 
buttons, and eleven meter ranges are available through 
the use of pin -jacks for external testing. 

A 
LEADIN WELDS 

The American Electro Metal Corporation is intro- 
ducing a new "ELMET" product -known as lead -in 
welds for use in radio tubes and incandescent lamps. 

They have just completed an addition to their 
plant at Lewiston. Mfe., where the newest type of 
welding machinery has been installed. 

These welds are claimed to be of the highest 
attainable quality and are available backed by the 
same service as ELMET products have established. 

A 
BASE FILLING MACHINE 

This machine automatically and quickly fills a 
predetermined adjustable amount of mixed cement 
into any type or style of base. 

The operator is required only to remove filled 
bases and pick up bases from container on machine 
and to place hase In chuck holder. This operation is 
readily performed with speed. 

Machine indexes very smoothly and rapidly at 
fixed intervals of time. regulated by three step pulley 
on muter. (lase holding chuck rotates only when in 
filling position and automatic filling arrangement 
moves down in fill base. A uniform filling is assured 
by this method. A regulating cup is filled with 
alcohol keeping free the filling device. Track 
arrangement lifts filled base, making removal of 
base easy. 

The machine is manufactured by The Eisler Elec- 
tric Corporation, Newark, N. J. l 

ACME TRANSFORMERS 
Acme Transformers are liberally designed and the 

coils are especially impregnated to meet conditions 
in the export field. Care is taken to give each trans- 
former s high voltage insulation break down test at 
ten times the working voltage. as well as an induced 
voltage test. at twice the normal working voltage, 
doubling the frequency. high grade non -ageing sill - 
con steel insures a low core loss. Each transformer 
is furnished with eight feet of cord and plug. Ttoy 
are manufactured by the Acme Electric Mfg. Co.. 
1440 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland. Ohio. The Company 
has just issued new bulletin No. 121. 

A 
BRIGGS JOINS SILVER- MARSHALL 

(toward W. Sams, general sales manager of Slier. 
Marshall. Inc.. recently announced the appoint ment of 
Howard C. Briggs as assistant general sales manager. 

Mr. Briggs is a well -known man in the radii, 
industry In the Middle West, having been five years 
with E. T. Cunningham. Inc.. a year as district 
manager of Michigan for Grigsby -Grunow, and a year 

acith the radio division of the Kellogg Switchboard 
Company before joining the sales orëanictt ion of 
Si her- Marshall. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS 

Supreme Instruments Corporation, Greenwood. Mies., 
announces the recent appointment of the following 
new district sales representatives: 

W. B. Malland Co., 105 E. Franklin St.. Balti- 
more. Md.; Wood A Anderson Co., 915 Olive 8t., 
St. Louis, Mo.; Ed. H. Troan, 140 Nanda Blvd., 
Rochester, N. Y.; Sam H. Foulkes, 1232 West Peach- 
tree St.. N. W., Atlanta, Ga.; C. C. Baines, 28 -27 
Hale Ave., Louisville. Ky.; Walter A. Stevens, 4018 
Marburg Ave.. Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Supreme now bas art ive sates representat Ives in 
every territorial center of the country. Coupled with 
such representation are warehouses located in the 
largest cities in the country. thereby establishing a 
distribut ion set -up which guarantees prompt delivery 
on all orders and intelligent attention to all dis- 
tributor or dealer inquiries developing on Supreme 
products. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE 

(tarry Kalker, sales manager of the International 
Resistance Company, left Philadelphia, for the 
Pacific Coast, via air -rail T -A -T lines. the second 
week of October. Balker will visit his company's 
many accounts who are at present brusy with the 
manufacture of mantel type receivers. The Inter - 
nattonal Resistance Company reports running close 
to peak production in order to fill the increased 
demand for metallized resistors. 

LOW RANGE FUSES 

There is a large class of electrical equipment in the 
field of radio devices, sound pictures, etc., whtch op- 
erate in the range below ,M ampere. In this field, 
however, very few inexpensive protective devices are 
found. 

One of the features of these fuses is electroplating 
the filament locally to reduce the resistance, but leav- 
ing one or two bare spots where the slice will fuse. 
Another principle employed is the appUcation of a 
highly combustible substance to the filament which 
ignites and burns the wire asunder when it reaches the 
desired temperature. 

The fuses come rated at their blowing points In the 
following sizes: 1/32. 1 /18. 3fr. Sá. tFi. and 2 
amperes. The safe operating voltages range from about 
100 to 1000 rolls, being highest for the small sizes. 
All are standardized to a one inch length and rQ inch 
die. for convenience in mountings. They are available 
to the trade in assorted display cartons. manufactured 
by the Littlefuse Laboratories, 1772 Wilson Ave.. 
Chicago. 

A 

PLANT ADDITION FOR ALLOY METAL WIRE 

"The so- called bogey of business depression 
must look elsewhere than the radio and allied in- 
dustries if he expects to get a square meal." said 
Mr. Elmer Flynn of the Alloy Metal Wire Com- 
pany, Moore, Pa. As a matter of fact, this 
company has recently let n contract calling for ex- 
tensive additions to their plant effecting an increase 
in furnace equipment and pickling facilities. 
Already carrying on world wide operations. shipping 
to all corners of the globe. the Alloy Company will 
now be better able to handle the steadily increas- 
ing demands for their products. 

A 
SU PER -TO NATRO L 

Radio engineers no longer need compromise in the 
select inn of inferior types of volume cu ntrols incap- 
able of carrying the high currents of modern receiver 
design. 

The Super- tonatroi will safely dissipate 5 -watts at 
any position of the contact. with one -tenth or more 
of the resistance element In the circuit 

All -metal construction, with a special resistance ele- 
ment fused to an enameled metal plate. obviates the 
necessity of using either a low- current paper element, 
or fine awe with its well known hazards. 

The Electrad Company, 175 Varick Street. New York, 
has a carefully designed unit of typical Electrad 
quality. with an amazingly smooth action -long lived, 
and mechanically and electrically perfect -embodying 
new ideas of proved merit. Its generous factor of 
safety will more than fulfill all expectations. 
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You, Too, Should Specify 

ACRACON 
Quality Condensers 

THE Acracon electrolytic condenser, 
the latest addition to the famous 

Acracon line, is included in the specifi- 
cations of more and more leading 
manufacturers every day, because of 
its all- around electrical efficiency and 
the exclusive one -nut mounting feature 
which speeds chassis assembly. 

Complete information will gladly be 
furnished on request. Please enclose 
your specifications. 

leraean Features Are Protected By Patents Pending 

WRITE TODAY! 

Condenser Corporation 
of Auieri a 

259 -271 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 

Chicago 
Cincinnati 

Representatires in: 

San Francisco Los Angeles 
St. Louis Toronto 

Wax Impregnated Condensers -Oil Impregnated Con - 
densers-By Pass Condensers -Electrolytic Condens- 

ers -Power Condensers- Transmitting Condensers 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

Acoustics! 
]IIIIIIIIIIIIC 

Projection Engineering 
deals editorially with the 
manufacturing, engineer- 
ing, operating and servicing 
of all forms of theatrical 
equipment, home and the- 
atrical movies, talking mov- 
ies, television apparatus, etc. 

]IIIIIIIIIIIIC 

Keep Pace with Developments 
in Talking Movies and 

Television 

PROJECTION 
ENGINEERING 

Is Not Sold on 
Newsstands 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

Please Check Your 
Classification 

Manutneturer 
(Including executives. plant superin- 
tendents, foremen, purchasing agents, 

etc.) 
Engineer Technican Pro- 

ducer Distributor Theatre 
Projectionist 

BRYAN DAVIS PUBLISHING CO., Inc. 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City 

Enclosed find áá r, for which enter my sub- 

scription for PROJECTION ENGINEERING. 
for one ar. 

t. 
yeyears. 

Name 

Address 

Town and State 
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The American Electro Metal 
Corporation Ca 

Introduces 
Superior 

for 

11 E 
Radio Tubes 

(111(1 

E L E ET F Incandescent 
Lamps 

Y 
Laerulice and Sales Of/i cs: 

65 -67 Madison Ave., New York / Factory- Lewiston, Maine 

ANNOUNCING 
Two New Departments of the EASTON COIL COMPANY 

ready for the production of 

TRANSFORMERS and WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCES 
AFTER many months of painstaking preparation, the EASTON COIL COMPANY 

announces these two new manufacturing departments. They have been 
organized with the most modern of equipment and manned with the most capable 
electrical engineers, designers, research and production workers. 

These two new products will maintain the same high standards of uniform 
quality and enduring performance that have been responsible for the outstand- 
ing success of EASTON COILS. 

Now EASTON MAKES 3 GREAT PRODUCTS: 
Coils . Transformers 
Wire -Wound Resistances 

All EASTON Products held to your exacting specifications. Our Engineering 
Department will be pleased to cooperate with you in your design problems. 
All information will be held in strict confidence. Tell us your problems 
or send your specifications. Samples and quotations furnished promptly. 

EASTON COIL COMPANY 
EASTON, PA. P. 0. 111/\ 237 
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r INSTALL ELECTRIC CLOCK 
MOTORS IN YOUR NEW SETS! 

AN ADDED FEATURE FOR 1931 RADIOS 
Furnished With Housing Also 

Manufactured By 
ELECTRIC CLOCK CORP. of AMERICA 

Division of FAY MFG. CO. 
500 S. Throop St. DEPT. E CHICAGO 

JENKINS & ADAIR 

CONDENSER TRANSMITTERS 
For use in sound record- 
ing, broadcasting, an- 
nouncing and sound meas- 
urement work. Output 
minus 30 DB. may be used 
on 50 ohm or 200 ohm 
mixing circuits. Price, 
(in U. S. A.,) complete 
less stand, f. o. b. Chicago, 
$225.00. 

Send for our new bulletin 
6 -D giving full description 
of these instruments and 
accessories. 

JENKINS & ADAIR, INC. 
3333 Belmont Ave., Chicago, U. S. A. 

Cable Address Telephones 
JENKADAIR KEYSTONE 2130 

British Offices: 711 Ohl Ball St., Liverpool. England 
40 Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.1, 
England 

French Office: 1G Rue de Chateaudun, Asnieres, France 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

HIGH 
FREQUENCY 
Electric Power 

Converters 
For 

BOMBARDINO 
Radio Receiving 

Rectifying 
Gaseous Conduction 

Thermionic 
Negative Glow Lamps 

Light Sensitive Cells 
Oscillator Tubes 

FURNACES 
For Precious Metal Melting, Melting or Heating in 
Vacuo or preferred atmosphere, Metallurgical re- 
search, Tempering, Heat treating via 

HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION 

Lepel High Frequency Laboratories, Inc. 
39 West 60th Street, New York 

Designers and builders of High Fre- 
quency Converters for oser 20 years 

YNTHAN E 
Laminated Bakelite 

Dependable Uniformity 
in Electrical and Mechanical Properties 

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 
LOW WATER ABSORPTION 
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH 
LOW SURFACE LEAKAGE 

CLEAN PUNCHING 
MACHINEABILITY 
IMPACT STRENGTH 

APPEARANCE 

I 1 1I 1 I1H1I L 
CORPORATION;',, OAKS- PI:NNA 

NEW YOU, CHICAGO;rELAND, SAN FRANCISCO 

Sheets, Tubes, RAI'¡ Fabricated Parts 
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The American Electro Metal 
Corporation 

Executive and Sales Offices: 

65 -67 Madison Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 

1°' 55 

G 

E 
LMET F 

T 
us 

Factory- Lewiston, Maine 

The Best Wire 
Made 

for 
Radio Tubes 

ami 
Incandescent 

Lamps 

FINISH IT WITH 

THE very important part of the value we 
contribute to Zapon is the pioneering expe- 

rience that has led to the preset r Jay highly 
perfected development of 

PYROXYLIN LACQUERS 
Motivated by the s spirit as the pioneers 
of covered wagon days, we have blared every 
scientific trail leading to the bights, degree of 
Pyroxylin lacquer quality and uniformity. Every 
experimental rest, every chemical process, all 
research and basic materials have been brought 
directly under the complete control of our 
laboratories. 
As a result users of pyroxylin lacquers for every 
known purpose, the world over, are finding 
there is no substitute for Zapon. No approach 
to its leadership, no comparison as to its re- 
sults, its satisfaction and economy. 
Behind the use or specification of this product 
stands a reputation that has made Zapon "The 
acknowledged standard since 1884." 
Regardless of what your finishing problem may 
be, the complete facilities of our service labora- 
tory are constantly at your disposal without 
cost. Let this scientific knowledge and experi- 
ence 'aid you in the more practical and eco- 
nomical solution of your problem. We invite 
your inquiries. 

THE ZAPON COMPANY 
STAMFORD, CONN. 

..,..,I r Atlas Powder ComeW 
FMAINXWArlrial 

MULTIPLE TAP SWITCHES 

No. 7070 A No. 7000 A 

Standard and special designs 
PHONO -MOTOR SWITCHES 

No. 7030 A 

Our plant and engineering facilities lend themselves 
to the production of special requirements on short notice. 
Inquiries solicited. 

Soreng Manegold Co. 
771 Mather St. Chicago, Ill. 
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I Buyers Directory of Materials and Apparatus 
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of their wants, 
and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers' Information Bureau. 

dddresx,a of con:panir.. lixied Lrlope, can be found in their ndrertisenienf -arc indu on page ; 

ALUMINLM: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Fairmont Aluminum Co. 

ALUMINUM, SHEET, FOIL: 
Fairmont Aluminum Co. 
Johnson Tin Foil & metal Co. 

AMMETERS: 
General Electric Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp. 

AMPLIFIERS, POWER: 
American Transformer Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Samson Eles. Co. 

ANTENNAE. LAMP SOCKET: 
Dubilier Condenser Corp. 

BASES, SPEAKER: 
American Felt Co. 
Booth Felt Co. 

Western Felt Company 

BASES, VACUUM TUBE: 
(Res Tube Parts) 

BINDING POSTS: 
General Radio Co. 

BRACKETS, ANGLE: 
Scovlll Mfg. Co. 

BRASS: 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

BROADCAST STATION 
EQUIP'T: 

American Transformer Co. 
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Jenkins & Adair, Inc. 

BUTTS: 
Scovi11 Mfg. Co. 

CABINETS, METAL: 
Aluminum Co. of America 

CASTINGS: 
Fairmont Aluminum Co. 

CELLS. PHOTOELECTRIC: 
National Carbon Co.. Inc. 

CEMENT, LOUD SPEAKER: 
Maas & Waldstein Co. 

CENTRALIZED RADIO 
SYSTEMS: 

American Transformer Co. 
Samson Elec. Co. 

CHASSES: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Metal Specialty Co. 

CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY: 
American Transformer Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Meissner Mfg. Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 
Thordarson Elec. Mtg. Co. 

CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY: 
Cardwell. Allen D., Mtg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 

CHOKES. POWER: 
American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

CLAMPS, GROUND: 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

CLIPS, SPRING: 
Electrad. Inc. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

CLOCKS. ELECTRIC: 
(See Electric Clocks) 

CLOTH. WIRE: 
(see Wire Cloth) 

COIL FORMS: 
General Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 

COIL WINDING: 
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co. 
Automatic Winding Co. 
Concourse Electric Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Co. 
Easton Coil Company 
General Mfg. Co. 
Inca Mfg. Co 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

COILS, CHOKE: 
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. , 

Easton Coil Company 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

COILS, IMPEDANCE: 
Dudlo Mfg. Co 
Easton Coll Company 
General Mfg. Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

COILS, INDUCTANCE: 
Cardwell. Allen, D.. Mfg. 
Easton Coil Company 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Inca Mfg. Co. 

COILS, MAGNET: 
Acme Wire Co. 
Uudlo Mfg Co 
Easton Coil Company 
Inca Mfg. Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

COILS. SHORT WAVE: 
Easton Coil Company 
General Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 

COILS. TRANSFORMER: 
Acme Wire Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Co. 
Easton Coil Company 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

CONDENSER PARTS: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
Scovill Mtg. Co. 

Dubilier Condenser Corp. 
Igrad Condenser & Mfg. 

Inc. 
Kingston Products Corp. 
Polymer Mfg. Corp. 
Potter Co., The 

CUSHIONS. SPEAKERS: 
Co., Aetna Felt Co. 

Western Felt Co. 

CONDENSERS, FIXED: 
Aerovox Wireless Corpn. 
Amrad Corporation 
Condenser Corp. of America 
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. 
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Potter Co., The 

CONDENSERS, MIDGET: 
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

CONDENSERS. MULTIPLE: 
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

CONDENSERS, NEUTRALIZ- 
ING: 

Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

CONDENSERS. VARIABLE 
TRANSMITTING: 

Cardwell. Allen D Mfg. Co. 
DeJur- Amsco. Corp. 
General Radio Co. 

Co. Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Jenkins & Adair, Inc. 

CONDENSERS. BY -PASS: 
Aerovox Wireless Corpn. 
Amrad Co. 
Condenser Corp. of America 
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. 
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co. 
Igrad Condenser & Mfg. Co., 

Inc. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Potter Co.. The 

CONDENSERS, ELECTRO- 
LYTIC: 

Aerovox Wireless Corp. 
Amrad Corporation 
Condenser Corp. of America 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 

CONDENSERS. FILTER: 
Aerovox Wireless Corpn. 
Amrad Co. 
Condenser Corp. of America 
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. 

CONDENSERS. VARIABLE: 
Cardwell, Allen D Mfg. Co. 
Concourse Elec. Co., Inc. 
Frost. Herbert H., Inc. 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

CONNECTORS: 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

CONTAINERS, BATTERY 
BOX: 

George F. Mitchell & Sons Co. 

CONTROLS, CURRENT: 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Shallcross Mfg. Co. 

CONTROLS. VOLUME: 
American Transformer Co. 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Clarostat Co. 
Ferranti, Inc. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

CONVERTERS: 
Cardwell. Allen D., Co. 
Electric Specialty Co. 

CONVERTERS, ROTARY: 
Electric Specialty Co. 

COPPER: 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

CORDS. EXTENSION: 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 

COUPLINGS. FLEXIBLE: 
Chicago Gear Works 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 

DIALS: 
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
United Scientific Laboratorlea 

DIALS. DRUM: 
Hammarlund Mtg. Co. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

DIE -CASTINGS: 
Allied Die- Casting Corp. 

DIES: 
Thomas & Skinner Steel Prod- 

ucts Co. 
Willor Mfg. Corp. 

DRYER -IMPREGNATORS: 
F. J. Stokes Machine Co. 

DYNAMOTORS: 
Electric Specialty Co. 

ELECTRIC CLOCKS: 
Electric Clock Corp. of America 

ESCUTCHEONS: 
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. CO. 
General Etching & Mfg. Ce. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

EXPORT: 
Ad. Auriema, Inc. 

FADERS: 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 

FELT, ACOUSTICAL: 
Aetna Felt Co. 
American Felt Co. 
Booth Felt Co. 
Western Felt Co. 

FELT. PACKING: 
Aetna Felt Co. 
American Felt Co. 
Booth Felt Co. 
Western Felt Co. 

FILAMENTS: 
(Bee Tube Parts) 

FILAMENT CONTROLS, AUTO 
MATIC: 

Amperite Corp. 
Polymet Mtg. Corp. 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING 
S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. 

FOIL: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co. 

GALVANOMETERS: 
General Electric Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 

GEARS: 
Chicago Gear Works 

GENERATORS: 
Electric Specialty Co. 

GETTER MATERIAL: 
(See Tube Parts) 

GRAPIIITE 
Acheson 011dag. Co. 

GRID LEAKS: 
(See Resistances, Fixed) 

HANDLING EQUIPMENT: 
Nat'l. Vulcanized Fibre Co. 

BINGES: 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

HORNS: 
Amplion Co. of Amer. 

INDUCTANCES, TRANSMIT- 
TING: 

General Radio Co. 
Jenkins & Adair, Inc. 

INSTRUMENTS. ELECTRICAL: 
General Electric Co. 
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 
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THE Group Subscription 
Plan for RADIO ENGINEER- 
ING enables a group of engi- 
neers or department heads 
to subscribe at one -half the 
usual yearly rate. 

The regular individual rate 
is $2.00 a year. In groups of 
4 or more, the subscription 
rate is $i.00 a year. (In for- 
eign countries $2.00.) 

The engineering depart- 
ments of hundreds of manu- 
facturers in the radio and 
allied industries have used 
this Group Plan for years, in 
renewing their subscriptions 
to Radio Engineering. 

Each subscriber should print 
his name and address clearly 
and state his occupation - 
whether an executive, engi- 
neer, department head, plant 
superintendent, foreman or 
technician, etc. 

Remember this Group 
Plan when Your 
Subscription Expires 

(Radio Engineering) 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc., 
52 Vanderbilt Ave., 

N. Y., N. Y. 

Los Angeles Chicago Cleveland 

m icro 
phones 
HOME RECORDING 

PUBLIC ADDRESS » » » » 

STANDARD BROADCAST 

Kellogg Switchboard 
and Supply Company 

CHICAGO 

FAIRMONT 
ALUMINUM 

Special Aluminum Sheet 
for condenser plates and 

shielding. / 
Specify Fairmont/ 

Aluminum Sheet for 
radio and allied indus- 

tries. 

Your inquiries are in- 
vited. 

Fairmont Aluminum Company 
FAIRMONT, W. VA. 

Bra nett Sales Offices at 
52 Vanderbilt Ave. 

New York 
Monadnock Block 

Chicago 
General Motors Bldg. 

Detroit 
A. J. Fit:Gibbons. Mgr. 

47 W. Northrup PI. 
Buffalo 

Warehouse Distributor, 

Central Steel and Wire Company. Chicago 

Chas. A. Strelinger Co., Detroit 

J. M. & L. A. Osborn Co., Cleveland 

Ducommun Corporation, Los Angeles and 

San Francisco 
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GEARS 
In Jtork -luau, di.,te Delivery 

G, -J ethru.t bearings. 
flexible .\ umplete line Is 
cairns! 

- t'anoalso ¡mote on 
si.s'ial . an, .. Send as your blue prints 
and imiu 

Write for Catalog No. 200 
CHICAGO GEAR WORKS 

769 -773 W. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL. 

4 4 4FELT 
For Every Radio Purpose 

AETNA FELT COMPANY 
200 Centre Street - - New York City 

CONDENSER PAPER 
182 Cornelison Ave. _ /VMS at Newark Ave. 
Jersey City, N. J Elizabeth, N. J. 

PETER J. SCHWEITZER, Inc., 
200 Fifth Ave. New York 

RADIO TUBE 
AND 

INCANDESCENT LAMP 
MACHINERY 

EISLER ELECTRIC 
CORPORATION 

NEWARK, N. J. 760 SOUTH 18TH ST. 
i 

AUTOMATIC STAMPINGS 

102 
109 

F. R. Zierick Mfg. Works, 68 -72 E. 131 st St., New York, N.Y. 

Send For Sample* 
Of Our 

HOT TINNING 

Baach -International 
Compound High Vacuum Pumps 

We manufacture all sizes of High Vacuum Pumps from 1 -200 
cu. ft per min. All pumps tested at ?, micron before leaving 
factory. Write for details. 

INTERNATIONAL MACHINE WORKS, Inc. 
527 -529 Thirty- Second St., Union City, New Jersey 

MICROPHONES 
All Kinds from $7.50 to 1350.00 

For NAM, Addreu. ate.. Ilat s 
Standard Broadout Model. hiel 

NAM, 
71 

Condenser Models 
tSÓOWandÓ 

Record Work, 
lIst 

Also Desk and Floor Stands. Cotera, Corda, do. 
Kits and Parta. 

EXPERT MICROPHONE REPAIRS 
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.. LTD. 

Inglewood, Calif. 
Export Mee. Ad. 
Auriema. loe.. 116 
Broad Rt.. N. T. C. 

Dealen In All Principal Cities 
New York -Howard F. Smith -112 Liberty fit. 

OUR SOLE 
PRODUCTS 

(al-..411111) 
NAJL 

FOR OVER 
30 YEARS 

So good and economical th t there Is nothing better for MITERED JOINERY 
Samples on request 

CLAMP NAIL CO., eseo Ppian 

Stlmer s, 
st.. CHICAGO, ILL. Cra 
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INSULATION LAMINATED 
Formica Insulation Co. 
General Electric Co. 
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 
Synthaas Corp. 

INSULATION. MOULDED: 
Bakelite Corp. 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
Formica Insulation Lb. 
General Electric Co. 
General Plastics Co. 
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 
Synthane Corp. 
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 

INSULATION, REFRACTORY: 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
The Stupakoff Labs. 

JACKS: 
General Radio Co. 

KITS, TESTING: 
(See Testing Hits) 

LABORATORIES, TESTING: 
Electrical Testing Labs. 

LACQUER, WOOD: 
Mane & Waldstein Co. 

LACQUER, METAL: 
Maas & Waldstein Co. 

LACQUER, ENAMEL: 
Maas & Waldstein Co. 

LAMINATIONS: 
Thomas & Skinner Steel Prod- 

ucts Co. 
Willer Mfg. Corp. 

LAMPS, MINIATURE: 
National Carbon Co., Inc. 

LAMPS, PANEL: 
National Carbon Co., Inc. 

LEAD -INS: 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
Electrad, Inc. 

LOCK WASHERS: 
Rhakeproof Lock Washer Co. 
Thompson- Bremer & Co. 

LUBRICANTS, RADIOS 
Acheson 011dag Co. 

LUGS: 
Scorn' Mfg. Co. 
Rhakeproof Lock Washer Co. 
F. R. Zierick Mfg. Works 

MACHINERY, TUBE: 
Arrow Mfg. & Machine Co., 

Inc. 
Central Scientific Labs. 
Eisler Electric Co. 
Intl. Machinery Works Inc. 
Lepel High Frequency Labs. 

MACHINES, SPECIAL 
Willor Mtg. Corp. 

MAGNESIA, TUBES: 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
The Stupakoff Labs. 

MAGNESIUM: 
Aluminum Co. of America 

MAGNETS: 
Thomas & Skinner Steel 

Products Co. 

METALS, RARE: 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 
.American Electro Metal Corp. 

METERS: 
General Electric Co. 
Weston Elec. Instr. Co. 

MICROPHONES: 
Amplion Co. of America 
Ellis Electrical Laboratory 

Jenkins & Adair, Inc. 
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply 

Co. 
Universal Microphone Co. 

MOLDING MATERIALS 
(See Insulation, Moulded) 

MOTORS: 
Electric Specialty Co. 

MOTOR -GENERATORS: 
Electric Specialty Co. 

MOUNTINGS. RESISTANCE, 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

NAILS: 
Clamp Nall Company 

NAMEPLATES: 
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co. 
General Etching & Mfg. Co. 
SeovUi Mtg. Co. 

NICKEL SILVER: 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. 
Riverside Metal Co.. The 

OHMMETERS: 
General Radio Co. 
Weston Elec. Instr. Co. 

OSCILLOGRAPH: 
General Radio Co. 

PACKING PADS, CABINET: 
Aetna Felt Co. 
American Felt Co. 
Booth Felt Co. 
Kimberly-Clark Corp. 
Western Felt Co. 

PACKING MATERIAL: 
Holed -Tite Packing, Inc. 
Kimberly -Clark Corp. 

PACKING AND SHIPPING: 
Kimberly -Clark Corp. 

PANELS, METAL: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Metal Specialty Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 

PAPER, CONDENSER: 
Peter J. Schweitzer, Inc. 

PHONOGRAPH MOTORS: 
The Hammond Clock Co. 

PHOSPHOR BRONZE: 
Baltimore Brass Co. 
Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. 
Riverside Metal Co. 

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS: 
(See Cella) 

PICK -UPS, PHONOGRAPH, 
Amplion Co. of Amer. 
Jensen Radio Mtg. Co. 

PLATES. OUTLET: 
Howard B. Jones 

PLUGS, ATTACHMENT: 
General Radio Co. 
Howard B. Jones 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

PORCELAIN TUBING: 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
The Stupakoff Labs. 

POTENTIOMETERS: 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
Central Radio Laboratories 
General Radio Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

POWER UNITS. A -: 
Thordarson Electric Co. 

POWER UNITS, B-: 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

POWER UNITS, A -B-O: 
American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

POWER UNITS, PARTS FOR: 
American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS: 
American Transformer Co. 
Amplion Corp. of America 
Samson Elec. Co. 

PULLEYS: 
Chicago Gear Works 

PUMPS, HIGH VACUUM: 
Arrow Mfg. & Machine Co., Inc. 
Central Scientific Co. 
Elaler Elec. Corn. 
Int'l. Machine Works, Inc. 

PUNCHINGS: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
George F. Mitchell & Sons Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
Soreng Manegold Co. 

RECEPTACLES, WALL: 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
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REFRACTORY SPECIALTIES: 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
The Stupakoff Labe. 

REGULATORS, VOLTAGE: 
Amperite Corp. 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Clarostat Co. 
DeJur -Amoco Corp. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Soreng Mangold Co. 
Ward Leonard Elec. Co. 

RELAYS: 
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co. 

RESISTANCES, FIXED: 
Aerovox Wireless Corp. 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
The Driven Corp. 
DeJur -Amoco Corp. 
Frost. Herbert H. 
General Electric Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. 
Ward Leonard Elec. Co. 

RESISTANCES, VARIABLE: 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
DeJur-Amsco Corp. 
Easton Coil Co. 
Frost, Herbert H., Inc. 
General Electric Co. 
International Resistance Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Shallcroes Mfg. Co. 
Ward Leonard Elec. Co. 

RESISTANCE WIRE: 
(See Wire, Resistance) 

RHEOSTATS: 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
Frost, Herbert H. 
General Radio Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
United Scientific Laboratories 

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
Synthane Corp. 

SCREWS, HARDENED SELF - 
TAPPING: 

Parker -Kalon Corp. 

SCREWS. DRIVE, HARDENED 
METALLIC: 

Parker -Kalon Corp. 

SEALING COMPOUNDS 
Candy & Co. 
Cochrane Chemical Company 

SHEET METAL PARTS: 
George F. Mitchell & Sons Co. 

SHIELDING METAL: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Radio Products Corp. 

SHORT WAVE APPARATUS: 
Cardwell. Allen D., Co. 
De Forrest Radio Corp. 
General Radio Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 

SOCKETS, TUBE: 
Central Radio Corp. 
Henry L. Crowley á Co. 
Electrical Insulation Corp. 
Frost. Herbert H. 
General Radio Co. 
Howard B. Jones 
Soreng Manegold Co. 

SOLDER: 
Kester Solder Co. 

SPAGHETTI: 
(See Wire. Spaghetti). 

SPEAKERS: 
Amplion Corp. of Amer. 
Jensen Radio Mtg. Co. 
Potter Co.. The 
Rola Co., The 
Transformer Co. of Amer. 

STAMPINGS, METAL: 
Aluminum Co. of America 
George F. Mitchell & Sons Co. 
Radio Products Cory. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
Thomas & Skinner Steel Prod. 

Co. 

SUBPANELS: 
Formica Ins. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 

SWITCHES: 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 
Soreng Manegold Co. 

TAPE, COIL: 
Johnson and Johnson 

TAPE, INDUSTRIAL: 
Johnson and Johnson 

TAPE, LOUD SPEAKER: 
Johnson and Johnson 

TELEVISION PARTS: 
Clarostat Co.. Inc. 
Shallcroes Mfg. Co. 

TERMINALS, SOLDER. 
SCREWS, SPADE: 

Howard B. Jones 
Thompson- Bremer & Co. 

TESTERS, B- ELIMINATOR: 
General Radio Co. 

TESTERS, TUBE: 
General Radio Co. 
Radio Products Co. 
Weston Elec. Inst. Co. 

TESTING INSTRUMENTS: 
General Electric Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Radio Products Co. 
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp. 

TESTING KITE: 
General Radio Co. 
Weston Elec. Inst. Co. 

TESTING LABORATORIES: 
Electrical Testing Labs. 

TIN COATED METAL: 
Baltimore Brass Co. 

TIN FOIL: 
(See Foil.) 

TOOLS: 
Willor Mfg. Corp. 

TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO: 
Acme Elec. & Mfg Co. 

American Transformer Ce. 
Dongan Elec. Mtg. Co. 
Easton Coll Co. 
General Radio Lb. 
Samson Elec. Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

TRANSFORMERS. 
B -POWER UNIT: 

American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Kingston Products Corp. 
Samson Elec. Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

TRANSFORMERS. BROADCAST 
STATION: 

American Transformer Co. 
Jenkins & Adair, Inc. 
Samson Electric Co. 

TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT 
HEATING: 

American Transformer Co. 
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 
Transformer Corp. of America 

TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT: 
American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Samson Elec. Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 
Transformer Corp. of America 

TRANSFORMERS. POWER: 
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co. 
American Transformer Co. 
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co. 
Easton Coil Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Kingston Products Corp. 

. Polymet Mtg. Co. 
Samson Elec. Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 

TRANSFORMERS, R. F., 
TUNED: 

Automatic Winding Co. 
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co. 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 

TRANSFORMERS, STEP - 
DOWN: 

American Transformer Co. 
Amplion Corp. of Amer. 

TUBE MACHINERY: 
See (Machinery, Tube.) 

TUBE, PACKING: 
Holed -Tite Packing, Inc. 
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BRASS- BRONZE -COPPER 
NICKEL SILVER -ZINC 

PHOSPHOR BRONZE 
In Gauges .001 and Thicker. 1/16" to 16" Wide 

TIN COATED METALS IN COILS AND STRIPS 

THE BALTIMORE BRASS CO. 
1206 WICOMICO ST., BALTIMORE, MD. 

BARE AND TINNED 
COPPER WIRE 

For AU Purposes 
Fine Sises Our Specialty 

SPARGO WIRE COMPANY 
ROME, NEW YORK 

Established 1885 

FELT 
WASHERS, GASKETS. STRIPS, l':1CKINGS 

Write /or Catalog and Sample Card 

THE BOOTH FELT CO., INC. 
4a1 -491 19th Street 737 Sherman Street 

Brooklyn, N. Y. Chicago, Ill. 

STAMPINGS AND METAL BOXES 
FOR RADIO MANUFACTURERS. 

We have served the radio industry from its beginning. We 
are equipped for quantity production. Submit drawings for 
quotations. 

The G. F. Mitchell & Sons Co. 
Plant and Main Office, Cedar & E. 65th St. 

Cleveland, O. 

Felt 
WESTERN FELT WORKS 

4029.4133 Ouden Ave.. Branches -New York, Boston, Detroit. San 
Chicago Frncisco. Cleveland. SL Louis, Los Angeles 

BETTER RADIO -PE \ RMANCE 

AMPERITE 
Forget line voltage problems when your receiver 
is equipped for AMPERITE. AMPERITE auto- 
matically controls line voltage fluctuations. 
Improves tone, protects tubes and other equipment, 
reduces free service. Does not add to chassis cost. 

No electric Radio is Modern without it. 

PERITE Corporallon 
BRO., FIL,. 

PERITE 
Self Adjusting 

LINE VOLTAGE CONTROL 

F R E E - 
Technical 
Bulletin 

d list of 
AMPERITE- 
equipped 
eceivers. 

Address 
Dept. a E I I 

L. 
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NICKEL 
WIRE CLOTH 

for the 

RADIO TUBE INDUSTRY 
Any mesh woven accurately to your specifications. 

"CLEVELAND" 
Wire Cloth renowned for its Uniformity, its Superiority, 

its Durability. 
Advise us of your Requirements 

The Cleveland Wire Cloth & Manufacturing Co. 
3571 E. 78th Street, CLEVELAND, Ohio 

LAMINATIONS 
IN ALL TYPES FOR 

AUDIO AND POWER TRANSFORMERS- CHOKES 
In Stock for Imnieulnte Drover, 
Expert Tool and Die Making - 

Metal StenlpInpa 
Let us quote prices on 
quantity you require. 

WILLOR MFG. CORP. 
117 M St., N. Y. C. 

AUTOMATIC PRECISION MACHINES 
For Manufacturing Radio Tubes and Incandescent Lamps 

Our new factory with modern facilities enables us to give 
prompt service, get our estimate for your requirements. nrull 
yourself of our Engineering Service. 

ARROW MANUFACTURING & MACHINE COMPANY 
912 Savoye Street, North Bergen, N. J. 

Accurate Mesh -Uniform Selvage For Screen Grids 
Accurate mesh and uniform selvage are guaranteed by 
power -loom weaving. Write telling us your require- 
ments. Samples and prices furnished on request. 

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO., 
INCORPORATED 

(Formerly Scheeler's Sons, Est. 1869) 
588 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y. 

WIRE 
STRAND -Antennae (plain or enameled) -Dou- 

ble Galvanized. 
WIRE- Antennae (plain or enameled). Connect- 

ing and Ground (Rubber covered, braided or 
plain). 

BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop. 
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk). 

John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J. 

*WAXES and COMPOUNDS* 
Impregnating, sealing, filling 
Made to individual specifications 

Write to 

COCHRANE CHEMICAL CO. 
430 Danforth Ave. Jersey City, N. J. 

r 

Quality wire «or every type el nook -up 
" Alpheu" a slip bask braided hook -up wire mad 

under a patented process. 
Alpha "NITsndon" Wire (colored Rubber) 

BARE -TINNED -ENAMELED -RUBBER COVERED 
-CAaLES TO SPECIFICATION - 

ALPHA WIRE CORPORATION 
52? Broadway, New York City 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

TUBE PARTS: 
Acheson Oildag Co. 
American Electro Metal Corp. 
Buffalo Wire Works Co., Inc. 
Callite Products Co., Inc. 
Cleveland Wire Cloth & Mfg. Co. 
Henry L. Crowley & Co. 
The Engineering Co. 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 
General Plastics, Inc. 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Juno Fasteners, Inc. 
Lepel High Freq. Labe. 
Newark Wire Cloth Co. 
Radio Products Corp. 
The Stupakoff Labs. 
Synthane Corp.. Inc. 
(gee Parts, Tube.) 

TUBE TESTERS: 
(See Testers, Tube) 

TUBES. A.C.: 
Arcturus Radio Co. 
Cable Radio Tube Co. 
De Forest Radio Co. 
National Carbon Co., Inc. 
National Union Radio Corp. 

TUBES. RECTIFIER: 
Arcturus Radio Co. 
Cable Radio Tube Co. 
De Forest Radio Co. 
National Carbon Co., Inc. 
National Union Radio Corp. 

TUBES, SCREEN GRID: 
Arcturus Radio Co. 
Cable Radio Tube Co. 
De Forest Radio Co. 
National Carbon Co.. Inc. National Union Radio Corp. 

TUBES, TELEVISION 
See (Cells. Photoelectric.) 

TUBING. NICKEL: 
Gilby Wire Company 

TUBING, PAPER & FIBRE: 
Paper Tube Co. 

TUBING, REFRACTORY: 
Henry L. Crowley & Co., Inc. 
Stupakoff Labs, Inc. 

TUBING, VARNISHED: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 

UNITS. SPEAKER: 
Ampllon Corp. 
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co. 

VARNISH: 
Maas & Waldstein Co. 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS: 
(See Regulators) 

VOLTMETERS, A. C.: 
General Electric Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp. 

VOLTMETERS, D. O.: 
General Electric Co. 
General Radio Co. 
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp. 

WASHERS: 
American Felt Co. 
Aluminum Co. of America 
Booth Felt Co. 
Scovill Mfg. Co. 
Svnthane Cnrp. 
Thompson- Bremer & Co. 
Western Felt Co. 

WAXES, IMPREGNATING: 
Candy and Co. 
Cochrane Chemical Company 

WAXES. INSULATING: 
Candy and Co. 
Cochrane Chemical Company 

WAXES, SEALING: 
Candy and Co. 
Cochrane Chemical Co. 

WIRE, ANTENNA: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 
Roebling, J. A.. Sons Co. 

WIRE. BARE & TINNED COP- 
PER: 

Alpha Wire Corp. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co. 
Spargo 1Vtre Co. 

WIRE CLOTH: 
Buffalo Wire Works Co.. Inc. 
Cleveland Wire Cloth & Mtg. Co 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Newark Wire Cloth Co. 

WIRE, COTTON COVERED: 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Dudlo Mfg. Cori). 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co. 

WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. :1., Sons Co. 

WIRE. FILAMENT: 
American Electro Metal Corp 
Callite Products Co., Inc. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Radio Products Corp. 

WIRE. HOOK -UP: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Co. 
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co. 

WIRE, LITZENDBAHT: 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. A., Song Co. 

WIRE, MAGNET: 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
Inca Manufacturing Co. 
Polymet Mfg. Corp. 

WIRE. MOLYBDENUM: 
American Electro Metal Corp. 
Callite Products Co.. Inc. 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 

WIRE, PIGTAIL: 
Dudlo Mtg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. A., Song Co. 

WIRE, RESISTANCE 
Alloy Metal Wire Co. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 
Gilby Wire Co. 

WIRE. SILK COVERED: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
Cornish Wire Co. 
Gilby Wire Co. 
Radio Wire Corp. 
Roebling. J. A.. Sons Co. 

WIRE. SPAGHETTI: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Cornish Wire Co. 

WIRE. TANTALUM: 
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. 

WIRE. TINNED COPPER: 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Cs. 
Dudlo Mfg. Corp. 
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co. 

ZINC: 
St. Joseph Lead Co. 
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Correction! 
In the advertising of the Cen- 
tral Scientific Co., which ap- 
peared on the second cover 
of the October issue of RADIO 

ENGINEERING, a typographical 
error occurred in the caption 
directly above the chart show- 
ing the steep curve of Cenco- 
Hypervac exhaust. 

This caption read incorrectly 
"70 Tenths of a micron in 
seconds" 

It should have read: 

"To Tenths of a micron in Seconds" 

A Big Special -While They Last 

$11000 PHOTOPHONE 
12 -inch 

Dynamic SPEAKERS 

Ternis: 25% with order; 
balance C. O. D. or Sight Draft. 

Specify Express or Freight 

Brand New in 
original cases 
Only Limited 

Quantity 
Order today 

Never before was such 
an astounding value 
offered. Every carnival 
owner, motion picture 
house, theatre, church, 
fair, American Legion 
Post, club, sound en- 
gineers and radio experi. 
menters will want one. 

12.inch Dynamic Field 
Supply; 110 volts D.C.; 
Field Resistance, 1000 
Ohms; l'oice Coil, 8 
Ohms; Mourning. Steel 
angle frme. For adapta- 
tion to A.C. operation, 
56.50 additional. 

M1t/ß 
H SPORTING 

GOODS CO. 
512 Market St., Philadelphia 

Send for Catalog 
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®ward Jones 

Same type as illustrated but with 3 Contacts, 
polarized, is popular for speaker connections. 
Write for samples (No. 52). Small and neat. 
Priced low for radio manufacturers. 

HOWARD B. JONES 
2300 WABANSIA AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 

TODAY RADIO 
CONSTRUCTION 

demands the best materials, including 

OHNSON'S 
INDUSTRIAL TAPE 
TODAY radio excellence is the public 

demand -radios of cheap construction, 
appearance and performance are out. 
Johnson's Tape in panel masking, coil con- 
struction, wire wrapping, in field and arma- 
ture winding, in anchoring leads, in core 
binding and in many other equally impor- 
tant functions is not only saving radio 
manufacturers real money, but likewise 
helping materially to put their products in 
the class of par excellence. 

Hare you seen the new Johnson's Tape Dispenser? 
Holdslall size roll of tape np to I !.i inches wide. 
Enables you to cut any length of tape instantly. 

Eliminates Pre- handling -no waste. 

MAKE THE TEST WITHOUT COST 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON. New Brunswick. N. J. R. E. N. 

Please send free sample roll of Johnson s Industrial Tape and 
information on the Tape Dispenser. 
Name 

Company __ 

Street and No. - 
City _State 
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GILBY WIRE PRODUCTS 

Filament Wire -Gilby Selvage Mesh (pat. app. 
Plain Nickel Mesh -Support Wire -Nickel Rib- 
bon. Plain and Carbonized -Grid Wire -Seamless 
Tubing -Carbonized Nickel Ribbon. 
Standard Nickel Chrome Resistance Wires. 

TOPHET "A ", TOPHET "C" 
Bare & Enameled & Textile Insulated 

GILBY WIRE COMPANY 
WILBUR B. DRIVER, Pas. 

NEWARK NEW JERSEY 

NoAore 
Stolen erophones 
with the ELLIS 'Demountabbt' 

The ELLIS Demountable 
Microphone provides an easy 
method of removing and re- 

placing the unit. When not in use the micro- 
phone may be removed to a place safe from theft 
or exposure to the elements. Write for complete 
details. 

ELLIS ELECTRICAL LADCRATCRY 
S.I.. C......t.. 

337 WEST MADISON ST. Cl,mogo. then... 

RADIO APPARATUS TESTING 

Life tests and characteristics of 
vacuum tubes. Calibration of all 
kinds of instruments. Determina- 
tion of inductance and capacitance 
at various frequencies. Resistance 
measurements, motor tests, mag- 
netic tests, etc. 

Electrical Testing Laboratories 
80th St. and East End Ave. 

New York 

FREE!! FREE!! 
RADIO DEALERS- AGENTS- 
SET BUILDERS -SERVICEMEN 

OUR BARGAIN BULLETIN IS WAITING FOR YOU 

Mail this coupon at once. It means money for you. 

BALTIMORE RADIO CORPORATION 
47 MURRAY ST., 

COUPON 
NEW YORK CITY 

BALTIMORE RADIO CORP. 
47 Murray St., N. Y. C. 

Gentlemen: Kindly send me your latest Radio Bargain Bulletin. 

Name 

Addreu 

City State 
R.E 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

Only 20 Niles from 
Niagara 7alls 

.:_"°"°°^ 

For rest and comfort come to this 
modern fireproof hotel Every room 
outsideSuperior service Excellent 

meals fixed prices and o la Corte 
I MINUTES FROM THE NEW 
PEACE BRIDGE TO CANADA 
Ideal for motoristsAbundont curb pork - 
ing space and fireproof goroge- Avoid 
troffic to or from Niagara Falls and Canada 

OWNER MANAGEMENT 
$ 7 cueoer CE A. MNEP F7ESIOEN7 

Single rooms 
$2 to 44 
Double rooms 
S3 to $6 
Fo..,.'y su.tas 
2 or S moms 

NORTH STREET NEAR DELAWARE 
v 

BUFFALO_ 
WRITE FOR FREE ROAD MAPS AND BOOKLET .i 

al.)' 

D'Arcy Laboratories 
place at your disposal their laboratory facili- 
ties for your assistance in volume control 
problems. 

Bulletin M.I. is now ready for those who 
inquire for it. 

D'Arcy Laboratories 
I 60 A. East Illinois Street Chicago, Illinois 

NOW OPEN 
&Vew t'oli¿, 
(Az HOTEL 

GVERNOR UINTON 
Opposite Penn. IC, li. ,Station 

New 1 orLs new hotel truly espressivi- of 
the greatest city. 1200 pleasant r 

each with Sersitlor. bath, circulating 
ice water and rullo pro,isions. 
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for Audio & Power Transformers 
SPECIALIZED METHODS -YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Wide Variety of Stock Standard Sizes 
Dimension and Price Sheets on request 

We Also Make 
PERMANENT MAGNETS- DIES -TOOLS- 

METAL STAMPINGS 

Facilities for prompt service 

E Thomas £t Skinner //oo to /120 
E. Twenty -Third St Steel Products Co. /NO /ANAPOL /S, /NO. 

COMPLETE LINE 

Immediate 
Delivery 

Write for 
Bulletin 932 

GENERAL RADIO CO. PARTS 

7lallome ofPAD10'. 
45 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

Nruswwwwwwwwwwwwwerunrnil 
WE offer to manufac 

turers interested in 

EXPORT 
the services of a dependable organization, 
well established in the entire foreign field 

AD. AUMEMA) INcCv 
Manufacturers' Export Managers 

116 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 

`DEALERS 
AND 

SERVICEMEN - 4U PAG faloór 

Vrite lÏów 

Type 404 Test -Signal Generator. Price $95.00 

Sensitivity Measurements For 
The Service Man 

T HIS new General Radio instrument makes it 
possible for the independent service man to 
make sensitivity measurements on radio re- 

ceivers in addition to the usual neutralizing and 
aligning adjustment tests. When used in conjunc- 
tion with an output power- measuring device the 
Type 404 Test -Signal Generator will show the ap- 
proximate sensitivity of a receiver at any point in 
the broadcast band. 

Further details will be supplied on request to all 
who ask for them on their business letterhead. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
offices Laboratories Factory 

CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS 
Pacific Coast Warehouse: 274 Brannan St.. San Francisco 

DEALERS AND SERVICEMEN -SEND FOR LATEST ISSUE OF 

u.iun oR 
'F A'SHES 

Hundreds of bargains In Radio and Electrical Merchandise 
NUBOR RADIO CO., 12 R Warren St., New York City 

r AMERICAN 2 BUTTON 

MICROPHONE 
For sound recording, studio, -' U . public address system or sound 
research. Uniform response 

1 curve flat from 30 to 7000 
cycles. No carbon hiss. Ca- i pacity 40 mills on each button. ! Wgt. 3/,, lbs. 

Li.t 575.00 
@ 

SPECIAL $2 7.50 AAAAA 
WRITE FOR OUR NEW 
BARGAIN CATALOGUE 

Full of Real Low Prices on: Con- 
denser., Transformers, Speakers, and 

Replacement Parts. 
Hundreds of Items at Remarkably Low 

Prices. Just Write for It Today VVVV 
AMERICAN SALES CO. 

21 -R WARREN ST. NEW YORK CITY 
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fube Parts 

PLATES 
(a11 types) 

CATHODES 
FILAMENT HOOKS 

GETTER CUPS 

Special parts to order. 
Send us your specifications. 

Jun® Fasteners, Inc. 
26-32 Sterling St. E. Orange, N. J. 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

DEPENDABLE 
QUALITY - UNIFORMITY 

SERVICE 
ON 

WAXES -& - MELTABLE 
INSULATING and WEATHER- 

PROOFING COMPOUNDS 
WAXES -All kinds. 

IMPREGNATIONS -Condensers, Coils, Rubber - 
Covered and Weather- Proofed Wire, Telephone 
and Electrical Cables, Etc. 

SEALING COMPOUNDS -Coils, Condensers, 
Batteries (Wet & Dry), Pot Heads, Cables, Wir- 
ing Devices and Specials. 

FINISHING -All grades of Weather Proof and 
Rubber- Covered Wire. 

SPECIAL COMPOUNDS 

35th St & Maplewood Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 

"For over 35 yrs." 
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S.lC 

SUPER- DAVOHM 
Wire Wound Precision Resistors 

Type BLT Type BWE 

Super- Davohms are known and used in the entire world. 
Instrument manufacturers have adopted the Super- Davohm 
as an integral part of their assembled unit. Universities, 
electrical, physical, instrument and radio research labora- 
tories are using Super -Davohms as laboratory standards 
because of their excellent characteristics. 
Recommended for: Television Amplifiers, Telephone Equipment, 
Sound Picture Equipment. Fire Alarm Equipment, Voltmeter Mul- 
tipliers, Resistance Amplifiers, Electrical Instruments, Laboratory 
Standard Resistors, Attenuators and Fading Controls. 

Send Us Four Resistor Specifications 
Samples on Request 

THE DAVEN COMPANY 
RESISTOR SPECIALISTS 

General Office and Factory 
158 -160 Summit Street, Newark, New Jersey 
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ENGINEERS- 
CONSTRUCTORS- 

The distinction between indifferent performance taken 
for granted and complete satisfaction realized, is some- 
times difficult of recognition. 

CARDWELL CONDENSERS have dispelled this doubt 
for many and will do it For you. An installation worth 
building at all deserves CARDWELLS for efficiency 
and long trouble -less service. 

Built for Broadcast and Commercial use, for high, medi- 
um and low powered transmitters, in many standard sizes 
or to order to Fit your job. Receiving condensers in many 
standard capacities and to order. For rigid, vibrationless 
construction the CARDWELL Taper Plate condenser 
is unsurpassed. 

The entire manufacturing facilities of this factory are avail- 
able through our Contract -Manufacturing Service for the 
manufacture of special apparatus. Proposals are solicited. 

CARDWELL CONDENSERS 
AND CONTRACT -MANUFACTURING SERVICE 

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corporation 
81 Prospect Street :: Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Since Broadcasting Began 

" THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON" 

SOLDER 

ECONOMY 
achieved 

Why practice every other economy and 
pass up solder? There is one place 
where costs can mount beyond belief - 
unless you have checked and know. 
They will, too, unless you use 
KESTER Solder. For years we have 
been making soldering easier and 
cheaper for the radio industry. 
In hundreds of plants KESTER 
Solder is standard. If it is not 
in yours you still have an 
opportunity to cut produc- 
tion costs and improve 
your quality. Our engi- 
neers will be glad to 
show the way. Write 
them without obliga- 

tion. 

KESTER SOLDER 
CORPORATE O -InJ .j COMPANY 

4224 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 
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WARD LEO NARD 
ELECTRIC CO. 

Mount Vernon, New York 
reiisfor s /Jecio%s /,s ¡or more //nip 399cwrs 
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VITROHM WL RESISTORS 

Why We 
ENAMEL Resistors 

Ward Leonard has 
always developed and 

its ts own vitre. 
ous enamel 

4tilh 
Practically eve y 
application demands 
a different ename 

Enamels are mixed 
In ball mills for 

many hours 

WE do not enamel our 
resistors to imitate 

another's product and thus 
provide sales talk. 

Vitreous enamels are used 
by us for the protection of 
wire and terminal connec- 
tions against chemical 
action, mechanical injury 
and for the rapid conduc- 
tion of heat from the wire. 

One enamel won't cover all 
requirements. We use 150 
formulae, developed and 
made by us exclusively to 
provide for all needs. 
Specify VITROHM RE- 
SISTORS -It's been safety 
insurance for 39 years. 

This. together with 
large batches, makes 
uniformity certain 

The enamel bonds 
with wire. terminals 

and refractory 

The final tough. 
hard. tenacious coat- 
ing Is perfect Pro- 

tection. 

Radio Engineering, November, 1930 

Thinking in the 
right material 

The right workabilities, right functioning, right 
appearance, right possibilities of simplification of design, 
production, assembling and inspection. For some com- 
panies these have meant everything, for success against 
competition. Men who want ideas, for betterments and 
economies, should study closely every product in which 
NVF or Phenolite is used. 

What they can learn 
from modern Radio 
design, parts and 
assemblages ä 

PHENOLITE and NVF both are "di -elec- 
tric," they keep currents where they 

ought to be; away from where they ought 
not to be. Their dielectric rating is definite, 
reliable, and calculable. 

Radio seized on them. Their workabilities 
made it possible to use a single operation to 
do the work of many; to make one part take 
the place of many; to design into the new 
sets the betterments, economies and values 
that have amazed other industries. They have 
that uniformity, without which automatics 
and mass methods fail. 

We make ten standard kinds of vulcanized fibre including Peerless 
Insulation and Leatheroid -for electrical insulation and for me- 
chanical uses. We also make Phenolites (reinforced laminated Bake- 
lite materials) of many special formulae. Direct NVF representatives 
in principal cities of the United States, Canada and Europe. 

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO. 
WILMINGTON. DELAWARE 

NVF J 
Al: the new, amazing satisfaction - 
values, here now or coming, are due to 

thinking in the 
right 

material 
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The 
BEST 

Quality 
is 

ALWAYS 
The WISEST Buy in the Long Run 

Cheap clothing, or cheap radio parts -it's 
all the same; in the end they cost the most 
money. Usually, in radio, the aftermath 
of the buy -on -price policy is business 
extinction. 

Believing in this business philosophy 
Dongan has not gone frantically after all 
and sundry orders. On the contrary the 
sales department directs its efforts toward 
those set manufacturers who demand the 
best parts available- because those are the 
manufacturers who will be selling sets this 
year and next year, therefore will continue 
to be users of Dongan Transformers. 

Radio has come to expect leadership in 
Transformers from Dongan and, in return 
has rewarded us consistently with business. 
A busy factory and a sincere optimism for 
the future characterize the Dongan organi- 
zation today. 

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co. 
2991 -3001 Franklin St., Detroit 

QNSFORMF,y1) 

MERIT 41 ;, siocr 1911 
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Arcturus Photolytic Cell 
housing of Bakelite 
Molded. Arcturus Radio 
Tube Co., Newark, N. J. 

BAKELITE MOLDED PROVED MOST PRACTICAL 
FOR "ELECTRIC EYE" OF INDUSTRY 

In sound reproduction and color analysis, in fire detec- 
tion and television, and in an ever increasing number 
of other devices, successful performance is dependent 
upon photo -electric cells. To function efficiently, and to 
assure the longest span of useful life, those cells must 
be insulated with a material that retains its high insula- 
tion value unimpaired under any conditions of service. 

The Arcturus photolytic cell provides a splendid ex- 
ample of the advantages of Bakelite Molded for highly 
sensitive electrical devices. The initial high insulation 
value of the material does not diminish with age or 

use. Its extremely low moisture absorption is a special 
advantage when the cells are used outdoors, and ex- 
posed to rain and fog. 

Bakelite Molded also provided decided production 
economies, and made an attractive design practical. 
Each one of the three housing parts is formed in one 
molding operation, with lustrous internal and external 
finish, and threading of unvarying accuracy. The rim, 
the body, and the cone tip, thread together to form the 
complete housing, and fit so perfectly that it appears 
to be one piece. 

Bakelite Engineering Service -We manufacture a wide variety of Bakelite resinoid molding materials, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, cements, 
and other products. Twenty years experience in the development of these materials for mechanical and other uses, provides a valuable back- 

ground for the cooperation offered by our engineers and laboratories. Write for Booklet 38M, "Bakelite Molded." 

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 Park Avenue, New York. CHICAGO OFFICE, 635 West Twenty- Second Street 
BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED, 163 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario 

BAKELITE 
THE MATERIAL. OF A THOUSAND USES 
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